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Introduction 

INTRODUCTION 

THE BACKGROUND OF PROJECT ARGUS 

In U1e sumrner of 1992, Project Argus 1 investigated one of ilie most remarkable mysteries of ilie 
century, ilie sudden and baffiing appearance of hundreds of huge, magnilicent shapes--dubbed "crop 
circles" --in the fields of England each sumrner. Made of grain ßattened meiliodically to ilie ground in 
intricate patterns, iliey were a form of landscape art which quickly attracted worldwide attention. But ilic 
"artist" was unknown. Where did iliey come from? What agent or force routinely generated them 
overnight? Could iliey be products of sometlting oilier Ulan human activity? lt seemed appropriate to seck 
to answer such questions with ilie instruments and meiliods of science. 

Project Argus was preceded by at least three attempts to study ilie phenomenon wiili scientific 
instruments. There were ilie "White Crow" and "Blackbird" surveillance watches organized by Colin 
Andrews and Pat Delgado in 1989 and 1990, which used night-vision video cameras and human observers 
in an effort to capture ilie formation of a crop circle on film. And iliere was Project "Blue Hili," mounted 
by Terence Meaden in 1991 in conjunction wiili Japanese universities to detect evidence of "plasma 
vortices" (Meaden 's proposed naturally occurring causative mechanism) by radar. The goal ofall three 
was to record a crop circle event at ilie moment of formation. None succeeded as ilieir organizers had 
hoped, although all came up with a small amount of equivocal data which could be interpreted as "hints'· 
that a non-hoaxed phenomenon had been observed. 

Project Argus had ilie different objective of making a miaute and extensive study of the soil and 
crops after an event bad occurred. Wiiliout requiring prior assumptions about the agent which might be 
at work, it made a sustained and weU-instrumented investigation of a la.rge number of events. u:ndeterred 
by ilie probability iliat some would be hoaxes (and, indeed. sampling from known and suspect.ed hoaxes 
for comparison.) lt drew togeilier a number of pbysieists.. biolog:ists. and engmeers.. se\-Cral of whom were 
prepared to accept that we might merely be mtoessing the uaces of human actmty a.ndlor „blind"' natural 
forces. but whom were ready to !end their e.,-peruse for no more than the eos1 of travel and 
accommodation. 

Briefly stated, ilie project 's goal was to learn if senne crop cucles exh.ibited phvsical effects which 
would be difficult, if not impossible. to generate by casua1 human actiYity. lndications2 that iliere rnight 
besuch effects in ilie form of short-lived radioactn-e residues in t.be soil and significant changes to the 
crops bad turned up late in 1991. thanks largely 10 the dedicated work of Marshall Dudle)' and Dr. W.C. 
Levengood. 3 Slenderly based iliough iliese indications '\\-Cre. it was a scientific imperative to follow them 
up on as large a scale as could be managed. using better equipment and a more exhaustive methodology. 

Project Argus was a joint effort initiated mainly by two organizations, the North Anlerican Circle 
(NAC) and ilie Centre for Crop Circle Studies (CCCS.) The CCCS was established in 1990 in England 
wiili ilie aim of encouraging orderly scientific investigation. The NAC was established a year later in thc 
United States, wiili ilie same goal. By ilie end of 1991, it was becoming clear that the two organizations 
bad, between them, accumulated enough scientific expertise to design and carry out a joint research 

1 Named for Odysseus's dog in ilie Odyssey. Argus was able to see past surface appearances to ilie truili. 
2 Readers wishing to obtain ilie articles cited in this report may consult the bibliography produced by 
Michael Chorost and Dennis Stacy, "Circles ofNote: A Reader's Guide to the Crop Circle Phenomenon." 
$3 from Dennis Stacy at Box 12434, San Antonio, TX 78212. 
3 See Montague Keen, 1991-Scientific Evidencejor the Crop Circles (Elvery Dowers Publications, 1992), 
and Michael Chorost, The Summer 1991 Crop Circles: The Data Emerges (FUFOR, 1991.) 
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project.4 The CCCS gave the project n ,ooo as seed money and committed itselfto logistical support, and 
a fundraising drive by the NAC brought the total funding to over $34,000 by May 1992. 5 Logistical needs 
such as housing and ground transportation were quickly arranged, and the project fonnally began its 
fieldwork in England on July 9th, 1992. 

Project Argus ' s array ofexperimental instruments and methods was as follows : 

• Electron microscopy to examine plant cell walls for evidence of unusual physical stresses or 
heat-related damage 
• Gamma spectroscopy to examine soil for short-lived radioactive isotopes 
• Gel electrophoresis to examine plant DNA for evidence of denaturation 
• Fluxgate magnetometry to assess magnetic variations in soil 
• Studies of plant cell tissue to assess the effects of the flattening force on the plants 
• Seed germination trials to test growth rates of seeds harvested within crop formations 
• A scintillation counter and geiger counter to detect abnormally high levels of ambient 
radiation 
• Various electromagnetic field detectors 
• Visual analysis of "crop lays" for comparision of crop circles in different nations 
• Recording of daily rainfall to correlate formation dates with weather conditions 
• Recordkeeping of reports of unidentified luminous aerial phenomena 
• Support of surveillance and surveying operations 
• Recordkeeping of dates and locations of formations 

The first six of these objectives were accomplished with instruments situated in laboratories in 
the U.S. and U.K. , using samples collected and processed by the Project Argus team. The rest were 
performed on-site by team members using the appropriate equipment. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Project Argus has not, at this writing, found the "smoking gun" clearly showing that some crop 
circles are not the product of human activity. But it has ruled out several previously held hypotheses and, 
potentially more importantly. discovered some apparent regularities which seem weil worth following up. 
What it has found are the following (each is discussed in greater detail in the section devoted to it): 

A. A greater incidence of microscopic "blisters" on plants inside crop circles than in controls 
outside them. lt is not yet clear whether this is due to the fact that the plants inside the formation 
experienced a different regime of temperature and humidity than the controls, or to some more 
exotic cause (e.g. a "genuine" phenomenon.). A number of unusual molds and types of cellular 
damage were also detected. 

B. No evidence of anomalous radioactive traces in any of the tested formations. 

C. No evidence of anomalous DNA degradation in any of the tested formations. 

D. Results indicating that further testing with fluxgate magnetometers may be productive, with 
due attention given to potential sources of methodological error. Experiments appeared to show 
that soil within many of the formations tested had a higher degree of magnetic flux intensity than 
the soil outside lhem. Notably, lhe one known hoax we were able to test did not show this effect. 

~ See Appendix 10 for thc project roster. 
5 See Appendix 9 for the proJect budgct and sources of funding. 
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E. The possibility that there are significant anomalies in plant cell tissues and seed germination 
rates relative to controls. Due to the complexity of living plant systems, and the methodological 
difficulties imposed by collecting samples under highly variable conditions, this research has 
progressed especially slowly. 

F. Hints that testing with electromagnetic detectors may be productive. The ad hoc nature ofthe 
testing in 1992 makes it necessary to undertake better testing in future seasons. 

G. The continuing presence of complex crop lays in formations in England and Canada. 
Formations in both countries exhibited features such as standing stalks, underlying lays, off-axis 
centers, and plant braiding. 

H. Rainfall data suggesting that some of the formations in the immediate vicinity of Alton Barnes 
may have been made during or immediately afler wet weather, which complicates the hoax 
theory. 

I. Several accounts of unidentified luminous events in the low atmosphere resembling those 
which have been described (occasionally with photographic collateral) in Dr. Terence Meaden's 
Journal of Meteorology and John Macnish's video Crop Circle Communique. 

J. No success in photographic surveillance. A formation which was made within the theoretical 
range of the camera went undetected, probably due to low light and an unfavorable camera-to
ground angle. 

K. The continuing existence of the phenomenon itself, in considerable numbers. George 
Wingfield's database lists 197 formations for Great Britain for the summer of 1992 (see 
Appendix 11 .) 

We thus have some potentially very interesting and significant data from our magnetic flux scans 
and electron rnicroscopy, and it is our hope that outside scientists competent in these areas will review our 
data and make comments. 

The absence of positive data in the other test regimes does not mean that the phenomenon must 
be a hoax. As the old adage goes, absence of evidence does not mean evidence of absence. lt is entirely 
possible that we were, in those cases, looking for a real phenomenon in the wrong places. There were 
thousands of tests we could have run, but we could only select a few out of that huge set. When facing the 
unknown, one must essentially start anywhere, since no prior research exists to indicate the most 
productive paths. In (probably) ruling out radioactivity and several other effects, the project did essential 
work which will save its successors time and expense. 

THE PROCEDURES OF PROJECT ARGUS 

The project officially ran from July 9th to August 28th, I 992, though some fieldwork was 
accomplished both before and afler those dates. During that time, at least 22 crop circles appeared in the 
project' s immediate vicinity and in many nearby areas, so there was no lack of crop circles to examine and 
sample. 

Project Argus's daily routine was simple, in theory: its members simply bad to wait to learn of 
new crop circles, and then go out to sample them. In practice, our Jives were not so simple. Once a new 
formation had been spotted from the ground or air and its precise location pin-pointed, it was necessary to 
discover the identity of the farmer and obtain permission to enter the field. There is no public record of 
who owns or farms what parcels of land, so we relied heavily on local knowledge, particularly that of Mrs. 
Una Dawood. who weil knew the area and its inhabitants. Permission to enter was not always 
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forthcoming, since not all farmers were willing to give consent even for controlled, scientific purposes. 
From their point ofview, their anxiety to avoid publicity and innocently destructive sightseers was 
understandable, but it often made the team's life rather more challenging. 

Once permission was obtained, it was necessary to get accurate directions for getting to the 
formation. Orten it is almost impossible to see a crop circle from the ground, so highly precise directions 
are required, on the order of "second field north of the smaller bam, three tramlines up from the south 
side ofthe field." With this information in band, the team would send a scout to the formation to 
determine if it would be worth the effort of sampling. (Due to the overwhelming number of formations, 
and the relatively limited facilities available for analysis of samples, it was necessary to make choices. 
The criteria for such choices are discussed below.) lf the scout's report led to a decision to sample, the 
team would decide which labs to collect for and how many samples to collect, and labe! the sample bags 
before leaving the cottage. Once in the formation, each member would accomplish bis or her specialized 
sampling job. Back at thr coltage, the team members would sort the samples and prepare them for 
disposition to the appropriate laboratories. 

The Argus team received able assistance from many people not directly connected to it. We 
were much helped by the "Dreadlocks," a group ofyoung people who managed the public's access to 
formations on the Carson farm. They had a group of friends, which the team soon dubbed "Dreadnet." 
scanning the fields by car for new formations. The Dreadlocks were extraordinarily acute at detecting 
traces of possible hoaxing, and Project Argus often relied on their judgment in making decisions about 
which formations to sample. Not only that, they were vigilant: they caught a group of men trying to sneak 
into the "Snail," a !arge formation on the Carson farm, late one night for purposes best known to 
thernselves. The remarkable speed with which they, the Carsons, and the local police reacted-the 
interlopers were apprehended and tumed out of the field in minutes-illustrates the difficulties faced by 
would-be hoaxers. 

Project Argus's duties may have been clear-cut, but their pace was not. The team members were 
like firemen in that they were dependent on the phenomenon itselffor a "living." Sometimes things 
would be very slow; there was one five-day period in which not a single formation was reported. At other 
times, the weather would be too wet for sampling, an important scientific consideration in that the plants 
had to be as dry as possible to prevent mold from growing in them during shipment. 6 At other times, the 
team was inundated with formations, necessitating difficult choices about which formations to examine 
and which to ignore. On August 9th, five formations were reported to the team, at least three, and 
possibly all, of which had been formed the previous night. (lt is perhaps worth noting that 6. 7 mm of rain 
had fallen that night, creating unpleasant and muddy conditions for hoaxers.) 

The purpose ofthis report is, of course, to discuss Project Argus's research and its results. But it 
has another purpose as weil: to offer its work as an example for future expeditions in this and other fields 
of inquiry. In many ways, Project Argus was a landrnark undertaking. For one thing, it was remarkably 
international, requiring an extraordinary degree of coordination across borders and ocearLS. lts leadership 
was shared between Americans and the English; its scientists and technicians came from Britain, Canada, 
South Africa, and the United States, and it obtained useful scientific advice from Germany; its funding 
came in marks, dollars, and pounds; its radiation detectors were loaned to it by English and Canadian 
firms; and its English members provided virtually all of the project' s surveillance, surveying, databasing, 
and logistical support. The work was assigned and accomplished without regard to nationalities, a not 
inconsiderable achievement considering that the team members organized the project while scattered 
across the thousands of miles from Vancouver to Frankfurt. 

6 Mold was a health problem as weil as a scientific problem, since we bad to dry our samples in the 
cottage, giving those of us with allergies symptorns which were at times nearly debilitating. For several 
members of the team, it was like being ill for six straight weeks. Future teams should plan against this 
problem. 
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Project Argus was also was lhe first scientific undertaking to examine crop circles with a wide 
variety of instruments and melhods, wilhoul foregrounding a specific lheory of the phenomenon' s cause. 
The broadness was deliberate, having lhe goal of maximizing lhe chances of serendipitous discovery. 
This is discussed in greater detail in the following section. 

Finally, a basic condition oflhe project was lhat its data would be placed on the public record in a 
relatively undigested form, such lhat it could be sifted, interpreted, and reinterpreted by future and 
perhaps more knowledgeable researchers. Such openness wilh basic data has been, unfortunately, 
relatively rare in the study of crop circles. This openness is exceptionally importanl, because it is only 
under such circumstances lhat a field of study can build on its past. Thus Project Argus off ers the data in 
this report in the hope lhal it will provide building blocks for lhe future. 7 

7 Not all ofthe infonnation was available for publication al press time. Reports by Dr. Robert Arnold on 
seed germination, Marshall Dudley on analysis of anornalous photographs, and Dr. Trevor Pinch on lhe 
sociology of lhe debate on crop circles, will be published in an addendurn when lhey are ready. 
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I. THE GOALS OF PROJECT ARGUS 

Project Argus focused on the materials of crop circles--soil and plants--to see if it could find 
anomalies which would rnitigate against the most widely believed theory of their origin: human agents, 
using devices relying on physical pressure to flauen the plants. Equally importantly, the tests it conducted 
also offered the possibility that more could be leamed about the actual physical nature of the phenomenon. 

Tests conducted the previous summer, that of 1991, had appeared to demonstrate effects which 
could not be explained as a result of casual human activity. Thus the project focused on repeati!]g these 
tests, on a larger scale and with more rigorous methodological standards. lt also added a battery of new 
tests. 

If unusual and notable anomalies could be found, on a repeatable and confirmable basis, it would 
help rule out human activity as the on~v cause of the phenomenon. For example, if radioactive isotopes 
were found in the soil which were neither natural nor produced by fallout, nor also present in control 
samples, it would suggest that some force had been present in the vicinity of the crop circle which was 
rather more exotic than planks pressed by human feet. Sirnilarly, if it was found that the DNA in the 
plant cells had been denatured, that is. broken up into small pieces, it would suggest that the plants had 
been exposed to ultraviolet or nuclear radiation, which are again forces unlikely to be produced by 
hoaxers' labors. 

Most of our tests were thus predicated on the "rule out hoax" basis just described. Their primary 
goal was to rule out a mundane theory, the hoax theory, rather than to rule in any particular "exotic" 
theory. However, it was also hoped that the tests would also yield infonnation as to the physical attributes 
of the phenomenon, if it did turn out to be "exotic." 

Finding "rule out hoax" evidence in a given fonnation would perrnit it to be theorized that the 
formation was "genuine". that is, produced by some force other than casual human activity. 8 Of course, 
the absence of "rule out hoax" evidence in a given fonnation would not necessarily mean that it was a 
hoax, since it was always possible that our tests were looking for genuineness in the wrong places. "Rule 
out" evidence has its limitations. However. we thought it quite good enough, as a starting point, to tiy to 
teil which, if any. formations were not hoaxes. 

We recognized that using the word "hoax" implied the assumption that there was a 
corresponding "genuine" article, which was precisely the assumption we were avoiding. We considered 
abandoning the words "hoax" and "genuine" in favor ofthe more neutral tenns "human-made" and "non
human-made." This would in fact be a more precise tenninology. However, the word "hoax" bad become 
a widespread shorthand for fonnations of human origin, regardless of the intent of the human makers. 9 

Everyone knew what the word "hoax" meant, despite its looseness, so it seemed reasonable to keep using 
it as a shorthand. 

8 The qualifier "casual" is included to account for the· possibility that the phenomenon is caused by bighly 
sophisticated human activity, such as rnilitary tests of an energy beam of some sort. However, this 
possibility is considered unlikely in view of the highly public siting of the phenomenon on privately 
owned land. 
9 lt should be recognized that the intent may not always be rnalicious; some groups may have rnade crop 
circles for ritual purposes, or in the belief that the phenomenon was genuine and deserved a response. lt 
is interesting to note that many of the groups entering the hoax contest conducted at West Wycombe on 
July 11/12, 1992, believed that thc phenomenon was genuine. Many regarded hoaxing as an attempt to 
"reverse-engineer" the phenomenon to rcproduce its effects by less sophisticated means. 
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The project took it for granted that hoaxing was responsible for some certain percentage of the 
phenomenon. Project Argus therefore did not expect that its results would be consistent across all 
formations even ifthe phenomenon was "genuine." The best it hoped for was to find that some significant 
percentage of formations exhibited an unhoaxable "signature." 

The team was, of course. aware that deliberate hoaxing might be taking place in order to confuse 
them, or--which was nearly as troublesome--that unfounded claims might be made that some of the 
formations they examined were human-made.10 The project's members had available to them a nurnber 
of thumbnail criteria for identifying possible hoaxes. For example, a formation was regarded as 
"suspicious" (e.g. possibly hoaxed) if it was very new yet exhibited badly damaged and muddy plants. To 
this end the project made use of visual criteria in looking for subtle details of the crop lay, for gap seeking, 
for single stalks, and numerous other items. (These criteria-many of which were generated by the 
painstaking efforts of Stanley Morcom--are discussed in more detail in Appendix 5.) These criteria came 
into play whenever there was a choice among forrnations: the team members picked the one they 
considered least obviously hoaxed. However, they also chose to sample several formations which were 
considered "suspicious", to see ifthose guesses could be confirmed by lab tests. In addition, the team 
tested two forrnations it knew tobe human-made. One was the winning formation made in the "hoax 
contest" conducted on July 11/12th, 1992, referred to as the "West Wycombe hoax." The other was a test 
formation made by the team itself, the "Argus test hoax," after obtaining perrnission from the farrner and 
recompensing him for the damage to the field. (The experience of making this hoax is reported by Chad 
Deetken in Appendix 6.) These known hoaxes served as useful baselines. 

When there was no choice among formations, we did sampling regardless of the shape, size, or 
visual appearance of the forrnation. However. as the summer progressed and more samples were 
accumulated than the labs could handle, the team became more discriminating when considering whether 
to commit energy and lab resources to sampling a new forrnation. Since our sample set includes both 
complex forrnations and simple circles, both "good" forrnations and "suspicious" ones. we believe it 
reasonably represents the various kinds of forrnations that appeared in the Wiltshire/ Hampshire area in 
the summer of 1992. 

Project Argus had several subsidiary goals. One was to initiale comparison of the phenomenon 
between countries. Chad Deetken, a Canadian, joined the project to compare the floor lays of Canadian 
crop circles to those of English crop circles. His report is in Section III. Another goal was to support 
research in the sociology of science, and have an experienced consultant to band in matters of scientific 
debate. so the project invited Dr. Trevor Pinch, a sociologist from Comell, to observe our work and those 
of others. l l 

Ofnecessity, Project Argus had to exclude a number ofpossible goals. lt did not undertake a 
nightly surveillance watch of its own, simply because it would have been too exhausting. However, some 
of its members occasionally joined surveillance watches mounted by other expeditions, out of their own 
curiosity. lt also made no effort to lest the validity of claims made on behalf of dowsing, nor d.id it 
compile reports of physical symptoms experienced by people entering crop circles. And. while it took note 
of anecdotal stories of unidentified luminous phenomena in the region. it made no attempt to verify or 
explain them. Such eff orts were beyond the scope of the project. 

l O Not unlike the nurnerous claims of responsibility often received by authorities after bomb explosions. 
11 Dr. Pinch 's books include Frames of Meaning: The Social Construction of Extraordinary Science 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1982); The Social Construction o/Technologica/ Systems: New 
Directions in the Sociology and History of Technology (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1987); and The 
Uses of Experiment: Studies in the Natural Sciences (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989.) 
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II. THE RESUL TS OF PROJECT ARGUS 

IIA. GAMMA-RA Y SPECTROSCOPY 

NOTE: A second, independently generated report on radioactivity, by Dr. Ernest Peck et. a/. of 
the University of Nevada--Las Vegas, is inc/uded in Appendix 12. 

In the summer of 1991, two members ofthe team had soil samples from five crop circles tested 
for unusual radioactive emissions. These tests were limited in scope and did not permit conclusions to bc 
drawn with any confidence. However, the results from two of the formations were sufficiently interesting 
to warrant further investigation during Project Argus. 12 The samples from these two forrnations appearcd 
to emit more radioactive particles than their controls, and further testing hinted that the surplus radiation 
was coming from highly unusual radioactive isotopes. lt was therefore decided to test these possible 
findings by carrying out a more comprehensive and detailed radiation survey as part of Project Argus. 
Twelve forrnations were tested in detail by gamma spectroscopy, as well as a set of "neutral samples" 
taken in a circle-less field. 

The project's key instrument was an Oxford Instruments gamma spectroscope, which identifies 
the radioactive isotopes in a given sample. A gamma spectroscope will, for example, detect naturally 
occurring uranium-238 in a soil sample, as weil as radionuclides derived from fall-out from bomb tests 
and nuclear accidents. The instrument was set up in a laboratory in High Wycombe. a town northwest of 
London, about two hours away from our headquarters in Alton Bames. lt was therefore possible to test 
soil samples with comparative rapidity, before the hypothesized radioactive isotopes had time to decay. 

The project was searching for a very special class of isotopes: short-lived ones. Short-lived 
isotopes decay quickly after they are forrned. in a matter of days or even hours. For this reason, they are 
never found in ordinary soils unJess a significant nuclear event has taken place very recently. Based on 
the tentative findings from the 1991 season, it was hypothesized that a non-human source of crop circles 
might be a powerfiJI emitter of radioactive particles. For example, a causative source of non-human origin 
might be powered by some nuclear source of energy, or the forces it used to flatten the crops might be 
partly composed of radioactive particles. Nuclear sources can, under certain circumstances, convert 
nonradioactive isotopes in soil into radioactive ones. These radioactive isotopes would be detectable by a 
gamma spectroscope. The majority of them would be short-lived, which meant that the soil bad to be 
collected and analyzed quickly. 

Methodology of Sampling 

The following methodology applies to most of our sampling, not just the sampling for gamma 
spectroscopy. Exceptions to the methodology are noted in the individual sections. 

The soil sampling methodology was as follows. We collected an equal number of soil sarnples 
from inside and outside the crop circle, ranging from a minimum of four samples in and four out ( 4 in / 4 
out) to a maximurn of 8 in / 8 out. The sampling locations were decided on site, with an eye to taking soil 
from each major component of the forrnation, and controls at 30 paces (approximately 60 feet) away from 
the forrnation in all directions. The team leader would sketch the forrnation in his notebook and place a 
letter of the alphabet at each proposed sample site. For example, if the team decided to take 5 sarnples 
inside the formation and 5 outside it as controls (5 in / 5 out), the sarnple sites would be labeled A through 
J. The letters were distributed randomly, so that the labs would not be able to guess which samples came 
from where. Copies of this sketch were then made and distributed to each member of the sampling team. 

12 See Chorost, Michael. The Summer 1991 Crop Circles: The Data Emerges. Mt. Rainier, MD: 
FUFOR, 1991: 11-15. 
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Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy 

Controls were taken by walking down a tractor line heading away from the perimeter of the 
forrnation, and then reaching an arrn's length into the plants to obtain soil away from the tractor line. 
(We were constrained by our obligation to minimize darnage to the farrner 's crop.) Occasional exceptions 
were necessitated by the fact that the forrnation was sometimes closer than 30 paces to one boundary of the 
field. Samples were taken by using a spoon or small trowel. We scraped across the soil surface rather 
than down into it, on the assumption that topsoil was more likely to be exposed to radiation or 
contaminants than subsurface soil. Each sample consisted of approximately a kilogram of soil, placed in a 
plastic ziploc bag and tied or taped shut. 

A somewhat di.ff erent method was employed for taking soil samples designed to lest magnetic 
llux variance (see Section HE.) The chief difference is that the number of samples taken was larger. 

The same methodology of sample locations was generally used for the other types of sampling. 
Each member of the team was responsible for taking samples for one experimental procedure. One person 
took soil samples for the gamma spectroscopy, another took plant heads for the electron microscopy, 
another collected leaves for the DNA analysis, and so on. Each person took samples from the same sites. 
That is, the gamma spectroscopy collector would take a sample from site A, followed by the electron 
microscopy collector, followed by the DNA analysis collector, and so on. In this way, samples were 
collected from the same sites for each laboratory. This also meant that interesting results from one 
particular sample could later be compared to results from other samples from the same site. 

Soil samples needed no further processing, since they merely had to be placed inside the gamma 
spectroscope for analysis. Plant samples required more complex treatment. They had to be dried out prior 
to shipment to minimize mold growth, so they were allowed to dry outside their bags for a minimum of 
three days, more if feasible. When judged to be dry, they were packed into cardboard tubes, leaving 
adequate space for air circulation, and mailed to the appropriate laboratory. 

Some of our early samples were badly damaged by mold because we had not adequately dried 
them. We thus increased our drying time, and avoided collecting during wet weather, which reduced 
though did not entirely eliminate mold growth. Most of our samples arrived in usable condition. 

The sample sets included a sheet of paper giving the name and presumed forrnation date of the 
crop circle. This sheet did not, however. show where the samples were taken relative to each other. The 
Jabs were thus "blind" with respect to which samples came from inside and which outside. 

Methodology of Gamma Spectroscopy 

Initially, each individual sample was placed in the gamma spectroscope's counting chamber for a 
five-minute scan. to see if any peaks appeared which could be attributed to unusual short-lived 
radionuclides. lf such peaks appeared, the plan was to let the sample remain in the chamber for a longer 
period of time, at least several hours, so that more data could be accumulated. When no peaks appeared 
in the samples from the first two or three forrnations, it was decided to extend the scan to ten minutes, to 
account for the possibility that the concentration of radionuclides was too low to be detected in a five
rninute scan. 

For nine of the twelve forrnations we tested, we did additional testing once the short scans were 
finished. Five or six (e.g. as many as would fit) ofthe sample bags were selected at random and placed in 
the chamber to accumulate data until the team members returned with samples from the next forrnation. 
The selections were made without reference to whether the samples were from inside or outside the 
forrnation, but enough sample bags were picked to ensure a high probability that at least one of them 
would be from within the formation . Extremely long counting periods were thus accumulated, giving the 
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Gamma-Rau Spectroscopy 

Findings 

The five and ten-minute scans showed no peaks except for those of natural radionuclides such as 
potassium-40 and isotopes ofthe uranium and thorium series, and the fallout radionuclide caesium-137 (a 
Chemobyl product.) The long-term scans perfonned for nine fonnations showed more peaks because of 
the better counting statistics. Up to 118 significant peaks were found in the ones with the longest 
counting times. The radionuclides associated with all of the large peaks have been identified as either 
natural or fall out products. The team has not attempted to identify all of the radionuclides associated with 
the smaller peaks, but since the ratios of the peaks are sirnilar in all of the samples, it is virtually certain 
that they are associated with the natural uranium and thoriun1 radionuclides. The data for the nine long 
scans is provided in Appendix 2. 

Of the twelve formations, one (West Wycombe) was a known hoax, the winning formation in the 
hoax contest of July 11/12. As expected, it showed no unusual peaks. 

In addition, seven "neutral samples" were taken 30 feet apart in a straight line across a circle-less 
field on the Carson farm, to establish a baseline for the nonnal background radioactivity in the immediate 
area. This is treated as a thirteenth "formation" in the data list (Appendix 1.) lt, too, revealed no unusual 
peaks. 

Co11c/usio11s 

Our conclusion is that radiation does not appear to be a component of the phenomenon. Given 
the number of fonnations that we tested, and the very great sensitivity of our equipment, the chances are 
good that we would have detected radiation if it were there to detect. 

There is one conclusion that cannot be drawn from our negative findings. The fact that we found 
no radiation does not mean that the phenomenon is a hoax. lt simply means that the phenomenon, 
whatever its origin, does not appear to involve radioactivity. 

Why. then, did earlier tests appear to report notable anomalies? lt must be pointed out that these 
tests were perfonned under far less optimal conditions, and wcre more vulnerable to procedural and 
mechanical errors. The samples were relatively old by the time they reached the labs; instructions for 
analyzing them bad to be passed through several intennediaries, which gave rise to misunderstandings; 
and the sample sets were so small that the chance of chance statistical variations is relatively high. 
Whatever the actual cause of the earlier findings, the far more complete data obtained subsequently must 
take scientific precedence. 13 

13 Possible reasons for the results are discussed in three sources, two English and one German. 1. 
Dudley, Marshall, and Chorost, Michael. "What Happened To The 'Radionuclides Paper'?" The 
Cereologist 6 (Spring 1992): 6-7. 2. Mufon UFO Journal, April 1992: 8-11. 3. Dudley, Marshall et al. 
"Künstliche Radioaktivität In Kornkreisen." In Spuren Im Korn. Ed. Jürgen Krönig. Zweitausendeins, 
1992: 235-241. 
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Report on the Results o[Proieet Argus 

11B. THE EVIDENCE FROM CROPS 

Montague Keen 

A major part of the Argus objectives was to provide raw material and scientific expertise and 
equipment to test hypotheses tentatively proposed in 1991 by (in particular) Dr. W. C. Levengood, of 
Pinelandia Biophysical Laboratory, Grass Lake, Michigan, whose pioneering work in the examination of 

- samples of plants from crop circles from the 1990 and 1991 seasons must be regarded as the most 
substantial and valuable contribution to methodical investigation ofthe phenomenon which bad thus far 

been undertaken. 

Dr. Levengood's earlier findings had been discussed in a number of informal reports addressed 
to, and written primarily for. amateur investigators who had provided him with raw material in the hope 
that he might find evidence of some physiological changes unlikely or impossible to have been caused by 
human activity or by farniliar, recognized forces of wind and weather. While these were not scientific 
papers, therefore, they were nonetheless the product of orthodox laboratory tests whose details and back
up evidence were available for inspection by serious and qualified scientists. Dr. Levengood bad no 
opportunity to supervise and check, let alone control, the samplers involved or the circumstances in which 
samples were taken, handled, stored, packaged and dispatched to his laboratory. This largely accounts for 
the reluctance of some of his peers to be confident about the reliability of his results and the far-reaching 
conclusions he drew from them. lt was one of the deficiencies the Argus project hoped, at least in part, to 
remedy: by standardizing procedure and operating as a co-ordinated team. 

Whereas in other sections of lhis report the contributing specialists have presented their own 
findings in their own way, for several reasons a different procedure is required for crops. The first is that 
the work on crop samples was part of a process which ante-dated Argus and continued when Argus 
finished. The nature of the work both on plants and the seeds derived from them is long-term; currently 
not only is it still in mid-stream, since many of the samples collected by Argus have yet tobe analyzed: 
the methodologies are changing and are not standardized. The reasons for this will shortly become 
apparent. 

The second is that, unlike tests of soil for residues of radioactive isotopes or responses to a range 
of magnetic or electro-magnetically related tests, those a.ffecting plant lissues fail lamentably to fall into 
the tidy category of positive or negative. lnstead, they comprise part of a process of continuous 
exploration which involves the abandonment of one procedure or criterion in favor of wbat appears to be a 
superior or more reliable one. That process is far from complete. Put more bluntly, there has not yet 
emerged one lest or complex of tests which it is generally agreed will provide an unchangeable way to 
distinguish "real" from fabricated formations, !et alone yield reliable information about the nature and 
efTect of the forces responsible for creating it. To invite participating scientists in such circurnstances to 
provide reports would be quite unrealistic. Even were they willing to do so the results would merely 
confuse. 

Moreover, because there is no way by which to determine where the Argus project begins and 
ends in lhis field of investigation, an attempt rnust be rnade to describe the entirety of the work so far, and 
then to see what role Argus played in it. 

Furthermore, even as sampling was in progress, reports were emerging that earlier evidence bad 
been rnisconstrued, or that deficiencies bad been found in former procedures, the correction of which bad 
implications for sampling methods. To understand Argus' role in lhis tangled network, therefore, it is 
necessary briefly to examine the siluation as it appeared in rnid-summer, 1992, and to see in what way our 
efTorts may have contributed to a clearer understanding of the problems, and to a more precise indication 
of the regions requiring furthcr study. 
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The Euidence from Crops 

Certain unwritten assumptions underlie the task of scientific inquiry. Fundamental is that laws 
of causation and thermodynamics will be respected. A second is that the flattening force, or forces, will be 
accompanied by some measurable output of energy, visible, auditory, magnetic, electrical, pneumatic or 
whatever, which is capable ofbeing detected, recorded and assessed or measured in the affected soil or in 
the crops. 

This is less obvious than may appear. lmplicit in the phenomenon is the existence of a force 
which may be wholly unknown to physics. lf so, there is no reason why it (or they) must needs comply 
with laws based on forces which are known to physics. lf old boundaries are to be breached, why must old 
ones necessarily be respected? 

There was a further implicit assumption: consistency. Whatever created one must be assumed to 
have created the rest. lf significant, measurable and unhoaxable changes are recorded, perhaps in the 
electro-magnetic field, then one could expect to proceed on the basis that this is an integral feature, and a 
clue to the creative mechanism, of all genuine formations. 

But while all of these assumptions may be required to enable any scientific investigation to get off 
the metaphoric ground, none are necessariZv true. And indeed the course of inquiry thus far has tempted 
many to harbor the suspicion that, if an intelligence is at work, it appears to demonstrate capabilities 

· inconsistent with one or more of these assumptions. Less iconoclastically, it could be that such 
unexpected failures to replicate or endorse preliminary evidence from the previous year might reflect no 
more than either a critical variation in the strength, and hence the apparent effect, of the force, or the wide 
range of growth stages and compositional variations of the affected plants, an aspect examined more 
closely below. 

Here is one area which distinguishes crop circle investigation from nearly all other areas of 
scientific inquiry. lt is by no means the only one. Let us first briefly recount what 1991 had produced, and 
what the Argus project was designed to check 14, apart from the evidence of radioactive isotopes 
(discussed in Section IIA). Dr. Levengood's examination ofplant tissues from various mainly UK 
formations bad led him to conclude that enlargements of the minute holes or pits in the soft parenchyma 
tissue in the swollen nodes of affected plants was consistent with, and explained by, a sudden energetic 
infusion akin to microwave activity; and indeed he bad found similar behavior after treatment of plants in 
a microwave oven. In addition. he had diagnosed in some samples what he and a botanical colleague 
identified as a rare genetic malformation known as "polyembryony." A few other samples had shown 
evidence of carbonization or severe charring of the outer tissue of a type most likely to have been caused 
by intense but short-lived heat, like a flash oflightning. Finally, as a further indication ofthe effect ofthe 
unknown force, a comparison with upright control samples of the ratios in the diameters of nodes to 
adjoining stems in circle samples seemed to show significant differences. 

In the months which followed the appearance of these reports during the autumn of 1991 and the 
spring and summer of 1992 various reservations were expressed about Dr. Levengood's findings, or the 
conclusions he bad drawn from them. There was also concem about the (inevitable) absence of 
managerial control over the sampling procedures. Levengood himself noted in the surnmer of I 99215 
when exarnining the embryo regions of current samples that the developing anthers, still within the 
glumes (i.e. before flowering) were very similar to the shrunken structures which bad been observed in the 
previously designated "polyembryony" effect seen in some of the 1990 samples taken from wheat heads. 
This prompted a re-exarnination of the original structures and revealed the presence of an attached 
filament which he describes as characteristic of the anther-supporting element. Normally, anthers poke 

14 Described in some detail in Scientific Evidence for the Crop Circle Phenomenon, Montague Keen, 
~ub. 1992 by Elvery Dowers for CCCS at 13 Westparade, Norwich NR2 3D UK. 
5 Levengood, W.C. Report No 5. July 10 1992. Unpublished, as are all ofLevengood's Reports cited in 

this section. 
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out of the glumes, and then shrink and drop off after the flower bud opens. He did not expect to find 
anthers still present in all the glumes examined. 

In a report dated July 10, 1992, which reached the Argus team in mid-stream, Levengood had 
concluded from this evidence that he bad mistakenly identified polyembryony. He had nevertheless 
stumbled on different evidence which suggested that the processes leading to the creation and 
development of the plant's embryo had been sharply arrested, altering the stem nodes and the cell 
structure of internal tissues without producing gross external damage, or killing the cells. This 
phenomenon, however, is clearly most likely tobe observed, if at all, only in plants affected at around or 
shortly after flowering time, and hence at a fairly early stage of maturity. There is nothing which suggests 
it has been or could be found in crops struck down at more mature growth stages. 

Here was an immediate difficulty for the Argus investigators, albeit a minor one. All cereal crops 
in the UK were weil past anthesis by the time the Argus team assembled in early mid-July. Several earlier 
formations had been sampled, but there is no evidence that this phenomenon was observed in them. 
Levengood himself has not since reported any similar observations, although a sample of wheat from a 
formation in Pennsylvania (Report no. 5 of July 10, 1992) sampled in early June also displayed severely 
arrested embryonic development, all the seeds being less than half the size of the controls. lt remains a 
feature to be looked for more closely next season. 

Similarly, the discovery of charred tissue: with the aid of electron rnicroscopy some was later 
identified as fungal (see Cassandra McDonough's report in Section IIC); but there still remained 
unexplained evidence of charring. The fact that the Argus team (despite a false alarm or two) failed to 
find further evidence of charring or carbonization rnight mean that there was none, but it could equally 
weil arise because it is an occasional feature found only in earlier growth stages. One unexplained 
instance of charring was found in Nottinghamshire, some 150 rniles distant, and examined by the 
National Institute of Agricultural Botany, but evidence ofits provenance was inadequate to allow 
conclusions to be safely drawn. 

More far-reaching, however, was an earlier opinion relating to the controversial issue of pit 
enlargement. Levengood bad concluded by earlier 1992 that it was better to look at pits in the cell walls 
ofbract tissue rather than in the parenchyma tissue. Parenchyma are located inside the nodes, the parts on 
the stem which swell and enable the plant to grow up towards the light when flattened by wind, rain or 
man. Bract tissue is the thick skin surrounding a developing seed. For a number of reasons he considered 
it safer and more reliable to exarnine cellular changes here rather than in the nodes. Since the reasons for 
this change of approach have been questioned, they should be briefly recited. 

First. concentration on bract was expected to dispose of the problem which might arise if 
naturally or artificially flattened crops (which, after flattening, would norrnally start growing upwards 
again by bending at the nodes) also displayed distortions of cell pits. Thal seemed far less likely tobe thc 
case with pits in the bract tissue. He also suspected that pit numbers and distribution were more stable in 
bract tissue, whereas parenchyrna cells were more liable to be affected by variable growth and climatic 
conditions. In addition, the soft parenchyrna tissue in early growth stages tended to have pits "all over the 
place," and not necessarily different in size from those found in the controls - a discovery which led him 
to suspect plant rnaturity to be a factor. In 1991 he had found that parenchyrna cells in control nodes did 
not show any cell wall pits, whereas circle material did. But the following year the pits were visible in the 
control parenchyma cells. This appeared tobe linked to the fact that the 1991 samples were on the whole 
more mattrre than the earlier samples exarnined from the following season's crop. Hence the switch to the 
more reliable bract tissue. Here the pits could be found all the time, and did not appear to alter during 
development. The change illustrated one of the rnany difficulties in dealing with growing plants. A 
standard work by Katherine Esau on plant anatomy points out (pp. 36-43) that pit fields can change 
during growth as cell walls form. 
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What appeared to be no more than a minor procedural modification, of the short which would be 
quite unexceptional in the exploratory phase of such an investigation, proved tobe an unexpected 
stumbling block to the Argus investigators. Through no fault of Levengood, the fact that he was switching 
his attention from nodes to bract escaped observation until it was too late. The sampling and preparation 
methods used for a great many samples had involved cutting lengths of stem, each with a node. These 
were labeled, bundled and placed in a preservative fluid pending examination of the nodes. When it was 
realized that the parenchyma tissue bad been superseded as a pit expansion examination centre it was too 
late. Fortunately, in most cases the seed heads bad been preserved. The change was also not known in 
time for subsequent German trials to be suitably adapted. 

Since this change of approach has been questioned, it should be finnly said that there is nothing 
unusual or irregular in scientists at the foothills of a mountain climb testing di.ff erent routes or following 
what prove to be false trails. Where the distant peak to be conquered changes shape and location every 
few yards when it is not totally shrouded in mist, and is widely considered a mirage anyway, the task 
becomes more diflicult. What is common but less forgivable is to ignore Thomas Huxley's sage definition 
of the great tragedy of science - the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact. Thal is not a mistake 
the pragmatic Levengood is likely to make. 

Levengood's initial 1991 results bad encountered the criticism that some if not all ofwhat he bad 
found 16 might be attributable not to a mysterious circle-creating force, but simply to the process of 
phototropic recovery following flattening, whether by man or nature. Plant experts in England, among 
them Dr. Jeremy Sweet, head of plant pathology at the National Institute of Agricultural Botany in 
Cambridge, and Dr. John Graham, head of agronomy at Cranfield Institute ofTechnology and whose 
doctoral thesis had been concemed with crop lodging, along with the intemationally recognized biologist 
Dr. Rupert Sheldrake, whose early work as a plant physiologist related to the effect and consequences of 
plant lodging, had all expressed these reservations. In a subsequent report 17 Levengood himself bad 
accepted the value of flattening a succession of identical samples at regular intervals throughout the 
growing season in order to examine the effect on the pit holes in parenchyrna cells in the nodes. 

Like most trials with plants, this seems simpler than it proved to be. A major constraint was 
time; another was money. An estimate provided by one UK institution, equipped with the facilities and 
staff to undertake this work, showed that even on a non-profit basis it would have cost t:6,400, a figure 
quite beyond the resources of the UK Centre for Crop Circle Studies, which was urgently seeking the 
voluntary help of suitably equipped laboratories. More than one UK. institution bad been approached for 
help. But even bad time, and the allocation ofhurnan and financial resources, been adequate to plan and 
operate such a test for the 1992 crop season, the need for payment, imposed by official financial 
constraints, would have proved an insuperable stumbling block. lt was not until weil into the season that 
a young Gerrnan immunologist who had volunteered to help on the biological front, came to the rescue. 
Although her work was instituted before, and was independent of, the Argus project, the results are highly 
relevant to its objectives. 

The helpful scientist was Suzanne Lenzner. Her report, which compared artificially lodged 
wheat plants with upright controls in the final eight weeks of the season in lower Saxony, was not 
completed until October 1992, but by rnid-August her meticulously recorded observations confirrned that 
there was no significant di.fference between the diameters of nodes artificially flattened compared with 
upright controls - despite superficial appearances to the contrary as a result of the creation of knee-shapes 
in the nodes during recovery. This lent support to the Levengood assumption that artificially flattened 
crops did not react in the same way as circle crops. However, she also concluded that all the changes in 
pit holes in parenchyma (not the bract) tissue which Dr. Levengood had earlier postulated to have arisen 
from the influence of an unknown force were found in normal as well as bent nodes. This conclusion was 

16 Keen, Scientific Evidence for the Crop Circle Phenomenon, 1992. 
17 Levengood, W.C. Report No 3, p 7, February 19, 1992. 
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derived from more than 300 photographs of cross- and longitudinal sections of normal and bent nodes, 
and amplified via an Axiovert 405 M Zeiss microscope to give a total magnification of x400. lt was an 
admirable and time-consuming piece of research. 

Presented with Lenzner's photographic evidence, however, Levengood pointed out that it was 
impossible by using photographs to make measurements of enlarged cell pit diameters averaging a mere 
2µm (i.e. 0.002 mm) to the required degree of accuracy, and that his own instrument, a precision ocular 
micrometer with a calibrated grid slide, also made by Zeiss, enabled him to calculate to a degree of 
precision of ±0.3µm, although with practice he was satisfied he could get it down to ±0. lµm. But 
Lenzner was not alone in wondering how this was possible, since a 2µm average pit diameter magnified 
450 times was still only 0.9mm wide, and no human eye could distinguish within this minute space the 20 
calibration marks required to obtain an accurate reading down to a mere O. lµm. Without that level of 
precision, or something approaching it, the calculations showing size differences from which statistically 
sound conclusions could bc drawn would be valueless. And if it was, one of the strongest pieces of 
evidence for the non-human origin of crop formations would evaporate. 

lt was unlikely that Levengood, who had spent the early part of his career bent over a 
microscope, and had more recently strained his eyes and patience in order to record and assess hundreds 
of measurements, working with no reward and little encouragement for months on end, and with no 
obvious axe to grind or theory to prove, would have either blundered in this way or, worse still, concocted 
or massaged the figures. All the less likely since he willingly demonstrated to me how the ocular 
microscope operated, although at the time I was neither seized of the weight of the criticism nor fully 
appreciative of the technique, nor of the mathematics employed. An appeal to a number of independent 
experts, including the manufacturer, Zeiss, produced conflicting opinions, but the majority view, 
including Zeiss's, gave Levengood qualified support, although it was not until the beginning of 1993 that 
this became clear. One ofthe several authorities contacted by Argus, whose Ph.D. thesis had been in 
precisely this area, considered that the accuracy of Levengood's measurements could be readily resolved by 
study under an electron microscope, since such measurements using normal microscopic techniques are 
close to the wavelength of light, about 0.5µm, hence near the limit of optical resolution - at which point 
subjectivity and experience can both intrude to muddy the waters. 

Although this difference challenged Lenzner's conclusion that there appeared to be no 
measurable difference between pit holes in the upright nodes from unaffected or control stems, and those 
from deliberately flattened crops, it still lefl open the question: does the recovery process from an 
artificially flattened crop produce the same swellings in cell pits? The answer came, somewhat 
unexpectedly, from Levengood himself: it does. 

Among the many sets of samples exarnined by Levengood was one batch taken from West 
Wycombe, Bucks, on the morning of July 12, 1992 by members ofthe Argus team under Michael Chorost. 
The average increase in size of the pits in the bract tissue of the flattened crops over the upright controls 
was 52.3%18, very much greater than the average increase of around 23% which Levengood had 
measured in other circle samples. This formation, however, had been made the previous night as part of 
the circle-making competition organized by Dr. Rupert Sheldrake's committee, and samples had been sent 
to Levengood as a blind test. This was strong evidence that pit distortions could and did occur in 
artificially flattened crops. Put another way, it showed that the criterion of pit swellings was an unsafe 
measure of genuineness. 

This had already been indicated in an earlier set of samples of wheat sent by Chorost during the 
Argus project. They came from a formation which had appeared at Waden Hili, near Avebury, on July 17. 
There were ten unmarked samples. Levengood was invited to predict which were controls and which 
were from circles, after measuring pit size and/or conducting germination tests. In the event the 
predictions were precisely in accord with chance expectation. Chorost's hope for a quick litmus test. a 

18 Personal comrnunication during visit by the author to Pinelandia Biophysical Laboratory, Michigan. 
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hope universally sbared by the embattled researchers, although viewed with increasing reserve by 
Levengood, was not to be so easily satisfied. 

By the time these tests were being undertaken, however, Levengood had already been working on 
what appeared tobe a more reliable criterion: the seed development factor. This involved taking seed 
samples from controls and circle plants and germinating and growing them for thirteen days by a standard 
system in which mean seedling Jength is multiplied by the percentage gerrninated. (Since fonnations 
occur at different growth stages, the proportion of seeds capable of germinating will vary; so does the 
vigor of growth. Exclusion of non-viable seeds enables a more accurate comparison to be made with the 
controls.) In a further report19 Levengood describes how he bad underestimated the importance of the 
seedling development factor, and he speculated that, if cell wall pit size indicated the energy levels 
impinging on plants during crop circle formation, there might be a correlation between pit size changes 
and the seed development factor in circle samples, but not in the control samples. 

Thal this was a prornising line had been indicated by the previous year's discovery of a 
statistically significant difference in seed development between (upright) controls and circle samples of 
maize from a 1991 formation near Medina, New York. The results were later criticized in the belief that 
greater germination speed and growth vigor could also characterize naturally lodged plants. However, 
Levengood maintained that the greater vigor he had found was far in excess of anything reasonably 
attributable to the effect of natural lodging. 

The correlation between seed development factor and expanded pit diameters was duly attempted. 
Though it was by no means perfect, a relationship could be clearly seen in the Waden Hili samples: 
broadly speaking, the )arger the average pit diameter the lower the seed development factor figure. In the 
control sample there was no sort of correlation. 

Flimsy as one set of samples may have been as a basis for a hypothesis, this was worth pursuing. 
Levengood had concluded, somewhat arbitrarily, that samples from crops deliberately flattened 
mechanically would exhibit the consequences of damage to the base vascular system by increasing their 
cell wall pit openings to allow the freer flow of nutrients and transpiration exchange processes. As for tbe 
seed heads, he thought shear damage could have caused the cell walls to stretch in the bract tissue, and 
thus affect pit size. No doubt with the disadvantage of never having seen a circle fonnation for himself, or 
the diverse methods by which they could be man-made, it may have been reasonable to suppose that such 
structural damage would not be present in naturally lodged plants. But that remained speculative. One 
way to teil was to exarnine samples where controls consisted ofboth standing and lodged crops. This is 
what he did. 

The first report of the dual-control examination appeared in late November20 and carne from 
what was probably the most spectacular and short-lived forrnation of the season. Tue "Necklace" 
appeared on August 17 a few hundred yards from Europe's largest hurnan-made monument, Silbury Hili, 
a neolithic sacred site lying off the Marlborough-Devizes road in Wiltshire. A few hours after il bad been 
-spotted and photographed from the air, the combine harvesters gobbled it up-but not before careful 
measurements and samples bad hastily been taken by Argus assistants. From a formation which all who 
bad the chance to exarnine it considered impressive in its size, complexity, design-and many thought
symbolism, Levengood found a statistically very significant correlation between growth factor and pit size 
in circle samples. Transforrned into bar charts, it was clear that within the three control groups, two of 
lodged crops and one of standing crops, there was no significant diff erence between the lodged and 
standing crops either in the size of the pits or in the growth or development level. However, there was a 
positive correlation between certainly three of the four circle samples. Levengood tempers the suggestion 
that this rnighl be attributable to chance by pointing out that the correlation coefficient is at a very high 

19 Levengood, W.C. Report No 9, November 10, 1992. 
20 Levengood. W.C. Report No 14, November (not December) 26 1992. 
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level (r=0.8 to 0.9), but he emphasizes that a much wider database is needed before any safe hypothesis 
can be advanced. 

Among the many reasons for this caution is the fact that samples discussed in the earlier No. 9 
report based on the material from the Waden Hili formation show a very clear-cut negative correlation. 
This outcome was no less puzzling than the results of tests from a remarkable formation in wheat which 
was found on August 21/22, 1992, at the farm of Joe Rennick near the village of Milestone in 
Saskatchewan, Canada, not far from Esterhazy. There are several odd features in this forrnation, one of a 
number to have appeared in Saskatchewan around that time. One was the appearance of a dead porcupine 
flattened to a thickness of some 3" from its normal height of 12". Marks showed clearly where it 
appeared to have been dragged from the outside towards the center of the formation. Another was the 
dessicated nature of the circle soil, compared to the soft, sticky soil in the surrounding area. The circle 
crop--it was in fact a complex pattem of clockwise and anti-clockwise flattened crops interspersed with 
small standing areas--was considerably more dessicated when sampled some eight days af\er the 
formation was made. lt is worth noting that tramlines, which give easy access on f oot to crops, are 
unknown in the region, that there was no visible wind damage, and that locals in the village would 
probably have known about any local rnischief-makers. The event was investigated by Argus team 
member Chad Deetken, although samples were sent independently for examination by Dr. Levengood and 
Cassandra McDonough. (This is one of the two formations involving dead porcupines in Saskatchewan, 
and is commented upon in Sections IIC and III.) 

The results from this strange formation showed a total absence of either a direct or an inverse 
relationship between bract tissue pit size changes and the development factor when comparing one circle 
sample with another taken within the formation. Because the circle crops were more dessicated, not only 
were the seeds smaller and lighter, as one would expect, but the pit diameters in the bract tissue, instead of 
being significantly !arger, were significantly smaller than in the controls. Levengood hypothesized that 
this rnif:ht be due to dehydration caused by the formative agency-whatever that rnight be. Months 
earlier 1 he had tested normal wheat heads by subjecting them to 30 seconds' exposure in a rnicrowave 
oven. He found the pits enlarged af\er this exposure, but at longer exposures of 2-4 rninutes, the pit 
diameters began to shrink. This he feil helped explain the apparent contradiction in the results. lt is 
questionable, however, whether he was justified in inferring an extended period during which circle plants 
were subjected to the hypothesized flattening force. On this contentious issue there remains no reliable 
evidence, beyond a number of eyewitness accounts22 in which formations are claimed to have occurred in 
a matter of seconds. 

As evidence built up, and reports issued from Dr. Levengood's laboratory, so the conclusions to 
be drawn from the results became less clear. From the earlier studies, many had hoped that the 1992 
season would soon provide the raw material for a litmus test of circle "genuineness." Now there was 
growing doubl. More concemed to satisfy his own insatiable curiosity than to impress his peers, 
however, Levengood was inclined to deal brusquely with those who expressed reservations about his 
methods; and indeed insofar as they concemed the validity of his measurement calculations, the balance of 
expertise favored him. Labouring alone for months on and on eye-straining and tedious work counting 
and calculating probability levels'from minute variations in pit diameters was not made easier by the 
feeling that the rest of the world reclined in their chairs and confmed their mystery-solving efforts to 
casting doubts on the reliability of his methodology. 

Nevertheless the doubts rernain, and they are perhaps less concemed with the reliability of 
experimental work or statistical calculations, or even the inadequacy of supporting evidence from other 
sources, than with uncertainties inherent in the exarnination of plant material. 

21 Levengood, W.C. Report No 14, November (not December) 26 1992. 
22 See e.g. Terence Meaden, The Circles Eflect and its Mysteries (Bradford-on-Avon: Artetech 
Publishing Co.,1989): 114. 
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Take first the problem of lodged samples. lt is generally agreed that wherever there is the 
possibility that unusual features might also be found in naturally flattened crops, comparisons should be 
made not only with samples from upright, untouched stems but with lodged crops as secondary controls. 
To ensure strict uniformity and hence comparability, however, these secondary controls should be 
naturally flattcned by wind and weather at precisely the time when the formation is created, otherwise one 
is not comparing like with like. In practice this is impossible to achieve. lt is impossible, indeed, to get 
anywhere near it. The gap between formation and discovery time will vary. So will that between 
discovery and sampling times. In a normal season there will be few lodged crops available for comparison. 
especially when crops have been treated (as they generally are in the UK) with a growth regulator, which 
shortens and stiffens the straw to reduce the risk of lodging. Even where lodged crops are handy in the 
same field there is no way to know just when they were flattened. They might indeed have gone down in 
stages, as the weight of the moisture and the strength of the breeze produced a progressive collapse. This 
is no mere procedural casuistry. The chemistry of crops begins to change immediately they are damaged. 
They divert their energies into cosseting the seed as a basic self-perpetuating duty. lt makes them 
different, however marginally, from unaffected crops. Quite how different it makes them from crops 
found inside circles is yet to be determined. 

In the absence of such naturally occurring secondary controls, with all their shortcomings, the 
sampler can make bis own by pressing the bunches of stems to the ground, then cutting or digging them 
up. But with different samplers operating independently on different days, different places, even different 
countries, as weil as on plants which may weil be at different growth stages, heights, turgidity, stem 
elasticity and thickness, and with variable soil moisture conditions, there is no chance to achieve reliably 
uniform comparisons, !et alone ensure that the same flattening mechanism, employed with the same 
degree of force and producing the same measure of physical damage, or absence of it, will result. 

This is only the beginning of our clifficulties. To reiterate an observation made by another active 
participant in the Argus operation, Dr. Robert Arnold ofColgate University, New York, a plant lodged 
before seed maturation is likely to produce seeds with different nutrient/metabolic status, and hence 
different germination characteristics, compared with those from seeds of plants lodged after the seeds have 
matured. Arnold himself undertook germination and vigor tests from samples he had collected during the 
Argus exercise. Samples taken from a formation at Exton on the Chester Estate, and formed on August 
8/9 1992, showed that lodged crops bad considerably greater vigor and higher germination rates than 
circle samples. Even controls taken from tractor-crushed plants were better in mean radicle length and 
germination percentage than the affected circle plants. Could any conclusion be safely drawn from this 
apparently contradictory finding? or from the analysis by the official seed testing station of the National 
Institute of AgricuJtural Botany of three sets of samples from the "Cursus" formation sampled by the 
Argus team on August 2nd? Here the (blind) tests showed exceptionally high scores (98% and 9.6) for 
both germination and vigor for the circle samples, but identically high levels for the normal control. Even 
the lodged control, with a gennination score of no less than 99%, produced a respectable vigor score of 
9.0, which compares with the standard high vigor criterion of 8. One thing seems certain: that the 
processes used in each case were different. Dr. Arnold's tests looked at germination and growth after 60 
hours; Levengood's involved several measurements over a ten day period, a methodology supported by the 
recommendation in the standard seed gennination manual of the Association of Official Seed Analysts 
that the first count should be at four days not 60 hours. Unaware until early 1993 of this different 
methodology, Arnold is now undertaking further tests on the same basis as that used by Levengood. 

lt is, however, less the essentially temporary rnisunderstandings or uncertainties over methods 
and systems than the inconsistency of the raw material itself that presents a serious obstacle to orthodox 
investigation. Strict scientific protocol, and the consequent acceptability of any conclusions, demands that 
variable factors be excluded. or duly accounted for. Failure to observe this straightforward but demanding 
rcquirement accounts for the abundance of scientifically promoted discoveries, notoriously in the fields of 
diet and health, which within a matter of months are denounced as false, misleading or unsustainable 
bccause the samples arc too small. unrcpresentative, taken from the wrong age or ethnic group, have 
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disregarded different social customs, eating habits, cooking practices .... Anyone who has followed the 
controversies over cholesterol and heart disease will be farniliar with confusion of expert contradictions. 

Crops may appear an easier matter than people when it comes to laboratory work; but not where 
crop circles are concemed. Indeed, so many and serious are the variable factors that can underrnine almost 
any conclusion that interested and responsible biologists have steered away from involvement. lt is one 
thing to conduct a controlled experiment in a University staffed by supervised technicians equipped with 
the time, training and facilities to undertake trials and analyze the results from an adjoining regiment of 
fixed plots on known dates at predeterrnined intervals. lt is quite another to rely on a diverse range of 
helpers, not necessarily all skilled, experienced and careful, who can predict neither the location nor the 
date of appearance of formations, control the interval elapsing between first discovery and ground 
sampling, predeterrnine the sort of crop, or be certain that others have not gained earlier entry and 
trampled over the samples. Few of these lirnitations could be overcome by the presence of more expert 
practitioners among the Argus team. Nor could they inßuence the rate at which plants alter their chernical 
composition, display varietal differences, change in their capacity to recover verticality, increase 
resistance to pressure or become less flexible and more desiccated. All of this goes to illustrate the 
problems facing those who seek to derive conclusions from comparisons. 

Thus the natural assumption that plants subjected to a flattening force will exhibit the same 
effect, whether in the swelling of the nodes, the expansion of pits in cells, in seed gerrnination capacity or 
growth vigor, is far removed from reality. And in no area is this more apparent than in the seed head. A 
high proportion of plants tlms far exarnined, certainly the great bulk of those in the 1992 season, and all 
those collected by the Argus team, were from fairly mature plants, at or past the flowering stage. lt would 
be unreasonable to expect a plant in which the embryo was in the formative stage to react to a strong, 
flattening force in precisely the fashion expected from a rnature crop within sighting distance of the 
harvester. Little attention has been paid by circle enthusiasts to the growth stage at which the formations 
are created. But just as it would be wrong to assume that plants of different heights, varieties and rnaturity 
levels, and subjected to varying manurial and crop protection treatrnents and environmental conditions, 
will react in the same way to the same flattening force, so it would be unwise to assume that the force is 
always ofthe identical nature, longevity and intensity. Indeed it is hardly reasonable to suppose that the 
same strength is employed to create a handful of meter-wide grapeshot circles as to produce a vast and 
complex pictogram. or a lightly brushed forrnation contrasted with a severely flattened one. 

Such factors can perhaps readily explain the diversity of results obtained by Levengood, and bis 
mounting difficulty in fitting them into a tidy pattem. Take the pit swellings. He had concluded that they 
initially exl)anded when rnicrowaved, then contracted, but (as the Avebury exarnple above cited illustrates) 
circle sarnples also show pits both smaller and larger than those in the controls. lt was the unreliability of 
pit diameters as a criterion that prompted Dr. Levengood to marry the seed development factor and the pit 
diameter yardstick, but he was on less certain ground when he assurned (Report No. 9) that such a 
relationship was a characteristic of genuine crop circles and not seen in controls or artificial fonnations. 
All he ought more prudently to have allowed is that it characterized sarnples from forrnations. Whether 
they were genuine or not was one of the very issues under exarnination. 

Besides, it has to be said that to derive any but the most hesitant of conclusions from linking of 
the two sets of data is open to criticism, albeit not one Dr. Levengood finds acceptable. Tue nurnber of 
safely comparable seed development trials has thus far been very lirnited, and the results are not 
consistent. In some cases (the Berry Pomeroy group of forrnations in Devon23, although Levengood 
considered the sarnpling unsatisfactory), there appears tobe no difference in plant development factors. 
Some of the results do seem to support the theory that the flattening force can arrest embryonic 
development, and thereby prevent or reduce seed viability, if experienced at earlier growth stages; but as 
the seeds ripen and their protective coating toughens they become increasingly immune. Indeed some of 

23 Levengood, W.C. Report No 8, October 9, 1992. 
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the results reported early in 1992 and contained in Levengood's third report seem to suggest a positively 
beneficial effect. At this stage of the investigation it would be unwise to go further. 

The only safe conclusion at this stage, therefore, is that there is no safe conclusion. At the time 
this report was written, much of the work was in rnid-stream, and many procedural issues awaited 
clarification. Moreover this section of the report was completed before Cassandra McDonough's 
important contribution became available, its compilation having su.ffered unavoidable delays. lt reinforces 
the need for caution in endorsing any firm claim, and it lends support for the view that additional 
independent expert evaluation is needed of both statistical methods and reliability of deductions before 
further advances into the botanical minefield can be confidently ventured. However it would have been 
unsatisfactory to await the outcome of ongoing experiments. by no means all of them directly derived from 
Argus, but all interlocked, before publishing our findings. What is quite apparent, even in this 
exceptionally difficult area of investigation, is that there are some significant pointers: anomalies that 
await explaining and results that demand replication. 

IIC. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

Cassandra McDonough 

lntroduction 

The objectives of this research were to deterrnine if there were any rnicrostructural symptorns in 
crops relating to the formation of crop circle formations. If a pattern of rnicrostructural damage emerged, 
it was hoped that this pattern could be used to verify the authenticity of a portion of the crop formations, 
and elirninate the hoaxes before valuable laboratory time was wasted on studying them. 

Materials and Methods 

Sam pi es were harvested by members of Project Argus in England, and received in the Laboratory 
by air mail. Upon rcceipt, samples were logged in, checked for moldy conditions with a 
macrophotography system (12x), and stored in the freezer at -4°C until needed. 

For viewing with scanning electron rnicroscopy (SEM), samples were removed f rom the freezer, 
and allowed to equilibrate to room temperature for 48 hours. A total of 20 seeds were removed from 5 
different seed heads. Each seed was fractured through the crease with a dull razor blade (to avoid 
preparation artifacts), mounted on aluminum stubs with adhesive, and placed in a vacuum oven for 48 
hours at 55°C and -25 lbs pressure. 

Samples were removed from the oven just prior to viewing, coated with 200A gold-palladium, and 
viewed with a JEOL JSM T330 scanning electron rnicroscope with an accelerating voltage of 15KV. 
Pictures were recorded on Kodak Tri-X 4x5 film. 

Results and Discussion 

Prelirnioary observations 

Two formations, Mille Hill I and Waden Hili, were elirninated from the sample set after initial 
inspection revealed extensive permeation of the seed heads by mold and fungus. The poor condition of 
these samples would have masked any structural responses to the glyph formation process. The other 9 
sample sets24 were in good to excellent condition, with little mold damage. The stage of seed 

24 The formations tested are noted in Appendix l. 
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development of the individual samples was ignored in the overall observations, unless development bad 
some bearing on the structural modifications. 

Speci.fic observations 

Samples from specific locations that exhibited unique structural characteristics will be discussed 
separately at the beginning of this section. Others will be discussed as a group later in the section. 
Formations are referred to by the names assigned to them in our lab notes; a complete listing of each 
forrnation and the tests performed on it is in Appendix l. 

Whitchurch. This formation exhibited the unusual feature of having a nearly straight "black line" 
running out of it consisting of blackened plants cleanly cut off several inches above the ground. Sarnples 
were taken frorn both the formation and this black line, as weil as controls. Both seed and stem samples 
were received and viewed, and there were no unusual structure anornalies found in any part of the sample. 
The sarnples harvested in the "black stripe" running perpendicular to the formation were covered in black 
rnold, and the plants themselves appeared to be lodged. Judging frorn the amount of mold present, it is 
likely that these samples sat on the ground for a long time, possibly weeks. Such rnoldy conditions could 
not be expected from plants that were lying down for 24-48 hours. No evidence of carbonization was 
present. 

The patterns displayed on the cut surfaces of the sterns (Photograph 1--all photos are displayed 
together within this section) were identical to those made from razor cuts during sample preparation. 
Sorne of the sterns were cut while they were green, or not yet rnature, because the tissue at the edge of the 
cut was shrunken and shriveled. However, one of the stems appeared to have been cut after it was mature 
(brown), as there was little internal mold and no shriveling evident. This is common in a wheat field; 
sorne plants rnature rnore quickly than others due to differences in rnoisture and fertilizer in the localized 
area. A razor blade creates serrations on the edge of the material being cut, and it is reasonable to assume 
that these samples were cut by band or harvester. lt is also reasonable to assume that animals with sbarp 
teeth, such as rabbits, could create sirnilar structural modifications. (The field was infested with such 
animals, whose grazing habits were reconcilable with the strange appearance of the severed stems.) Ifthe 
stems had been seared off by heat or cold, different characteristic structural modifications would have 
been evident. 

Some of the seed heads from the black area contained seeds that were immature. However, the 
ones that had no seeds did contain unfertilized ovaries inside the husks, indicating that had pollen been 
available, they would have been fertilized and produced seeds. Seeds that were present looked normal, 
and did not appear to be heat or cold damaged. The endosperm also looked normal, with protein and 
starch development normal for that stage of growth. 

Tawsmead Copse "Venus". This was a well-rnade formation consisting of a crescent surrounded by 
a large ring, with two satellite circles. Several areas located within the boundaries of the circles and lines 
in this formation contained a number of mold and fungal species that are not commonly found in the US. 
One of the more unusual specimens was an empty spiked sac (Photograph 2A). The state plant pathology 
lab could not identify this species, and specified that this was not one of the common molds/fungi that are 
normally connected to the lodging phenomenon. Other molds were also present, none of which could be 
identi.fied. The inability to clearly identify the molds may reflect the fact that most of the pathology work 
conducted locally is conducted on American wheat samples, while the molds viewed in this formation may 
be indigenous to England. In these samples, as well as others throughout this experiment, the mold 
growth was more prevalent inside the formations than outside. This would be expected since a close 
proxirnity to the moist soil would encourage mold growth more than in the relatively drier conditions in 
the seed head. 
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Tue "Venus" formation was the only formation noted that bad clear structural damage in the 
pericarp. The pericarp (or bran) comprises the outermost layers ofthe kemel, and serves to protect the 
intemal areas from insect and weathering forces, as well as aids in the transport of water and nutrients 
around the kemel. In several seeds, small 1-4 µm holes or tears were observed, the origin of which was 
unknown (Photogra1>h 2B). Such tears are not usually associated with mold or insect invasion, andin 
fact, no evidence of invasion from either was noted. 

A second interesting structural characteristic was the presence of what appeared to be, for lack of a 
better word, small "blisters" in the outer layer of the pericarp in samples taken from within the formation 
(Photograph 2C). These blisters did not appear to be on top of the epicarp; rather the epicarp itself 
appeared to form a bubble on the surface of the seed. The blisters generally appeared towards the beard 
end of the kemel at the outer edge of the crease, where it is exposed to the elements. In some cases, 
especially in exceptionally ripe samples, this part of the kernel will protrude from the glumes and be 
exposed to outside weathering conditions. However, these samples were still enclosed by the glumes prior 
to exarnination. To elirninate the possibility that these blisters were simply pools of lipid from the cutin 
layer, several samples were refluxed with petroleurn ether to remove the waxes, and the blister structures 
remained. More information about the blisters will be presented later. 

Scrope's Wood. This was a dumbbell-shaped formation with an unusually ragged bar connecting 
its two components. The only notable structures found in these samples were more of the blister structures 
cited earlier. However, in this case, the blisters were found on control samples as well as samples from 
within the formation. Blisters on samples from outside of the formation were smaller and fewer than 
those from within the formation. The samples from within the formation also contained considerably 
more mold and fungal growth than did the controls. 

Hyden Hili. Hyden Hili was a very complicated glyph with a number of structures in common with 
those reported above. An unusual mold was found within the straight axis line connecting 2 circles 
(Photograph JA, closeup Photograph 3B). As before, the plant pathology lab could not identify this 
mold. A second type of mold, also unidentifiable, was also found within one of the circles, as weil as in a 
control sample (Photograph JC). This particular mold was reported as crystals in other samples not 
associated with this project. However, since there are indications that the "crystals" have so-called head 
and tail structures, they must be spores of molds that develop in long chains, and are ejected into the 
environment from ovale spore sacs (Photograph 3D). Thus an earlier hypothesis formed by this 
researcher that these could be crystals formed after exposure of the seed to intense heat is incorrect. 

Draycot Fitz Payne I. There was nothing remarkable in the structural characteristics of seeds 
harvested from this formation. Some very small blisters were present in the formation samples and those 
controls that were close in proxirnity to the formation. The same "crystal" molds described above were 
also present, both on controls and non-controls. 

Canadian "Porcupine" formation. This sample is included in this report for 3 reasons: 1) it was 
received while the Project Argus samples were being processed, 2) it contained some physical traces 
possibly reflecting the fact the circle formation process is a physical one that affects both plant and anirnal 
life, and 3) it displayed many of the sarne patterns of structural change that the Argus sarnples did. This 
forrnation may also be referred to as one of the "porcupine" formations, due to the fact that a porcupine 
was apparently caught in the circle while the circle was being formed, and in the process was killed and 
spread over a large area of the circle, in the direction of the circle rotation (Deetken, personal 
communication), which makes the forrnation more scientifically credible than many of the others. The 
formation was apparently at least a month old before its discovery, allowing ample time for natural 
weathering forces to affect it. However, the samples (both control and circle) were in excellent condition 
with very little mold growth. Apparently the Jocal weather and field conditions were such that weathering 
was not a big problem. The kemels were intact, with little or no mold invasion, indicating very dry 
conditions. The samples from the circle and ring were somewhat darker in color with a more prominent 
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seed coat than the control samples. This is consistent in samples that have been lodged for a period of 
time. 

Internally, the arrangement and condition of both the protein and starch in the endosperm were 
normal in all samples, given the storage conditions of the grain. Some enzyme activity had been initiated 
in the circle samples, as there were very tiny holes in the cell walls, but lhis is entirely normal for grain 
that has been on the ground in a lodged condition. The control did not have any evidence of degradation 
from enzyme activity. Likewise, the germ was in good shape in the control samples, and slightly 
degraded in the circle samples, as would be expected. 

In the pericarp of the circle samples there were large numbers of the aforementioned blisters, which 
varied in diameter from 2-10 microns (Photograph 4A, closeup Photograph 4B). These areas were 
located along the "veins" that are conduits of hypodermal material that function to move water and 
nutrients around the seed. The blisters, as before, behaved rather like hollow objects, with no apparent 
"rim" around them to indicate that they may be objects lying on top of the pericarp. Again, the areas of 
the kernel most likely to have these spots were next to lhe beard or in and over the crease. In lhis set of 
samples, the blisters did not appear in the control samples. 

Remaining locations. There was nothing unusual about any of the other sample locations, and no 
differences noted either between or wilhin locations. The presence of molds were noted, again not 
identified, but nothing else could be said about them. There was simply nolhing of any significance to 
report. 

(Report continues after photo section) 

Photograph 1. 
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Discussion of Anoma/ies 

Blisters 

The most dramatic of the structural effects is the formation of the blisters, the cause of which may 
be due to several conditions: l) some unf oreseen and wueported weathering effect that is common to 
wheat, 2) a systemic reaction by the plant tissues to being in a lodged position, 3) the result of rnicrobial 
action, or 4) a physical reaction to whatever forces formed the circle. The origin and/or cause ofthis force 
is unknown, and cannot be discerned from the data at band. The fact that the blisters appear on some of 
the control samples does not preclude the possibility that the forces which created the circle formation also 
created the blisters; the controls were generally taken 30 paces in all directions away from the formation, 
and thus could have been exposed to the force in a collateral manner, resulting in partial modification of 
the plant. By the same token, however, the presence ofblisters on the controls forces the consideration 
that the blisters are a normal structural characteristic of wheat that has been heretofore undocumented in 
the literature. Each possibility carries equal weight. 

The possibility that the blisters are produced by heat or electromagnetic radiation cannot be 
overlooked, but neither can it be proven. There was no physical evidence of starch granule darnage found 
in any of the samples and no carboni1.ation present to indicate extremely hol temperatures in the 
environment. With no evidence to back it up, the heat theory is just another possibility. 

lt must be noted that, in some cases, storage carbohydrates in the form of starch granules are 
located inside the hypoderm cells, and at times these granules can press out against the cell walls, creating 
the distinct impression of a rounded body in the pericarp. Although in the pictures displayed here, this 
situation is not an explanation for what is seen, the protrusion of starch granules from the pericarp is 
common and should be considered when interpreting data of this kind. 

Molds/Fungi 

The presence of unusual and unidentifiable molds and fungi is not unexpected. Although very 
unusual species were found on samples inside the formations, it must be noted that laboratories within the 
United States are naturally most farniliar with species of molds found within the United States, and 
relatively unfarniliar with species indigenous to other parts of the world. The molds and fungi seen in this 
experiment are probably indigenous to English wheat fields, and thus should not be considered indicators 
of circle formation unless proven otherwise. 

The relative absence of molds/fungi in the controls is to be expected due to the physical location of 
the controls compared to the formation sarnples. Inside the formation, the grain is lying on the ground, in 
close proxirnity to the moist soil, which harbors innumerable molds and fungi. lt is reasonable to assume 
that mold is rnore likely to invade grain that is close to it, than grain which is higher in the air, and 
exposed to normal winds, which keep the grain at a lower moisture than at the ground. 

Pericarp degradation 

The Tawsmead Copse "Venus" sarnples were interesting in that the pericarp underwent some type 
of scarification, i.e., holes or tears appeared in the surface of the pericarp. There are several possible 
reasons for this scarification: 1) insect darnage, although the grain was in excellent condition overall, 2) 
mold darnage, which is a very unusual cause for this type of tear, 3) physical damage inflicted by the 
forces which formed the circle, or 4) enzyme darnage. The fourth explanation is the most reasonable at 
this point, although none of the explanations can be overlooked. When plants are lodged, or otherwise 
bent to the ground for extended periods, enzymes within the seed are activated in a logical stepwise 
fashion. Cellulase enzyrnes are among those that are activated; their function is to open up holes in the 
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cell walls to allow other enzymes access to the starch and protein in the endosperrn, which is used as an 
energy source. lt is entirely feasible that cellulase enzymes attacked the pericarp cell walls and cut holes 
to the exterior; enzymes go to work wherever the intemal transport system leaves them, regardless of what 
that area might be. 

Cell pit (stomata) enlargement 

The information released by myself and other researchers regarding the condition of the stomata 
(also known as cell pits) in the formation samples was not confirmed here. There was no relationship 
between the location of a circle formation sample and the condition of the stomata, i.e. open or closed. 
Not only was there no pattern found, but many of the samples bad both open and closed stomata on the 
same seed located in close proxirnity to each other. This includes the more important samples mentioned 
in detail. In light of this new inf ormation, and considering that this group of sarnples has a detailed 
pedigree and is part of a more structured research effort than in the past, cell pit enlargement in seeds 
cannot be considered as an indicator of circle formation forces. 

Conc/usions 

ln general, these samples revealed that there may be some actual physical force that can create crop 
formations. However, what this force could be is wide open to speculation. Based on the observations 
presented here, no conclusions can be made as to the origin ofthis force. With the possible exception of 
the blisters, all observations are consistent with the effects of crop lodging. 

Reco111111endations 

There are several avenues of research that need to be pursued to fill in the gaps that this project 
exposed. This is the first project of its kind, and, not surprisingly, it left many questions unanswered. 
The following avenues of research remain open: 

l. Further investigation is necessary to deterrnine the origin and function ofthe blisters that 
formed on many of the samples. This could be accomplished by sampling a number of normal 
US and British wheat hybrids from reputable nurseries and observing the frequency ofblisters in 
those samples. 

2. Follow-up is needed to deterrnine if the rnolds and fungi documented in this study are normal 
for the British environment. 

3. Concentrate the research effort on formations of great potential value, such as the Canadian 
circles mentioned above. This will help elirninate the hoaxes and keep the research confined to 
the cases that rnerit attention. Perhaps in areas prone to high incidence of circle formation, some 
type ofbuoy or rnarker can be erected in the fields that could be incorporated into the formations 
as they are constructed. The manner in which the rnarker was dispersed may help discrirninate 
between hoaxes and authentic formations. 

4. Try to reproduce the effects noted in this report in the laboratory in a structured scientific 
rnanner. In the popular literature, rnany of the crop formation eff ects are believed to be 
associated with exposure to heat, which isn't contradicted by the evidence in this study. lf the 
blisters and pericarp scarification can be reproduced in the laboratory, preferably by 2 separate 
tearns of scientists in 2 locations, that would lend credence to the heat exposure theory. lf they 
cannot be reproduced, than the theories must be modified. 

In conclusion, if this study accomplished nothing eise, it provided the research comrnunity with a 
baseline with which future crop formations can be compared. Hopefully more data can be added to this 
information in the future and eventually help to solve the mystery of the crop formations. 
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11D. ELECTROPHORESIS (DNA ANALYSIS) 

Kevin Folta 

Jntroduction 

The circular depressions found in November of 1991 at Argonne, Illinois were the first to be 
investigated at the molecular level. Several samples of leaf material were taken from several 
developmental stages and assayed for the quality and quantity of several species of macromoleeules, 
primarily deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleie aeid (RNA). These studies illustrated that DNA 
and RNA were extractable from flattened plant material. These studies also alluded to a quantitative 
difference in the amount of nucleic acids that could be extraeted from plants located inside and outside of 
the circle. This observation appeared to strengthen the possibility that a reliable and simple litrnus test 
could determine the authentieity of a true "erop eircle". 

Despite the findings in the Argonne investigation, a more intensive endeavor with inereased 
scientifie eontrols needed to be done to distill our methods for DNA and RNA studies of erop eireles. Tue 
Projeet Argus exeursion of 1992 ineluded a comprehensive study of DNA and RNA differences between 
the flattened crop within a given circle and standing crop surrounding it, based on the preliminary 
findings of the Argonne, Illinois study. 

Materialsand Methods 

Samples were collected from inside and outside of eight erop circles, and were dried by emde 
methods (e.g. "sun dried"). The dried plant samples were placed into plastic food bags and were tagged 
for identification. All samples were tagged and eoded, so the researchers in the laboratories would not 
know the origin of the sample. 

Seventy-five usable samples were received in the U.S. via air mail, and were stored at -20°C. 
These samples were processed for nucleic acid extraction in six batches. Each bateh was extracted using 
the CT AB (hexyldecyltrimethylamino bromide) method as described by Murray and Thompson ( 1980), 
with the following deviations: 1) 1 gram of dried leaf material from varying developmental stages was 
ground in 25ml of extraction buffer using a polytron vortexing mixer in a 50ml polypropylene tube. 2) 
The sample was incubated at 60°C for 2 hours instead of 30 minutes. 

All samples were assayed for quantitative and emde qualitative differenees by agarose gel 
eleetrophoresis. Because of the abundance of exeessive pigments that eo-extracted with the nucleie aeids, 
spectrophotometric analysis was not possible. This is apparently a product of the CT AB treatrnent of 
wheat and has not occurred in other plant species previously assayed. 

Prior to electrophoresis, all nucleie acid samples were digested with EeoRI (a restriction 
endonuclease) in the appropriate buffer for 16 hours at 37°C. Digested sarnples were loaded into 0.9% 
agarose gels made with a standard tris-borate buffer and electrophoresed at 50ma (100 volts) for 8 hours. 
Upon tennination of the electrophoresis, the gels were soaked in a 50 µg/ml solution of ethidium bromide 
for 30 minutes. Gels were then destained for 1 hour in distilled water. 

DNA and RNA were visualized by subjecting the stained gel to short wave ultraviolet light. 
Photographs were taken, and emde diff erences between sarnples could be detected. 

Results 
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A sample photograph can be seen in Photograph 5. Here, twenty-four digested nucleic acid 
samples can be seen from Mille Hill II (lanes l-6), Waden Hill (lanes 7-15) and the Wycombe hoax (lanes 
16-24). The dashed lines 
in thr 560Tji11ane 25) 
represent a molecular 
weight Standard <H!ruUII 
digested bacteriophage 
lambda DNA). DNA 
appears as the strong 
white streaks in each lane, 
RNA as a cloud of white 
migrating in front of the 
DNA in each lane (bottom 
ofpicture). RNAse 
treatment of samples 
illustrated that the 
material in each lane was 
DNA and that the highly 
mobile material was RNA 
(picture not shown). 

All other samples gave sirnilar results; no significant qualitative or quantitative di.fferences in the 
DNA or RNA derived from plants at each location. Significant differences occurred between sets (i.e. the 
Wycombe hoax vs. Waden Hill), but samples were very consistent within sets. These differences between 
sets coincided heavily with the quality of the sample, as the plants yielding the lowest amount of nucleic 
acids were the samples that arrived moist. This led to natural degradation of the biomolecules in question. 

Discussion 

Based on the differences seen in nucleic acids recovered from the plants in the Argonne, Illinois 
formations, establishing the validity of these findings was necessary. In addition, a definitive, non
hoaxable, molecular test of circle authenticity was desperately needed. The Project Argus rnission aided 
in providing important information in both of these areas. 

Validity of Previous Results 

One of the contributions of this work is that its greater objectivity and scientific control have 
allowed more precise interpretation of previous results. lt is now believed that differences seen in 
previous formations were most likely due to natural necrotic degradation of rnacromolecules and not any 
external forces. However, these differences were positively correlated with liquid scintillation counts 
showing significantly more activity inside the circle. This puzzling fact has not yet been explained. 25 

Establishment of Protocols 

Another important accomplishment of this work is that it has allowed the development of 
techniques applicable to the field and the laboratory for handling of plant and biochernical rnaterials. The 
yields ofDNA/RNA far surpassed expectations, despite the inforrnalities (such as sun-drying) mandated 

by the conditions of the field work. 

This is especially significant in that a permanent storage of rnilligram amounts of nucleic acids 
(enough for thousands of manipulations) from plants associated witl1 crop circles now exists. As the 

25 The anomalous scintillation counts are presented and discussed in Dudley and Chorost, "What 
Happened To The 'Radionuclides Paper'?" The Cereo/ogist 6 (Spring 1992): 6-7. 
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techniques of Project Argus affiliates advance and as more scientists are recruited into these endeavors, 
these samples may one day answer questions about the authenticity and even the mechanism of circle 
formation. Research will continue on these samples as new techniques are realized based on information 
obtained through plant anatontical and physiological studies. 

IIE. MAGNETIC SURVEYS 

Kobus Nieuwmeijer 

(Editor's Note: Prior to Argus the CCCS had begun a program of obtaining samples of soil at circle sites, 
together with controls, in order to test for possible changes in magnetic susceptibility. Dr. Peter Reynolds 
of Butser Archaeological Farm had kindly undertaken to conduct the scientific testing at no cost. We 
decided to make this a continuing part of Project Argus, and a number of samples and controls were taken 
during the period of the project. At the date of this report Dr. Reynolds' final conclusions have not yet 
been recieved; they will be published separately in due course.) 

lntroduction 

All magnetism is due to the movement of electrical charge. Materials become magnetized by the 
rotation and spin of negatively charged electrons orbiting atomic nuclei. The magnetic behavior of matter 
takes a number of forms. depending on whether the crystal lattice permits the magnetic fields of electrons 
to reinforce or oppose each other, and in what degree. Ferromagnetic materials, e.g. the oxides of iron, 
have the highest field intensities. The rnagnitude of a rnagnetic field can be assessed by rneasuring 
magnetic flux density. a convenient unit being the SI sub-unit nanotesla, nT (l nT being equal to 10·9 

tesla.) Wilh no settled hypothesis but in the hope of gaining useful information, I decided in 1992 to 
undertake an independent study of magnetic field strengths in and around crop circle sites, mainly using a 
Bartington Instruments MAG03MC 3-axis fluxgate magnetometer (though on one occasion obtaining the 
use of a Geoscan FM9 fluxgate gradiometer with its superior resolution of 0.1 nT.) 

Susceptibility is another rnagnelic variable. All rnaterials, whether or not inherently "magnetic" 
(i .e. possessing their own rnagnetic field) are capable of exhibiting magnetic properties in the presence of 
an exterior field. the earth's magnetic field being a factor which is always present. Other local factors can 
cause significant changes in susceptibility from this omni-present effect ofthe earth' s field. Variations in 
susceptibility betwecn topsoils. subsoils and buried rocks have proved a fruitful clue to the detection of 
buried archaeological structures, since the lauer are capable of altering susceptibility in their immediate 
vicinity. Acting, again, without any settled hypothesis, I decided that it ntight be worth testing for 
changes in susceptibility in and around crop circle events, using the Bartington MS2 susceptibility meter. 
In addition, the MS32 B36 sensor was used when soil samples were taken. The unil of measurement for 
susceptibility is the "dimensionless" one, cgs/Kg (though "SI" should be added whenever it is necessary to 
distinguish the readings from those used in the former cgs system.) 

Materialsand Methods 

My method when measuring rnagnetic flux density was to record the output of the Bartington 
meter, applying to its three sensors (in the x, y, and z directions) the "root ofthe sum of the squares" 
method. When measuring susceptibility I used the output from the Bartington meter for measurements on 
site, employing either the MS2 F probe or its D loop, according to circumstances. In several cases soll 
samples were also taken, using the Bartington MS2 B36 sensor. The samples (and controls) were 
powdered and then placed in 10cc holders for laboratory testing. 

My surveys were conducted with very limited resources and rnanpower (nolwithstanding the 
greatly appreciated help of the Argus team.) The work also suffered from the inherenl difficulty that a füll 
survey of areas surrounding a crop circle event is difficult during the growing season, when the farmer is 
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understandably concerned to protect hls crop. A füll survey, that is, one taken without limitation to the 
area ofthe crop formation and the field's tramlines, is most conducive to obtaining adequate controls. For 
this reason, it is always best to perfonn testing after the field has been harvested, so that one may move 
about in the field at will. However, if much time has lapsed between the formation date and the harvest, 
the dala oblained may be of reduced value. 

My results are summarized in diagranunatic fonn at Appendix 3. The grid shown in the 
diagrams is 2.5 meters on the longer side and l.5 meters on the shorter; thls is the limit of the 
"resolution" of my surveys. lt will be seen that the areas in the crop circles appear to have had hlgher flux 
densities than those outside them. lt is also interesting to note that much less of a pattern appeared in the 
formation test-hoaxed by the Argus team. I had no knowledge of its hoaxed origin when I exarnined it 
with my instruments. Thls suggests that hoaxes exhibit little or no variation in magnetic flux density. 

Conc/usions 

lt appears from thls relatively small set of data that some crop circles exhibit detectable rriagnetic 
anomalies. 

However, it must be cautioned that the readings could be artifacts having mundane causes. For 
example, the hlgher water content of the flattened, dampened plants might have resulted in a higher 
concentration of ferrites per unit area. Positive findings are thus not necessarily indications that a given 
formation is not hoaxed. lt is also possible that, given the relative difficulty of obtaining control readings 
from areas of standing crop, that the differences come from hidden methodological errors. Withln their 
limits, however, my surveys seem to indicate magnetic effects at circle sites, which should certainly be 
pursued more fully in the future. 

IIFA. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD DETECTION, PART A 

Simon Lyons 

lntroduction 

Project Argus was initiated with the aim of following up on the intriguing but limited evidence 
obtained towards the end of the 1991 season by Michael Chorost et al, whlch pointed to the involvement 
in the circle-mak.ing process of an unknown energetic agency. Our primary function in the field was to 
meticulously record, photograph, scrutinise and sarnple any and all crop formations reported to us in the 
vicinity, and to coordinate the preparation and distribution ofthose samples to the laboratories and 
individuals who had kindly volunteered their analytical services. Any further activities were unscheduled 
and had to develop around thls essential core whllst not interfering with its progress. One such activity 
was the researchlng of electronic devices, of more or less conventional design, which could be taken 
literally into the field in an effort to shed light on the circlemak.ing process or processes. 

This approach, whllst still designed to discover detectable effects remaining after the event, is 
more immediate in nature than the strictly planned laboratory analyses which were to take place days or 
even weeks after the event. Ideally, the two avenues of investigation should complement each other, for 
whlle it is not possible to carry a one-ton gamma spectroscope into the field, an instrument -based 
investigation can develop in a more flexible, ad hoc fashlon. Certain fields of measurement can be 
concentrated upon at the expense of less fruitful ones, and surveys can be conducted at coarser or finer 
resolutions as is appropriate. 

But what instruments should we choose, or even build. and what quantities should we aim to 
measure? lt soon became clear that there was no shortage of enthusiastic "gadgeteers" who were only too 
happy to demonstrate their creations to us, each of whlch apparently detected a different but equally 
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infallible criterion of circle-genuineness. As we were keen to follow up any promising leads within the 
constraints of our lirnited personnel and time, it was imperative to separate the proverbial wheat from the 
chaff. This advisory role fell largely to Marshall Dudley and myself. 

I think it worthwhile to state that the potential significance of any claimed observation cannot be 
reliably gauged by its degree of strangeness. Of greater importance is the coherence of the claimant and 
the depth of bis or her understanding of the measurement in question. This did not make my task any 
easier, of course, as it began to cross the border from physics into psychology. 

Most of the individuals who demonstrated their wares to us did so out of sheer enthusiasm; on 
only a few occasions was the intention to make a sale. Much of the equipment on offer was useless by 
virtue of having a huge bandwidth. To illustrate this point, a feiend was engaged on an investigation of 
bis own using a rnicrowave detector and was obtaining some interesting and consistent readings. Only on 
plugging an earphone into the detector did he recognize the farniliar strains of the BBC World Service! 
Many of the claims made did not stand up to more systematic questioning. For exan1ple, it was quite 
common for some effect or other to have been claimed to be detected in the vicinity of a circle, but for thc 
equipment to seldom be switched on anywhere eise. Sometimes, it emerged that the manufacturer simply 
did not know what bis or her gadget was measuring, and it feil to us to "reverse engineer" the set-up with 
a sketchy circuit diagram. The main concern for any instrumentation was that the circuit should be 
known to be operating within its domain of stability and for all its parameters and response characteristics 
to be consistent and measurable. Particular problems arose when the detection of an allegedly significant 
effect was claimed to rely on the circuit's operation at the lirnits of its stability, as circuit analysis and 
characterization are at best problematic and at worst impossible under such circumstances. Some of the 
devices reported to us feil in this category and are the subject of ongoing investigation. 

In addition to these advisory or consultative activities, Argus's instrumental contingent bad 
tested the waters with a few experiments aimed at specific questions. 

Experiments 

A portable Harshaw Corp. sodium iodide scintillation counter coupled to a Ludlum rate meter 
was deployed whenever possible (see Appendix 1 for a list of formations tested). This is a sensitive 
detector of radiation (primarily of gamma particles) and gives a quantitative measurement of radiation 
much as a geiger counter does. The results in all cases were negative. This was not unexpected, since we 
anticipated very slight radioactive activity at best, which would not have been distinguishable from 
background with this particular instrument. 

lt has been reported anecdotally that time-distortion effects have happened in crop circles. This 
fairly extraordinary claim was lent some slight weight by two findings: the claim, made by a Russian 
scientist at the CCCS conference in Winchester, that he bad detected time distortions in Russian 
formations; and several peculiar photographs showing what looked like double-exposure shadows going in 
different directions within the same photograph. We therefore decided it would be worth testing 
empirically for such an eff ect, particularly since it was cheap and easy to do. Marshall Dudley and I 
assembled some simple radio interferometry equipment to test for this effect in an objective and 
unequivocal fashion. The equipment comprised two independent battery-operated radio transrnitters of 
very low power output. Each of these was simply a high stability quartz crystal oscillator coupled with an 
ernitter-follower to a dipole antenna, thus broadcasting a continuous wave at 10 MHz. Their exact 
frequencies were tuned to differ by a few hundred Hz and this difference could be heard directly as a tonc 
on a shortwave radio placed rnidway between the transrnitters. If one of the pair of radio transrnitters 
entered a region in which time was running more slowly (say) than the other, the frequency detected from 
that transmitter by the radio would decrease and the pitch of the tone heard would shift (it will not 
necessarily drop--this depends on which ofthe two transmitters was set up at the higher frequency.) 
Using this set-up, it should be possible to discern a rate difference of around 1 part per million {ppm), 
compared to differences of around 20 ppm claimed by the Russian. 
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The equipment was used by placing one transmitter on the ground in the circle and walking 
outward from this point along a tramline until the signal faded away (generally a few hundred feel) and 
then back again. The radio was kept between the transmitters for optimum output and the sequence was 
repeated with the fixed transmitter at different locations, as time permitted. Again, the results have been 
negative in the eight formations we tested (the list is given in Appendix 1.) Tbis is not to belitUe the 
claimed e.liect or its proponents; it may be that, although quite real, the e.liect is highly person-specific like 
so many "psycbic" phenomena. lf this is the case, then of course we are barking up the wrong 
epistemological tree in seeking to deploy the füll weight of scientific objectivity. 

• Rodney Haie has provided invaluable counsel as weil as trying some instruments of bis own, 
including sensitive magnetic field detectors, ultrasonic detectors, and a geiger counter. But bis most 
intriguing result was produced with an atmospheric voltage meter designed by Larry Grant, wbich showed 
an anomalous and repeatable voltage jump within the "Draycot Fitz Payne II" formation at the junction 
between its central circle and one of its spurs. The instrument yielded this e.liect when carried over the 
target area by several different people, as weil as when mounted on a long aluminum pole and waved over 
the target area. Tbis same instrument showed equivalent readings when carried over a buried meta! 
sewage pipe near the cottage headquarters, so it seems clear that it responds to buried metal. We were not 
able to dig a hole in the farmer's field to investigate tbis possibility, so at this point it remains an open 
question whether the instrument was responding to a buried object coincidentally lying undemeath the 
junction, or to some other physical phenomenon, exotic or mundane. We were in fact suspicious of this 
formation, since Chad Deetken bad found a considerable number of muddy footprints in it. lf it was 
indeed a hoax, then the "buried-object" hypothesis is the most probable. Unfortunately, there were no 
freshly-formed and dry circles subsequent to this investigation that might have allowed corroboration. 

Paul Vigay has unearthed interesting indications that static electric charge on a.liected wheat 
stems is dispersed on circle-formation and never accumulates again. Could the conductance of a.liected 
stems be increased somehow? I built a sensitive conductance gauge to lest tbis hypothesis, but it was at 
this stage that "rain stopped play." Since damp air and earth dissipate static electricity, it is not possible 
to conduct such experiments during wet weather. 

On a more anecdotal level, we have experienced several instances of inexplicable and isolated 
malfunctions, primarily in video cameras, and surprisingly rapid battery exhaustion. However, an 
experiment by Chad Deetken to lest specifically for battery draining (using rechargeable videotape camera 
batteries placed in a crop circle) has given entirely negative results. Also, the team leader (Chorost) never 
noticed anomalous battery drainage in bis hearing aid batteries. 

lt is also worth mentioning that the team leader wears hearing aids capable of detecting inductive 
currents from devices such as telephones, solenoids, and anti-theft gates. However, he never heard any 
unusual sounds of this nature in crop circles. 

Chad Deetken and I spent two hours one wann aftemoon laboring to create our own "event" -a 
ringed circle around thirty feet in diameter with various protrusions. (The formation is listed as the 
"Argus test hoax.") Tbis was done with the consent ofthe fanner, who was compensated for the loss of 
the wheat. The point of the exercise was to provide us with a known hoax in wbich we could pul the 
abovementioned instruments through their paces, as weil as trying to reproduce a few of the f eatures of the 
laid crop that impressed us in well-made formations. This was time weil spent-we leamed a great deal 
making it, and a high-resolution magnetic survey showed nothing anomalous in the formation 
subsequenUy, as expected. Other instruments also gave results consistent with "hoax," including the 
atmospheric voltage ("electrostatic discharge") tester. (The magnetic survey and atmospheric voltage 
instruments are discussed in Section HE and the second halfofthis section, respectively.) 

A further piece in the puzzle are the "luminosities" seen in the neighborhood of Alton Barnes. 
There appears to be some circumstantial evidence linking them to the circles, although all of it is 
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anecdotal. These seem to have an objective if ephemeral existence as they have been known to interf ere 
with vehicle electrical systems and have been seen to be chased by military helicopters. (For more on this, 
see the accounts in the "Luminosities" appendix.) Their possible involvement suggests that round-the
clock monitoring could produce useful information, perhaps even giving advance positional information 
on new circles. lndeed, the frequent vectoring of military helicopters toward luminosities suggests that 
certain parties may already be involved in such activities and have developed suitable instrumentation for 
the purpose. 

Reco111111endations 

By the start of the 1993 season, we hope to have developed more sophisticated instrumentation 
and refined a testing methodology. Possible options to consider include: 

--A modular approach to instrumentation for site investigation. This would maximise the measurement 
possibilities while keeping costs under control. 

--A centralised. passive surveillance of electric/magnetic field disturbances, perhaps by roof-mounted 
directional arrays. 

IIFB. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD DETECTION, PART B 

Roger Taylor 

Not knowing what, if any, kind of electromagnetic (EM) effects to expect, I have deemed it best 
to take something of a "shotgun" approach. Thus. during the last year, I have made, borrowed, bought or 
otherwise accumulated a variety of instruments which detect different types of electromagnetic fields 
effects. These instruments are in turn briefly described, together with what they are capable of detecting, 
the circles in which they were deployed, and the (so far) negative results obtained. 

Ultra High Frequency (UHF) Radio 

Although untuned. I have found that this has a sharp peak of sensitivity, governed by the length of the 
antenna, in the region of 500MHz. lt responds to a variety of radar signals, and I occasionally hear the 
voice of a pilot as a plane flies over. 

1 ·ery Low Frequency (VLF) Radio 

This has a broad band of response, from about lOOHz to 20kHz, so covering the audio range, and 
including the approximately 5kHz which has been reported for "circle noises." One norrnally hears a 
continuous crackling due to lightning flashes, which must come from a large part of the globe. lt should 
also detect "whistlers," though I have yet to hear one. 

Sub-audio Magnetic Signal Detector 

This extremely sensitive instrument responds to variations in the strength of the magnetic field in the 
frequency range of O. l-20Hz. Since this is too slow to be weil recorded on tape, the variations are 
impressed onto a carrier frequency of lkHz, in the form of pulse-width modulations. This taped signal 
now needs to be decoded in order to retrieve the original magnetic variations and display them on a chart
recorder or oscilloscope. lt is provided with a facility by which a signal above a preset level triggers a 
relay, which switches on a tape recorder. lt switches off again if no further signal is received within 10 
seconds. Because it is so sensitive, it responds to vibration, and so has to be lightly covered in earth to 
protect against the effect of wind. Although it can be deployed during the day, it risks being set offby 
people treading nearby. Ideally, it should be deployed overnight. 
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A t111ospheric Voltage Detector ("Electrostatic" Detector) 

Built from a circuit provided by Larry Grant. lt is extremely sensitive to any kind of static, e.g. that 
produced by nylon clothing. rubber shoes, etc. Therefore it must be held away from the body on a stick, 
and the operator must wear leather (or no) shoes. My experience is that it responds very weil to the 
atmospheric voltage gradient, which can be demonstrated by holding it above one's head, but that moving 
it over the ground, either inside our outside crop circles, does not reveal any stable voltage anomalies. All 
one finds are what seem to be pockets of charged air, which do not stay put. 

Scalar Field Detectors 

In addition to EM fields, I have been interested in fields which have been given the name "non-Hertzian" 
or "scalar." These, which have been described as "warps in space-time," may be more likely than EM 
fields to be the physical counterpart of dowsing energies. Physical methods of detection remain poorly 
described and controversial, but given the strangeness ofthe phenomenon, they seemed worth a try. Since 
il has been suggested that such fields might alter the rate at which radioactive particles decay, the Argus 
portable scintillation counter was set up with a radioactive source (thorium diox.ide, in the form oftwo gas 
mantles) taped undemeath the detecting chamber. The scintillation counter was then taken into crop 
circles for comparison with reference counts. 

The following table summarizes the formations tested and the experiments perf ormed on them. 
(This data is also present in the table in Appendix 1.) All ofthe results were negative. 

FORMA TJONS TESTED AND TESTS PERFORMED 
Formation dates are conjectural. 

Formation Fonned Tested UHF VLF Sub-audio Atm. Thorium 
Mal!Detic Volta2e 

Anrus hoax Aug 14 Aug 15 • 
"Venus" Aue 1 Aug2 • • • 
"Mercurv" Aue2 Aug3 • • • 
East Field Aug8 Aug 10 • • el 

dumbbell 
Dravcot II Aug5 • 
Upton Lovell Aue4? • 
Froxfield 6-circle Aug 92 Aug 10 • • • 
dumbbell 
Scrope's Wood Aug l? Aug 10 • • • 
Crescent Aue 5 Aug 14 • • 
"•" = "test performed" 

1 Tests both during the day and night. 
2 May have been formed during the day August 9th. 

In addition to tests perf ormed during Argus, I also surveyed a number of formations earlier in 
1992, andin 1991, using UHF, VLF and static instruments--all with negative results. 

Either I have not yet been lucky enough to catch what may be very briefbursts of energy, or I am 
not using the right sort of instruments. I think it is worth doing more all-night recordings with the sub-

• 

• 
• 
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audio magnetometer, especially in fresh circles, where there is a likelihood of additions being made. I 
also continue to investigate other types of scalar detectors. 

IIG. PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEILLANCE 

Grant Wakefield 

Jntroduction 

Although a fairly high degree of technology has been brought to bear on the subject, to date no 
visual surveillance of fields "visited" by crop formations has been successful. 

Terence Meaden's "Blue Hili" project overlooked an event but failed to produce any evidence. 
Colin Andrews' and Pat Delgado' s "Blackbird" took the brunt ofa hoaxer'sjoke. The aim ofsuch 
surveillance operations was to obtain real-time footage of an event forming. This is the most sought-after 
prize of crop circle investigation, but built into it is a formidable set of problems. 

How does one choose the right field to watch? How does one take pictures under extremely low
light conditions? How does one keep one's presence unknown to potential hoaxers? How does one cope 
with bad weather conditions? How does one maintain the integrity of one's evidence if it is obtained? 
How does the evidence differentiate between a hoax and a genuine formation (assuming such exists)? 

I realized that many of these problems could be reduced by an alternative approach. I chose an 
approach that would not try to record an event in real-time but would bracket the time in which an event 
occurred so as to eliminate the hoax theory. 

The Time-Exposure Afethod 

Time-lapse photography involves shooting single frames of motion picture film intermittently, 
and at regular intervals. in order to cornpress time scale. Time-exposure works similarly, but instead of 
shooting a frame every ten minutes, for exarnple, the camera shutter remains open for ten minutes at a 
time. At the end of this period it is closed, and the next frarne comes into the gate and the shutter is 
opened again imrnediately. 

The time-exposure system has distinct advantages: it enables the film to form an image under 
low light conditions, and gives a precise time indicator (by noting start/stop tirnes and counting frarnes.) 
lt differentiales between hoaxes and "genuine" events due to the fact that it is physically impossible to 
enter a field, make a formation, and leave the field while the shutter is open. The hoax competition has 
shown that tearns of even six people take 3 1/2 to 5 hours to make a formation that is only a third the size 
of the largest recorded pictograrns. Such activity would register on several consecutive frames, revealing 
the formation "growing" over a long period of time, if not revealing the hoaxers thernselves. An 
assumption is made here that non-hoaxed events happen in a short time. This can easily be identified by 
time-exposure: on one frame is a bare field, on the next the same field with a formation in il. How did it 
get there? 

location and Cameras 

I chose East Field. Alton Bames as my primary target. lt was a "repeating" field which bad 
produced the first major pictogram in 1990, and several more in 1991. I used two Bolex clockwork 16mm 
cameras, which bad the added advantage of needing no power supplies. On them were mounted wide
angle lenses, each of which was capable of time-exposure operation. This setup also uses very little raw 
stock. With tl1e cameras side by side. slightly at an angle to each other, it was possible to cover the entire 
field from a high vantagc point. 
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I generally used exposure times of five to ten minutes per frame, and shot from dusk to dawn, an 
average of five hours. At ten minutes per frame, the entire night can be condensed onto thirty frames. 
The relative ease with which 35mm film can be manipulated in the darkroom, and the large nurnber of 
photographs ofrelated phenomena now known tobe fake, was instrumental in my choice ofusing 16mm 
film. lt is edge numbered, and can only be processed by a major lab, whose personnel are unconnected, 
unbiased and uninformed as to the nature of the material. 

Although heavy, the two-camera setup could be transported on foot, and was inexpensive, silent, 
and simple. 

Results 

Initial pre-season tcsts had shown that under a bright half moon and during a clear night a very 
high-resolution, detailed image could be obtained, with visibility of as much as l 1/2 miles. Visibility and 
resolution were naturally poorer on dark or foggy nights. 

Two füll moon phases were to pass during my two month stay at Alton Bames, and I planned to 
concentrate my activities around these most favourable periods. Taking into account cloud cover and foul 
weather, I hoped for 1-2 good nights per week. However, I encountered these two new problerns: the dew 
and the mist. Waterproofing the cameras was not a problem, but condensation on the lenses most 
certainly was. Heavy mist invariably descended from about 2:00 a.m. and lifted around dawn, but 
sometimes lingered as late as noon. 

In the end, for these and a number of other reasons, I only shot a total of five nights. On the first 
night, however, I was somewhat blessed tobe one of the very few people to have watched a field in which 
a formation occurred. However, the night was dark, so neither I nor the cameras detected the event whilc 
it was happening. Furthermore, this formation, known as the "Keyhole", is now strongly believed tobe a 
hoax. 

On the night of 28/29 June 1992 I shot 30 frames of time-exposed film from 11 :30 p.m. to 4:30 
a.m. Being clockwork, the cameras must be operated by band. This was actually an advantage, since thc 
operator must therefore serve as an eyewitness. The night was very still, but not well-illuminated. The 
moon was low on the horizon and out of the frame, and was later obscured by clouds. The entire sequence 
was shot using only a "window" of starlight directly over East Field. At 4:30 I scanned the field and, 
spotting nothing in the dawn light, began to pack the cameras away. At 4:45 I took a last look ... and there 
the "Keyhole" was, a ring formation containing a narrow passageway leading to a central circle. 

Over the course of the next two days l travelled to London, and a negative and print was made by 
Metrocolor Labs. The film, 16mm 7292 stock ASA colour, was force developed by one stop. 

lt revealed nothing to the naked eye. Even a perfectly exposed frame close to dawn did not show 
the formation 's presence. I f eel that the lack of incident light was the main reason for this. Other factors 
played a part: although in direct sightline of Camera 2, the event formed on the crest of a rise in the field, 
and so faced the camera at a very oblique angle. Only about half of it was visible from the site. lt was not 
of a remarkable size, about 40 yards across, and was about 600-1000 yards from the observation site. Tue 
resolution and large grain of the film was of insufficient quality to capture detail of this nature under such 
conditions. Enlargements were made on Cibachrome paper, to no avail; the film grain again prevented 
adequate resolution. 

In a conversation with Mr. John Clifton, a senior technician at Kodak Laboratories, I was 
informed that the emulsion of the film could have registered the event, even though the photo showed 
nothing to the naked eye. Further analysis could bring it out. But since the majority of investigators found 
the formation highly dubious, i.e. vel)' probably hoaxed, it has not been considered worth the expense to 
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analyze the film. However, if the film is analyzed, and it is shown that the event is clearly not on the film, 
it would suggest that the event happened after the camera was stopped at 4:30 a.rn. 

The four other surveillance attempts were shot under more favorable conditions, but no other 
events took place during them. My emphasis bad by then changed to one of more first-hand surveillance: 
patrolling the field. Tim and Polly Carson, on whose land East Field is situated, received an anonymous 
letter from supposed hoaxers who claimed to have been at work since 1990. The letter claimed that a "big 
one" was forthcoming, so the Carsons asked me and three of my friends to keep a close watch. 

On the night of8/9 July we watched and patrolled East Field. At 2:15 a.m. I discovered a small 
grapeshot circle at the edge ofthe field I'd not seen before. I proceeded to two friends' watching position 
and asked if they had seen or heard anything. They said they had heard a "swishing" sound a few minutes 
before I arrived. They attributed it to me walking towards them through the wheat. By 3:30 a.m. the mist 
was so thick that visibility was about 10 yards maximum. We retumed to our campsite. Polly Carson 
woke us at 11 a.rn. to show us the "Dodman" or "Snail" forrnation, all 440 metres of it, which bad forrned 
that night in East Field. Given the poor visibility, and the propensity of fog to absorbing sound, it is at 
least possible that hoaxers could have done it without our detecting them. However, if hoaxed, this 
formation was quite a feat, since it was forrned under conditions of such poor visibility that the hoaxers 
would have bad a difficult time seeing each other across the dimensions of the forrnation. This would 
have made the necessary surveying and sighting extremely difficult. 

Conclusions 

Since visual and photographic surveillance is so vulnerable to vagaries of the weather, and 
requires exhausting vigilance on the part of its human supervisors, it cannot constitute the keystone of a 
scientific prograrn. Also, even successful visual and photographic surveillance is unlikely to prove the 
"genuineness" of the phenomenon. Any evidence of a genuine event is liable to intense scrutiny, and 
visual evidence of even modestly good technical quality is unlikely to stand up in court, as it were. Thus, 
visual surveillance should play only a part in a wide range of inforrnation-gathering techniques. 

lt needs to be mentioned that the need for secrecy during surveillance is absolute. The night the 
"Keyhole" formed, there were at least six people who knew of my presence. Future surveillance can only 
succeed if it is secret. 

I would like to extend my gratitude to Stanley Morcom for the loan of one camera, and to Ralph 
Noyes for the hire of the other and for processing costs. Also to Tim and Polly Carson, without whom it 
would not have been possible. 

III. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF CROP LA YS IN BRITISH AND CANADIAN 
CROP CIRCLES 

Chad Deetken 

INTRODUCTION 

In addition to the tests conducted in the fields and labs, a comprehensive physical description of 
the forrnations was needed. Unusual and complex features rnay provide insight into the nature of the 
creative energy. Because I had three years of experience investigating Canadian crop circles, I was chosen 
to undertake these observations and compare features from both countries whenever relevant. 

Making my findings public gave rise to a dilemrna. Positive results from electronic surveillance 
or lab analysis would be difficult if not impossible for humans to duplicate. However, by giving details of 
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physical anomalies, there was a chance that hoaxers could master some of these f eatures and use them to 
confuse or discredit researchers. In the end though, we decided to make available all evidence which we 
believe to be significant. 

In assessing the following infonnation, it should be noted that my observations in both England 
and Canada were made late in the season when plant growth bad virtually ceased. This fact is important 
because, after a certain point in their growth stage, crops progressively lose the capacity to recover (e.g. 
straighten up again) after baving been flattened. Early in the growing season the plants are green, suppte 
and still active, while late in the season they bave become dry, brittle, and unable to recover after being 
physically damaged. 

I have not found visual appearance tobe a determining factor of authenticity. However, I am 
inclined to believe that the more features a formation displays, the higher the likelihood of it being 
genuine. 

GENERAL FEATURES 

Pollern of Lay 

From the perspective of overall appearance, there are two types of crop fonnations. Tue first is 
one in which stalks are pressed so neatly and evenly to the ground they look as though they have been 
groomed into place. This formation glistens and glimmers in the sunlight, dramatically emphasizing the 
pattem of lay (pbotograpb 6-photos in center of section.) Others display an unruly or untidy look. 
(pbotograpb 7). Stalles bave partially sprung up again or never properly went down in the first place. 
They do not flow perfectly parallel to each other nor do they lie at the sarne height which allows soil to 
show through. 

Some factors that may account for this appearance are the type and density of the crop, humidity 
at the time of the event and quality of soil. Uneven, insufficient or excessive application of the energy 
involved in the circle making process rnay also dramatically aff ect appearance. 

A possible exarnple of excessive energy occurred at AJvena, Saskatchewan in 1990 (pbotograph 
8). This 11 foot circle with a "doughnut" of standing crop in the center bad cbaracteristics which 
suggested cbaos. The application of energy seemed to bave been so excessive that the stallcs were pressed 
abnormally flat to the ground, "accordioned" into lightning-bolt configurations, and woven into one 
another so that no direction of swirl was discemible (diagram 1). The circle was distinctly darker than the 
surrounding field. Unfortunately, no lab facilities were available at the time to determine ifthe darkening 
was due to charring or fungal growth. · 

Sequence of Construclion 

Diagram 1. 

z,,.z..l st,/t's ----
lt would seem logical that the 

steps of construction, particularly in a 
large fonnation, should follow a rational 
sequence. Sequence can be determined 
by noting which stallcs are on top of 
others at the points where paths, rings 
and circles intersect. For instance, in a 
formation involving numerous circles 
joined by paths, the process should 
begin at one end and finish at the other, 
or perhaps, start in the middle and work 
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toward the ends. Frequently, this is not the case. 

One is more likely to find the process starting at a random point, skipping back and forth. adding 
a circle here, a path there, a ring over there. lmagine an artist painting a picture. Rather than executing 
the work in one continuing stroke, the artist will lift the brush numerous times, adding details here and 
there until the painting is completed. The order of construction may vary from fonnation to fonnation but 
the implications are of a sequence unlike one a person working on the ground would choose to follow. 

Last year's findings by Chorost and Morcom that "construction lines" under the lay do not follow 
a rational sequence, support the above observations. Although I saw no signs of complex construction 
lines this year in England, I did find many cases of paths or narrow bands running under the circle lay. 
Some ended at the center of the circles while others stopped part way, often narrowing to a point. 
Construction lines in Canada are nonexistent because fonnations tend to be fairly simple. 

Standing Stalks 

This is a fairly common feature both in England and Canada but was especially prevalent in 
Albertan circles in 1991 . lnstead of all stalks being pressed down, varying numbers of single sterns are 
somehow unaffected by the circle making process and left standing. The number of standing stalks can 
range from just a few to many hundreds. They are not set in any sort of a pattern such as a spiral, or in 
certain areas of the circle but are randomly dispersed throughout the fonnation. 

In a set offour 17 to 38 foot diameter circles at Warner, Alberta in 1991, many hundreds of 
standing stalks were found in each {photograph 9 & 
diagram 2). Obviously, the greater the number of 
individual standing stalks, the less distance between 
them. Anyone attempting to create this effect using an 
implement would have to use a very narrow one 
indeed since the stems in some formations stand just 
inches apart. 

There is little chance that stalks knocked 
down this late in the season could have stood up 
again. A stalk at harvest time is dry and brittle, its 
head heavy with seed. Once it goes down, the severity 
ofthe kinlc at the point ofbend in addition to the 
weight of its seeds, elirninates any possibility that it 
could stand again, by whatever means. 

Diagram 3. 
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Diagram 2. 

Stalks Bent Above Ground Level 

Clusters of sterns or individual stalks 
are sometimes left standing but are bent at 
heights ranging from several inches to as much 
as a foot or more above ground. Often the bent 
portions point in a direction other than that of 
the swirl {photograph 10 & diagram 3). This 
f eature is commonJy found in circles both in 
Canada and England. 
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Humps 

Occasionally one discovers an area where the lay appears to ßow over an object such as a rock or 
a clump of soil. However, on lifting or parting the stalks, nothing but a pocket of air is found (diagram 4). 
More commonly found in England and more noticeable when the lay is thick. 

Diagrarn 4. 
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Ovoid and O.ff-Axis Formations 

Most circles and rings are imperfect. That is, they 
appear as though they were drawn free-hand, slightly out 
of round or off center. Sometimes the imperfection is 
extreme. 

In Lethbridge, Alberta in 1991, one of three 
circles in an "L" shaped formation was found to be 
extremely elliptical. Although the circle was otherwise 
weil formed, it measured 13 feet in length but only 9 feet 
across (photograph 12). 

In Albertville, Saskatchewan in 1992, a ringed 
circle measuring 36 feet in diameter was only 2 inches out 
of round. However, its axis was completely off center. 
From the swirl center to the outer perimeter ofthe ring 

Standing Rows at Tram Lines 

Where tram lines intersect 
crop formations, one often sees a single 
row of standing sterns along the edge of 
the tire tracks (diagram 5). lt is not a 
factor in Canada since there are no 
tram lines. 

Diagram 5. 

measured 21 f eet while from the same center in the 
Diagrarn 6. opposite direction was 15 feet. Another peculiarity was 

that the width of the ring was 27 inches at the "heavy" 
side ofthe formation but only 15 inches at the "light" side. 
lt is as though a round fluid object spinning on its ax.is 
becomes unbalanced causing the bulk of the contents to go 
to one side (diagram 6). 

GapSeeking 

When formations are intersected by trams or 
bordered by areas of wind damage, the flattened stalks 
from the formation will tend to enter the gap area 
(diagram 7). This phenomenon was first noted by 
Delgado and Andrews in the mid l 980s. 
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One could imagine that the creating energy is like a sphere of cornpressed air that moves in a 
straight line to make a path or rotales to create a circle. As it passes over a gap in the standing stalks, such 
as a trarn, the compressed air has a tendency to escape into this avenue of lesser pressure, pulling some of 
the stems with it. 

This feature is commonly seen in English crop circles whereas in Canada il is limited lo the 
occasional exceptionally wide drill row. 

Bands 

Many circles display a band of 
stalks around their perimelers distincl from 
the resl of the lay (diagram 8). The width of 
the band can be from a few inches lo several 
feet and may swirl in the same direction as 
the rest of the circle or contrary to it. Bands 
appear almost like a wreath around the 
outside of a circle. While circle patterns may 
range from radial lo light swirls, the stalks 
in a band lie parallel to the circle perimeler. 
I have seen some bands on top of the circle 
lay while others are found undemeath. 

Diagram 8. 
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The most recent formation in Albertville, 
Saskatchewan was a classic exarnple of a band laying on top 
(pbotograph 13). The circle was swirled counterclockwise 
with a 6" wide band in the same direction laid on top like a 
wreath. At Draycot Fitz Payne II, the band ran in the opposite 
direction. There was no overlapping oflay, though there were 
areas of tunnoil like that of opposing water currents 
occasionally swirling into each other. 

Bare Tram Lines 

Normally, when tractor trams inlersect a formation, they are covered by the fallen stalks of crop 
(photograpb 14). However, I have seen a number of cases in which tram lines intersecting a formation 
are not covered over by fallen stalks (pbotograpb 15). Two good exarnples were al the Tawsmead Copse 
"Venus" formation and the Ogboume St. George formation. To achieve this effect. the stems nearest the 
edge of the tramline, which normally would be laying across, instead have gone down parallel to it. Stalles 
progressively further away frorn the trarn lie at increasing angles until they are again consistent with the 
resl of the lay (diagram 9). 

Multiple Layering 

Multiple layering is a common phenomenon and varies in complexity from two to five or more 
layers. Simple examples are when a path flows over or under another feature, creating two layers 
( diagram 10). Sometimes when lifting the surface layer of stalks, one finds another layer running in a 
different direction undemeath. 
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interfered with the general flow of the wheat, much 
like a rock would alter the flow of a stream 
(diagram 12). The disturbance appeared in a large 
area adjacent to a section of wind damage and 
where the lay crossed a tram line. In the center of 
this area of turbulence was a thick pile of wheat 
heads created by stems all falling toward one point 
so that the heads lay in a heap. 

CAUSES FOR SUSPICION 

A priorit)· when arriving at a new 
formation is to ascenain whether one is the first to 
enter. Sometimes evidence is found which casts 
doubt on the authenticity of a fonnation. While 
suspicious evidence does not ruJe out authenticity, 
it reduces the inclination to invest a large amount 

Diagram 11. 

In more complex examples such as at 
Ogbourne St. George, I found as many as five 
different layers. These were not like sheets, one 
on top of the other, but rather individual bunches 
of sterns lying in different directions, intertwined 
or interwoven with each other (diagram 11). 
The best way to describe this is to say it is much 
like the weaving of cloth. lt is difficult to 
understand how this effect could be achieved as 
a random natural act. A previously mentioned 
example of individual sterns, not bunches, woven 
in this manner was found at Alvena, 
Saskatchewan. 

Areas of "Turbulence " 

Another significant feature is the 
occasional discovery of areas of varying sizes 
which show varying amounts of "twbulence." In 
one such area at the Tawsmead Copse "Venus" 
formation it seemed as if something physical had 

Diagram 10. 

of time and energy on sampling and analysis. 

A case in point the Draycot Fitz Payne II 
forrnation at West Stowen Farm. Upon arriving, we 
noticed a narrow path through ten feet of standing 
crop between a roadway and a tram which one bad to 
reach in order to access the field. · 

Entering the formation, we noted the 
features were not impressive. The lay was not flat to 
the ground, giving it a messy appearance. In the 
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center of the circle was a bare spot looking as though it bad been thoroughly walked on, although there 
were no discemible foot prints. Also, a thin ring of standing stalks several feet in from the edge ofthe 
circle, looked as though an implement bad rolled around the perimeter, accidentally leaving this strip 
standing. 

Most suspicious of all were splotches of mud on the surface of the tlattened plants in the key and 
around a portion of the circle. The soil was quite soft the night the event occurred because of a steady rain. 
The splotches were spaced at regular intervals and indicative of left foot, right foot placement. lt is 

Diagrarn 12. 
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conceivable these marks were made by an animal. More likely though, they were left by a person who 
either created the formation or walked into it early in tne moming. In any case, the combination of these 
signs ruled out spending much time here. 

/ 
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FORMATIONS WITH SINGULAR PECULIARITIES 

The "Phantom Tractor " 

One day we received a report of strange tractor turns in the middle of a field near Mille Hili 
(t>hotograpb 16). After flying over it with Busty Taylor, we decided it warranted closer examination. 
What farmer, after all, would needlessly make turns in the middle of his field, thereby causing 
unnecessary damage to his crop? 

Upon entering the field it became evident that these were not tractor turns at all but the circle 
makers imitating a tractor. The lay was perfect, the stems were not crushed and we found no impressions 
of any kind in the soil. Had a tractor been involved, tire imprints would have been quite prominent in the 
soft soil. Also, the curvature of the turns did not quite match those made by real tractors at the end of 
fields. Here, when a tractor makes too wide a turn, the stalks are severely crushed and not pushed down in 
a neat pattern. Tire imprints are easily noticed. This formation, which was only yards away from an 
earlier formation, was also closely examined by Montague Keen and Ralph Noyes, among others. From 
his own farming experience, Keen strongly endorses these comments, and could see no way in which the 
markings could be reconciled either with rational fanning procedure or the physical limitations and 
functions of turning tractors. 

A Cleared "Black Line" at a Formation at Whitchurch 

In a Celtic Cross formation at Whitchurch, I found a thin dark line just a few inches wide 
beginning at the edge of the formation and meandering across the entire length of the field. Closer 
examination showed that along this line, most of the stalks had been severed at a 45 degree angle. 

What made the line so visible is that the cut edges, the severed portions and some stems left 
standing bad turned black. Nearby stalks broken by animals or other causes however, had not blackened. 
Electron microscopy indicated the blackening was due to fungal growth, and that the cuts were probably 
from animal teeth (see section IIC.) 

The "F/attened Porcupine " Fon11ation 

At the end of August, 1992 near the village of Milestone, Saskatchewan, farmer Joseph Rennick 
discovered an irregular rectangular formation 22 by 63 feet in his wheat field. lt looked as though a round 
object about 22 feet in diameter had come down at an angle and skipped like a flat stone on water, leaving 
three rough impressions. He had never seen a crop circle before and suspected the cause to be wind 
darnage. He became more intrigued when he noticed the aff ected area had a counterclockwise swirl. Then, 
something even stranger caught his eye. 

There, in the middle of the formation, lay a very flat and very dead porcupine. lt bore no signs of 
wounds or physical darnage but had obviously been pressed down by a weight or powerful force. He 
estimated the animal had lain there for at least 7 days but showed no sign of decomposition and did not 
smell. 

A mature porcupine weighs about 25 lb. and stands at least 12 inches tall. This one had been 
pressed three inches thick, its legs extending out like an "X". Furthermore, a skid mark in the soil 
embedded with broken quills showed the creature had been dragged by the force from the perimeter of the 
forrnation into the center. lts quills were oriented in the same direction as the swirled wheat. 

At the time ofthis discovery, the soil in the field was soft and muddy but in the forrnation, it was 
so hard that it was difficult to dig into the soil with a trowel. lt appeared that had been dried out. The 
imprint of each stem was clearly visible in the hard ground. Furthermore, the crops in the field were still 
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slightly green and the seeds very füll, yet in the formation the stalks were dry and brittle and the seeds 
shriveled like raisins. 

Unfortunately, by the time Mr. Rennick notified me or thought ofbaving an autopsy done on the 
porcupine, it bad decomposed too much tobe of any value. However, plant, quill and soil samples are 
presently being analyzed in laboratories (see sections by IIB and IIC.) 

One may wonder why after 10 years of not finding dead animals in crop formations, suddenly 
there are several cases (an incident in 1989 involving a dead but not flattened porcupine in a crop circle, 
not far from the current case, has just come to light). The answer may lie in the fact that the wüortunate 
victims are porcupines. Most animals, given the slightest warning of impending danger, will fly or scurry 
away. The porcupine, however, stays put, relying on its sharp quills for defense. 

At the time ofthis writing (Nov. 18, 1992), a new addition to the original formation was 
discovered. This was a horseshoe sbape about 15 feet by 30 feet, and less than 7 days old, placed adjacent 
to the original formation. 

The Severed Circ/e 

In early November, 1990 farmer 
Mike Shawaga of Alvena, Saskatchewan 
reported to me that he had just discovered 
another circle near his house ( diagram 
13.) I bad been there two months before 
studying 5 eleven foot circles, each with a 
"donut" of standing crop in the center. 
This one bad a new twist. 

lt was the same size as the others, 
but instead of the "donut" center, it bad 
standing crop which came to a point like a 
cone. Also, instead of a chaotic woven lay, 
it was neatly swirled. 

The odd thing about this circle 
was that it bad "come down" on a barb 

Diagram 13. 
S/._ ... J,,.ä C tof 

..,, r t 

{1„r( 

wire fence which divided it into 1/3 and 2/3 portions. The 1/3 section which should bave been on the other 
side of the fence, bad instead been severed and re-attached to the opposite side of the 2/3 portion. In 
addition, it must bave "flipped over" because its swirl was clockwise, compared to the counterclockwise 
direction of the larger portion. 
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Photograph 6. Photograph 8. 

Photograph 7. 
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Photograph 9. 

Photograph 11 omitted. 

Photograph 10. 
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Photograph 12. 

Photograph 13. 
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IV. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CROP FORMATIONS AND RAINFALL 

Michael Chorost 

One obvious thing to do with rainfall data is to correlate il with the nights on which formations 
were probably made, to see if any negative, positive, or null relationship appears. Reasonably good data is 
now available for a lirnited analysis ofthis nature. Diagram 15 (two pages over) notes 21 formations 
made in the immediate vicinity of Alton Barnes between June Ist and August 9th, 1992. Table 1 gives 
the shapes, locations, and discovery dates for each.26 Tim Carson's records (Appendix 4) give the 
rainfall recorded at the Carson farm, situated at the center of Alton Barnes, in rnillimeters. Given the 
small distance between the eastmost and westmost formations in the diagram--just 5.5 kilometers (2.5 
miles)--the chances are good that the rainfall measured on the Carson farm feil more or less evenly over 
this area. 

What are the chances that the discovery dates also coincide with the nights that the formations 
were actually made? The judgment of such a likelihood must be made on a case-by-case basis, depending 
on what is known about the visibility of each formation from roads, the presence of surveillance at the 
time, the role of weather in possibly concealing the formation for some time, and so on. Sometimes a 
formation is so visible it is inconceivable that it could go unseen for more than a few hours; other times it 
is tucked away in a remote area where it could conceivably escape detection for days. In the following 
analysis, I offer judgments based on what I know about the area and the formations in it. 

The following chart (Diagram 14) graphs the rainfall in each 24-hour period and the number of 
formations discovered--and thus possibly made-in the same 24-hour period.27 

26 The diagram and table list 22 formations, but the first one was made in May, before the rainfall data 
starts. lt is thus not included in the analysis. 
27 The two sets of data are coterrninous, in that each number refers to data "collected" in the 24 hours 
prior to the time it was written down. Thal is, each number in the rainfall data refers to the amount of 
rain which had fallen in the 24 hours before the rain gauge was read at 9 a.m. lt thus covers the night 
which has just passed. Likewise, the discovery time must always be at least the morning after the 
formation was made. (lt is assumed here that the formations are made at night.) Thus, if a formation was 
actually made at 3 a.m. on the 24th and discovered at 9 a.m. on the 24th. and the rainfall gauge shows 
7mm of rain at 9 a.m. on the 24th, then the discovery peak and the rainfall peak will fall together on the 
graph. 
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This chart shows the rainfa/1 (in mm) between May I and July II (rear sei of data), plotted against the 
number of formations discovered on the morning of each day (front set of data.). (A short peak signifies 
the discovery of one formation, a lall peak signifies two.) lt can be seen that many Jormations were 
discovered (and hence possibly made) on or immediately afler rainy days. 

A cursory examination shows that eight of the formations were discovered either during days 
which had rain, or one day after rainy days. lf we assume for the moment that these eight formations 
were actually made the night before they were discovered, then they would have been made in wet 
conditions. Wet conditions entail two consequences, one increasing the difficulty of hoaxing, the other 
making hoaxing easier and possibly more effective. 

Wet conditions make life more difficult for hoaxers, partly because it increases the physical 
discomforts of the labor, and partly because it increases the probability of leaving telltale footprints in the 
tramline and mud on the flattened plants. For example, we found conspicuous mud tracks in the Draycot 
II formation even though there had been only a light rainfall of 1 mm the day before, and virtually no rain 
for nine days before that. 

To this it may be suggested that rain actually conceals traces of hoaxing, by washing mud away. 
This may be true to some extent, but it does seem that it would be difficult for rain to wash away all of the 
mud, particularly mud ground into the wheat heads and into the crevices where the plants' leavesjoin to 
their sterns. Mud is very sticky stuff, as anyone who has tried to rinse it out ofthe crevices ofboot soles 
weil knows. Rinsing alone will not work: the sole must be scrubbed. 
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Correlations Between Crop Formations and Rainf all 

Table 1. Formations of tbe Alton Bames Area, Summer 1993 

• 

0 -• >-
0 •O 

I 2 3 4 5 • 

• • 

6 7 8 
0( 

.... ~~ - .... 
9 10 11 12 

• • - @ - Q) o-oc •• 
13 14 15 lü 17 18 

• 20( ~ ~ 19 21 22 

I. 29 May SUII7627 w. East t,' i e 1 d , A l t o n Harnes. 
2. 2 Jun II II662I \Y. Alton Priors. 

1 3. 29 II II 120629 \V. East Field, 11 Kcyhole 11
• 

4. 29 II II 103ti22 w. Alton Burnes. 
5. 'l .. Jul II 123618 w . Alton Priors. 
6. 2 II II 102622 w. Alton Burnes. 
7. !) " 11 G6:.?5 w. East Ficld. 11The Snail 11 

8. 12 II II 128652 w. Shaw 1-'arm, \Yansdyke. 
9. 16 II II 103632 w. t.lilk Hill, pictoiram. 

10. I6 II 103634 \V• II II smtill circle 
11. 23 II 093638 w. II II 11God's Telephone". 

' 12. 24 II 085626 w. Stanton St Bcrnard. 11 Snc.1il No.2" 
13. 27 II 087633 w. Milk Hi 11, small circle. 
14. II 11 _ 087(;35 \V • II II II II 

' 15. 29 II 139632 \Y. üraycot Fitz Paync. 
16. 30 II (15h07 w. \Voodl>orough. 
17. 2 Aug " I33ö20 IV. West Stowell. "Venus ·syml>ol". 
18. 3 II " 133630 w. Uruycot Fitz Puync. 11>,fercury Symhol". 
l9. 6 II lt 13HG35 w. II II II "Hand of God". 
20. 6 II II [:.:!7617 w. Ta"smeud Copse. 
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On the other band, wet weather rnakes it easier for boaxers to work unseen. Not only is visibility 
reduced, but surveillance watcbers are less likely to maintain continuous vigilance. lt has also been 
argued that wet plants are easier tobend and manipulate. J/this is the case (it is currently a matter of 
debate among members of the team), then it rnigbt yield more aesthetically pleasing, and thus more 
convincing, formations. (This assumes, naturally, that the problem of mud tracking bas been solved.) 
The fact that some ofthe area's "best" formations were discovered after rainy periods lends at least some 
credence to this possibility. However, this is an issue which ultimately can be settled only by an empirical 
test. One would bave to make two identical formations in plants of tbe same type and growth stage, one 
during a dry period, the other during or immediately after a wet period. 

Wet weatber would thus appear to make boaxers' lives both easier and harder: it makes it easier 
to get away with hoaxing, and slightly possibly with better hoaxes to boot; but it also makes it harder to 
avoid tracking mud, and creates very unpleasant working conditions. 

Let us turn to a detailed consideration of five individual formations, whicb will suggest that at 
least two of them have a high probability of having been made in wet conditions. Consider the five 
formations discovered during rainy 24-hour periods: formations 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10. Tbe first two, 5 and 6, 
were discovered on July 2nd, which bad seen 3 mm of rain. lt had rained for three straight days before 
that: tlle 1st, 30tll, and 29tll had produced 7.8 mm, 26.8 mm, and 1.2 mm ofrain respectively. Tbus tlle 
plants would have been at least damp, and at most soaked, for foUT straight days before Formations 5 and 
6 were discovered. 

What is tlle likelihood ofFormations 5 and 6 being made before the wet weather, and remaining 
undiscovered until after it bad stopped, foUT days later? Formation 6 would probably have eluded ground 
surveillance despite its nearness to Alton Bames, since it was situated on a flat plain elevated above the 
road, and was too far from the Pewsey ridge to be easily visible to spotters camped there. lt rnight have 
been visible from second story of tlle buildings adjacent to the field, and it would have yielded to aerial 
surveillance. However, aerial flights (including OUTS) are less frequent during rainy weather, and anyone 
seeing it from a second story in a building in the village would not necessarily bave informed OUT team 
promptly. Therefore it is not possible to argue that Formation 6 had to bave been formed during the wet 
weather; it could bave been made earlier and escaped detection. 

But Formation 5 was just 500 meters away from the sumrnit of Woodborough Hili, a primary 
location for surveillance, and 40 meters below the sumrnit. lt would have been easy to see at any daylight 
moment at which it was not actually raining, and quite possibly in the rain as well. Formation 5 would 
have been much easier to spot, so it is correspondingly more likely that it was made in wet weather. Yet it 
was pristine and mud-free when first discovered. 

Let us move on to Formation 7, the buge and spectacularly visible "Snail." lt was discovered July 
9th, whicb bad seen 3.8 mm ofrain. Tbere is no cbance wbatsoever ofit going undetected for a day, since 
it was in the valley below a much-traveled road, and the entire field is easily visible from the Carson farm. 
We do not know, bowever, whether the rain fell during the day before the formation was made, in the 
night while the formation was being made, or in the early moming after it was made. Grant Wakefield, 
wbo was patrolling the field the nigbt the formation was made, recalls that the nigbt was extremely foggy, 
but cannot recall specific times of rain. But we can say that if it was made during or after the rain, any 
boaxers would bave had wet work, particularly because the formation covers roughly 20,000 square feet. 
Tbey would also have worked almost entirely blind, since visibility was under 10 yards. Coordinated 
work is particularly difficult when one has no extemal reference points. 

Formations 9 and 10 were discovered on July 16th, which had seen 3.5 mm ofrain, trace 
amounts ofprecipitation on the two previous days (most likely damp air and heavy dew), and 2.9 mm the 
day before that. However, they were difficult to spot from any location except the top ofMilk Hill, which 
is accessible only by a relatively lengthy hike. lt is in fact an excellent surveillance spot, but I am not 
aware of any teams situated there on the night of July 15th/16th. Our surveillance flights did not go up 
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often enough to allow us to bracket the formation date with confidence. Therefore, while it is possible that 
it was formed during the four days of rain which preceded it, there is nothing I know of which requires 
that conclusion. 

I feel most the confident about hypothesizing that Formations 5 and 7 were actually made in wct 
weather, since they were discovered after long rainy periods, and were difficult if not impossible to miss 
by even the most casual surveillance. lt is thus worth noting that they were among the best of the season. 
When first discovered, both exhibited pristine and undamaged plants, a crisp and precise crop lay, and 
strikingly clean and untrodden surfaces. For contrast, consider the experience of Project Argus's 
members. whom invariably came home with numbed hands, soaked leggings, and boots caked with inches 
of mud whenever they visited a formation in wet weather. The formations that were visited fared badly as 
well: the plants got caked with mud, and were crushed more easily as well. (Mud tends to form a curved 
surface on the bottom of one's soles, which concentrates one's weight onto a smaller area.) If it is difficult 
for a team which is merely walking around a crop circle to avoid discomfort and damage, how much 
harder would it be for a team of hoaxers? 

If one subscribes to the theory that every single formation is hoaxed, then one has to admire not 
only the skill but also the dedication of the hoaxers ofFormations 5 and 7, whom apparently worked in 
mud, low visibility, and rain, yet produced pristine formations. Such hoaxing--ifthat is what it is-would 
be a very impressive achievement. 28 This chain of reasoning requires one to leave open the possibility 
that the phenomenon as a whole may be only partly the product of hoaxing. 

28 lt is worth noting that Formations 5 and 7 were discovered on Thursday mornings, and that they were 
almost certainly made the previous night: hence they were made on Wednesday nights. This increases the 
required level of commitment a notch. since they were made on weekday rather than weekend nights. For 
that matter, a brief perusal of the data suffices to show that the formations in the Alton Bames area were 
made during all nights of the week. with no particular clustering on weekends. 
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V. REPORTS OF LUMINOUS EVENTS 

Ralph Noyes 

l . Prior to Project Argus the CCCS and other research organizations bad bad reports of transient 
luminous events seen in the low atmosphere or at ground level in circle-prone country. They bad taken 
four main forms:--

A. A hazy, self-luminous globe of substantial size, usually orange or white in color, 
usually seen at night and always of short duration (minutes at the most, and usually 
seconds.) 

B. Small points of light, again usually seen at night, moving in the sky in a manner 
suggesting something other than conventional objects (e.g. aircraft or satellites), 
and sometimes persisting for several minutes. 

C. A small, while, apparently solid object of a few inches in diameter, movingjust 
above fields in which circles bad already fonned, always seen by day, seeming to be 
visible by the light it reflected rather than self-luminosity, and sometimes traveling 
near or into circle formations.29 

D. Very small sparkles or flashes oflight seen by night in fields in which circles 
bad already fonned. 

lt was not part of the Argus program to follow up these reports; the team had its hands füll with the main 
task of collecting soil and crop samples. Several events of the kind described at l A and 1B were, 
however, reported to the team from close at band in the area in which it was based. These reports, often 
with multiple witnesses, were su.fficiently striking to cause the team to hold a public meeting at Alton 
Barnes on August 13 to collect anecdotal events and to encourage members of the public to report any 
further events. A CCCS member of the team, Ralph Noyes, designed a standard questionnaire, and this 
has remained in use as a means of collecting sighting reports. A few such sightings have been reported to 
CCCS from the Alton Barnes area since Argus finished. Representative case material is presented in 
Appendix 7. 

lt is not for Argus to explain or interpret the lurninous events described in Appendix 7. No claim 
is made that they cannot ultimately be interpreted as mundane events, or even hoaxes where a real 
airbome object was put up with intent to deceive. We merely report them in view of the fact that claims of 
sightings like these have often been claimed with respect to circle-prone territory. We note-as has been 
noted before-that the connection between these "luminosities" and the crop circles is far from clear-cut: 
circles occurred when no luminous events had been reported, and luminous events occurred without being 
immediately followed by circles. In no case did we receive a report of the "landing" of a "luminosity" at 
the precise location at which a circle was subsequently found. 

Some may like to call these lurninous events UFOs, as indeed they may be in the strict sense of 
"unidentified flying objects" (though "flying" begs questions and "object" possibly suggests something 
more solid than the evidence warrants.) But we think it would be more fruitful, at least for the time being, 

29 Footage of several such objects is included in John Macnish's video documentary, "Crop Circle 
Communique" (Circlevision, 1991.) In U.K., available from Circlevision, The Paddocks, Whitton, 
Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 3DB. In U.S., available from Linda Moulton Howe Productions, P.O. Box 538, 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006- 0538, or from Phanes Press, P.O. Box 6081 , Grand Rapids, MI 49516, tel. 
J-800-678-0392. Price $35. Specify "NTSC" to get version playable on American VCRs. 
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simply to note that these events are reported in circle areas from time to time and that they may possibly 
be linked to the crop circle phenomenon. 

lt is worth noting that one of the hills near Alton Barnes (SU 128 640) is named "Golden Ball 
Hill," a name which it has had since at least 1817, according to an Ordnance Survey map dated that year. 
The name could have something to do with the frequent reports of orange globes sighted in the area. 

VI. EDITOR'S AFTERWORD 

Michael Chorost 

In this afterword, I, the editor of this report and the American adminislrator of the project, would 
like to speak in a purely personal voice. The opinions I express here are to be attributed only to myself, 
and not to any other member of the team, nor to the project as a whole. I would like to sum up the 
findings of Project Argus in my own way, and consider what contributions it has made to the larger 
enterprise of science. 

Project Argus has had mixed success in the goal of finding anomalies not explainable by 
hoaxing. Much of its data is negative (valuably so), and some of its data is positive (puzzlingly so.) lt 
may fall to future expeditions to investigate the apparently positive findings from the magnetic flux 
studies, and search further for the cause of the unusual structures revealed by the electron microscope 
studies. Perhaps these exploits will bear astonishing fruits. But I believe that Project Argus's true legacy 
lies in the fact that it was undertaken at all, not in what it found. 

For enterprises searching for intelligence other than human are fairly rare. Project Argus can bc 
usefully compared to the !arger and better-funded enterprise of SETI, the "Search for Extraterrestrial 
lntelligence." But where SETI has been willing to look for linguistic artifacts "out there," Argus has been 
willing to consider planetary events which could, just possibly, turn out to represent a "language" much 
closer at band. lt is far too soon to conclude that this is the case; but, regardless of its outcome, I hope 
that future historians will regard Project Argus as a courageous attempl to grapple with the scientific and 
epistemological issues raised by the encounter with a series of complex artifacts of possibly non-human 
origin. There have been several attempts to predict what a non-human symbol system might look like, 
and some thought has been devoted to how humans might go about understanding one, once discovered; 
but all these studies have been necessarily abstract, since there is no non-human symbol system at band to 
discuss. 30 The situation was, and still is, like Robinson Crusoe attempting to do sociology. Project 
Argus's members, however, bad to wrestle, each in his or her own way, with the frightening and exciting 
possibility that the apparently symbolic artifacts they explored each day were of non-human origin. Their 
thoughts, concerns, and ideas thus constitute a special chapter in the yet-to-be-written history ofhuman 
reactions to nonhuman intelligence. 

Someday there may come a moment when the human race will suddenly have to wrestle with the 
frightening and exciting reality of a non-human symbol system. In that charged moment, statesmen and 
historians will look back to times when humans thought they had encountered such things, to learn from 
how they reacted. They will recall the terror occasioned by Orson Welles' 1938 radio broadcast of The 
War of the Worlds; they will rediscover the cultural uneasiness occasioned by the subcultural, almost 

30 See, for example, Extraterrestrials: Science and Alien Jntelligence, ed. Edward Regis, Jr. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1985) and Cultures Beyond the Earth: The Role of Anthropology in Guter 
Space, ed. Magoroh Maruyama and Arthur Hawkins (New York: Vintage Books, 1975.) Two interesting 
articles-which come to diametrically opposed conclusions-are Gregor)' Benford's, "Aliens and 
Unknowability: A Scientist's Perspective" (Starship, v. 43, Winter- Spring 1982-3, pp. 25-27), and Marvin 
Minsky's colurnn in Byte, April 1985, pp. 127-138. 
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subliminal, discourse ofUFOs; they will be prompted to study the defensive excitement of Project Ozma's 
members when they detected a highly regular signal not at that time known to be of natural origin. But 
they should also recall Project Argus, because it was an attempt to meet what might have been (and might 
still be) a mysterious Other, with scientific caution but not with fear. 

Regardless of its outcome, then, Project Argus can be seen as an historically valuable "lest case, ·• 
marking one of the earliest organized and objective attempts to confront the signs of an intelligence not of 
human origin. This is its true legacy; and I hope it will be remembered as such when the histories are 
written. 
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VIII. APPENDICES (1-12) 

APPENDIX 1. CHART OF FORMATIONS STUDIED AND EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED 

Thorium-Taylor X 

Atmospheric Voltage ("Static") Detector-Taylor X 

Sub-audio Magnetic Detector-Taylor X 

VLF-Taylor X 

UHF-Taylor X 

Portable scintillation counter X X X X X 

Tissue analysis-Duke X 

Radio interferometry-Lyons/Dudley X X X X X 

Magnetic coil-Hale X 

Fluxgate gradiometry-Niewum. 

Mag. susceptibility (F probe)-Nieuwm. 

Mag. susceptibility (soil samples)-Nieuwm. X 

Magnetic flux scanning-Nieuwmeijer X X X 

Fluxgate radiometry-Reynolds X X X X X 

Gell wall pit distortion-Levengood X X X X X X X X 

Seed germination-Levengood 

Seed germination- Amold X X X X X X X X 

Seed germination-NIAB X 

Electron microscopy-McDonough X X X X X X X 

DNA denaturation-Folta X X X X X X X X 

Gamma spectroscopy-Harwell X X 

Gamma spectroscopy- UNL V X X 

Gamma spectroscopy- Argus X X X X X X X X X X X X 
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Appendix 1: Chart of Fonnations Studied and Tests Perfonned 

Thorium-Taylor X X 

Atmospheric Voltage tStatic") Detector-Taylor X X >< X X 

Sub-audio Magnetic Detector-Taylor >< X X X X 
VLF-Taylor >< X X X 

UHF-Taylor X >< 
Portable scintil/ation counter X >< 

Tissue analysis-Duke 

Radio interferometry-Lyons/Dudley X X X 

Magnetic coil-Hale 

Fluxgate gradiometry-Niewum. X 

Mag. susceptibility (F probe)-Nieuwm. X 

Mag. susceptibility (soil samples)-Nieuwm. X X 

Magnetic flux scanning-Nieuwmeijer X X 

F/uxgate radiometry-Reynolds X X 

Ce// wa/1 pit distortion-Levengood X X >< 
Seed germination-Levengood >< 

Seed germination-Amold X X X 

Seed germination-NIAB 

Electron microscopy-McDonough X >< X >< 
DNA denaturation-Folta X 

Gamma spectroscopy-Harwe/1 
~ Gamma spectroscopy- UNL V ~ 

Gamma spectroscopy- Argus X ~ 
"' 
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APPENDIX 2. GAMMA SPECTROSCOPY DATA 

soil Soil Soil Soil S.&P. Plants 

Waden Locker- Locker- Holrnan Milk Hyden H. 
Hill idge idge (Sibson) Hill II 

Counting 133068 7610 152000 3321 76283 54961 
time (sec. ) 

Spectrurn 920717bx 920712ah 920712bx 920716to 920723a 920724pl 

narne 
Energy (keV) Garnrna-ray Peak Areas 

52.9 328 30 359 22 215 159 
63.1 2889 193 3445 76 2224 938 
72. 7 3673 302 4829 235 2838 1759 
74.8 8224 800 11191 599 8384 3193 
77.0 2990 456 5309 427 6070 328 
84.6 3734 256 4668 185 3035 1501 
87.2 1908 211 2676 205 2711 511 
89.7 745 56 1043 110 1457 36 
92.6 4705 367 5472 220 3969 1467 
98.3 200 28 232 40 163 39 
99.5 15 47 171 44 200 19 

105.4 82 40 340 14 365 0 
108.9 1 0 138 0 77 60 
112. 8 124 41 228 19 86 64 
115 . 2 21 0 182 21 131 0 
129 .1 262 8 566 52 639 0 
131. 8 53 3 141 28 104 4 

139.8 107 38 76 1 132 30 
143.9 502 48 529 11 344 69 
154.1 59 19 237 33 243 0 
163.5 273 0 119 0 182 47 
186.1 2375 235 3097 158 2222 525 
199.0 114 23 0 0 133 65 
205.3 53 25 42 3 114 51 
209.4 401 68 580 68 659 0 
216.1 0 17 58 4 28 35 
236.2 96 26 200 23 142 38 
238.8 4642 632 7082 625 7945 532 
241.3 358 47 551 62 630 29 
242.1 704 120 1125 105 1002 52 

259.1 34 0 146 21 79 38 

270.4 362 48 557 52 700 5 
275 . 2 55 17 110 0 26 10 
277.6 193 43 295 19 281 28 
288.3 73 2 129 2 0 17 
295.5 1409 162 2079 160 1880 85 
300.3 238 40 470 47 471 0 

328.2 212 33 267 46 255 22 

332.8 11 6 10 0 59 41 
338.6 704 147 1309 116 1402 33 
341.2 22 0 49 15 20 7 

352.2 2238 330 3543 285 3166 188 

402.3 14 0 59 8 51 28 
406.3 16 0 0 0 0 0 

409.8 5 3 181 18 200 0 

439.2 19 0 65 0 23 36 

453.3 27 0 89 3 18 0 

463.4 148 35 382 36 436 15 

478.0 667 52 852 25 329 312 

488.1 37 0 69 0 21 0 

5 11. 2 2483 196 3149 107 1977 960 
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563.0 58 3 0 0 76 0 
570.0 79 0 97 0 55 25 
583.6 1426 203 1962 214 2239 210 
609.8 1663 219 2527 215 2159 151 
651.9 31 0 0 1 29 3 
662.2 3504 244 3132 58 1556 8 
666.0 53 11 41 11 72 12 
727. 7 274 45 430 39 504 39 
743.3 0 0 0 14 40 0 
755.7 38 14 25 0 61 19 
769 .1 47 13 235 27 197 40 
772.9 77 7 66 7 102 20 
782.4 0 0 31 9 66 16 
786.2 21 22 137 0 123 0 
795.5 135 32 261 20 269 0 
803.1 73 1 80 0 40 43 
806.3 90 14 5 0 49 0 
831. 6 14 2 0 14 65 0 
836.2 15 0 16 0 58 0 
840.9 44 0 59 10 66 9 
861. 1 193 21 296 24 208 0 
893 . 6 19 0 36 0 23 0 
894.4 2 0 9 0 29 0 
904 .7 48 0 12 1 0 0 
911. 8 846 124 1360 98 1495 60 
934.6 67 15 139 8 92 23 
950.5 21 7 16 0 35 13 
965.2 154 44 233 44 297 26 
969.5 481 72 822 78 897 27 

1001. 7 65 0 40 3 24 37 
1079.6 43 2 83 0 33 0 
1111.1 26 5 0 0 0 15 
1120. 9 368 46 622 54 455 56 
1155. 7 33 15 48 12 71 0 
1238.7 131 25 256 16 190 22 
1281. 6 77 13 79 13 60 0 
1378.1 149 5 137 9 118 15 
1385.9 0 0 31 0 0 4 
1401.4 54 10 34 4 28 0 
1402.6 29 7 29 4 34 0 
1408.5 26 8 44 10 81 1 
1461.3 2736 352 3775 364 4265 672 
1496.4 27 6 35 0 27 0 
1502.1 0 0 0 5 5 38 
1509.5 57 0 38 3 32 0 
1538.9 0 2 15 7 16 4 
1580.8 5 0 36 11 34 0 
1588.5 98 6 117 7 129 10 
1592.8 117 6 145 9 140 21 
1599.3 23 0 0 0 5 0 
1621.1 28 0 74 10 53 16 
1630.6 32 1 41 0 48 12 
1638.6 5 0 28 0 9 0 
1661.8 6 0 30 1 19 11 
1730.0 36 11 106 8 81 15 
1764.8 340 42 529 38 356 82 
1838.0 11 0 13 3 0 0 
1847.7 38 0 59 4 61 7 
1874.3 8 5 34 0 12 3 
2103.0 125 19 123 6 103 8 
2118.5 42 0 11 1 38 17 
2204.2 94 7 137 16 104 27 
2293.9 4 3 25 6 0 4 
2477.5 0 0 18 1 0 0 
261 4.2 700 74 977 69 824 146 
2795 .2 0 4 0 3 5 3 
3195 .8 0 0 12 3 2 0 
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Plants Soil Soil Plants Soil? 

Milk Milk West Oliver's Tawsmead 
Hill I Hill I Wycombe Castle Copse 

Counting 8172 276453 152344 73882 603075 
time (s) 

Spectrum milkplan milkad wicfghij oliverpl tawsmea2 
name 

Energy (keV) Gamrna-ray Peak Areas 

52.9 19 973 449 102 1919 
63.1 124 8348 3791 1206 17609 
72. 7 217 12499 5866 2038 36353 
74.8 498 35220 14144 3625 89405 
77.0 128 24909 7486 280 49521 
84.6 231 12296 5555 1910 33138 
87.2 119 11247 3930 579 25034 
89.7 25 5722 1615 62 10301 
92.6 197 15543 6308 1849 31062 
98.3 2 701 127 71 1430 
99.5 0 1245 369 0 2370 

105.4 0 1625 392 6 3176 
108.9 5 773 254 48 1902 
112 . 8 29 804 376 160 1589 
115 .2 17 510 147 74 1242 
129.1 7 2612 524 29 4314 
131. 8 1 273 1 0 502 
139. 8 0 363 119 0 707 
143.9 20 1246 539 178 2518 
154.1 0 1153 294 34 2379 
163.5 4 328 267 120 1074 
186.1 78 9393 3723 693 19658 
199.0 0 463 145 31 833 
205.3 3 373 59 61 786 
209.4 0 3044 828 0 6758 
216.1 12 270 194 10 236 
236.2 6 555 271 43 1321 
238.8 235 35182 10762 514 72952 
241.3 0 2690 876 29 5165 
242.1 7 4316 1596 93 8869 
259.1 0 175 71 19 509 
270.4 16 3172 976 19 6413 
275.2 0 145 62 54 250 
277.6 8 1387 584 104 3147 
288.3 0 173 125 23 309 
295.5 14 8524 3020 161 17694 
300.3 10 2199 689 71 4477 
328.2 16 1602 566 0 2943 
332.8 22 300 0 25 295 
338.6 0 6545 1746 29 13124 
341. 2 0 119 136 44 453 
352.2 21 14589 5013 162 29875 
402 .3 0 347 50 0 303 
406.3 0 149 0 24 440 
409.8 17 828 249 0 1527 
439.2 0 340 176 35 386 
453.3 0 110 74 2 375 
463.4 0 1904 450 56 3911 
478.0 68 2239 1080 199 1951 
488.1 2 80 16 3 369 
511. 2 183 7884 3573 1141 18564 
563.0 0 28 4 142 12 819 
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570.0 2 113 49 30 305 
583.6 59 10355 3201 104 22477 
609.8 21 10226 3767 180 22838 
651. 9 1 61 0 0 220 
662.2 0 8762 4623 62 17580 

666.0 0 274 137 0 776 
727 . 7 23 2211 669 30 4614 
743.3 0 139 0 44 236 
755.7 6 284 77 7 613 
769.1 6 900 247 4 2234 
772.9 11 384 157 15 959 
782.4 0 54 39 17 319 

786.2 18 413 181 0 1036 

795.5 2 1133 264 4 2674 

803.1 16 150 41 48 563 
806.3 7 244 46 0 597 
831. 6 3 49 53 0 428 
836.2 0 401 123 0 859 
840.9 12 338 108 30 845 
861.1 0 1218 368 53 2748 
893.6 7 16 0 0 225 
894.4 6 104 0 1 159 
904.7 1 183 77 28 296 

911. 8 16 6687 2037 78 14019 
934.6 2 453 155 30 1158 
950.5 0 149 65 17 511 
965.2 3 1269 393 41 2590 
969.5 2 3815 1190 71 8133 

1001.7 5 263 83 54 743 
1079.6 0 65 35 0 248 
1111.1 0 1 09 2 14 150 
1120.9 13 2338 823 80 5085 
1155. 7 7 226 165 23 483 
1238.7 0 794 316 16 2066 
1281. 6 0 155 103 6 362 
1378.1 5 560 237 32 1128 
1385.9 0 108 15 16 198 
1401. 4 0 212 65 6 421 
1402. 6 1 223 61 0 356 
1408. 5 1 322 151 0 691 
1461.3 144 18379 5964 858 48025 
1496.4 0 152 87 11 309 
1502.1 1 69 39 19 188 
1509.5 3 248 100 45 505 
1538.9 0 27 34 9 135 
1580.8 8 141 38 0 239 
1588.5 0 578 184 10 1051 
1592.8 6 662 209 29 1388 
1599.3 0 41 13 0 146 
1621.1 12 227 102 0 549 
1630.6 0 286 111 11 509 
1638.6 0 71 15 0 53 
1661. 8 0 136 19 10 247 
1730.0 0 382 142 11 791 
1764.8 13 1889 683 83 3983 
1838.0 1 44 22 0 105 
1847.7 0 241 110 11 483 
1874 . 3 0 54 29 11 95 
2103.0 5 554 256 44 1313 

2118 . 5 4 134 27 18 269 
2204.2 3 470 184 44 1063 
2293.9 0 35 14 0 81 
2477.5 2 0 8 0 0 
2614.2 28 3994 1395 182 9077 
2795.2 0 3 0 0 28 

3195.8 0 39 8 7 73 
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Graphical representation of crop circle surveys 

1. Devils Punchbowl nr.Wantage 

The Bartington MAG03MC was used with an A-D converter for 
logging the total field. (Supplied by Bartington 
Instruments) 
Method used: A rope was suspended between tractor lines.The 
sensor was then dragged through the crop at a height of 
200-400 cm. 
Remarks: This is the result of the first survey. The 
second survey 7 weeks later, did not repeat the anomalies 
found. 
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2. Draycot nr. Alton Priors 

The Bartington MAG03MC 3 axis magnetometer was used. 
Method used: Magnetometer were positioned on the ground, 
then individual readings were recorded to be processed 
later. 
Remarks: Magnetic anomalies on edge of the circle. 
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3. Manor Farm nr. Alton Priors 

The Bartington MAG03MC 3 axis magnetometer was used. 
Method used: Magnetometer were positioned on the ground, 
then individual readings were recorded to be proc essed. 
later. 
Remarks: Varied peaks near circle. Could be due to ferrous 
rock present in soil. Large anomalies found near the canal. 
This could be the result of soil replacement during the 
construction of the canal . This formation was constructed 
by members of ARGUS. 
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4. Fulbrook nr. Burford 

II 25-40 nT 

The Geoscan FM9 fluxgate gradiometer (0.1 nT 
resolution) and MS2D was used. The plot is the result of the 
gradiometer survey, which mimics precisely the magnetic 
susceptibility survey. 
Method used: Crop circle was surveyed after the harvest. 
Area was divided in 21 x 18 rectangles. The gradiometer was 
calibrated three times during the survey. The MS2D was 
nulled at end of each row. 
Remarks: Large anomalies would almest suggest 
ancient dwelling. A hut shape with entrance is 
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5. Venus nr.Tawsmead Copse, Alton Priors 

The Bartington MS2 Susceptibility meter and B36 sensor was 
used . 
Method used: 203 samples were collected from the soil, 2cm 
deep. These were then sifted and weighed in at lüg, and 
potted for use with the B36 sensor . 
Remarks: Large areas of high susceptibility in and around 
formation - suggests concentration of ferrous minerals. 
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6. Harrow Farm nr. Froxfield 

The Bartington MAG03MC 3 axis magnetometer was used. 
Method used: Magnetometer were positioned on the ground, 
then individual readings were recorded to be processed 
later . 
Remarks: Large anomalies inside formation. This has no real 
pattern and do suggest varied magnetism 
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7. Ogbourne St.George 

The Bartington MS2 Susceptibility meter and B36 sensor was 
used. 
Method used: 76 samples were collected from the soil, 2cm 
deep. These were then sifted and weighed in at lüg, and 
potted for use with the B36 sensor. 
Remarks: High suscepti bili ty inside and outside circle 
without the ring, and varied inside ringed circle . 

MtJgna«- nue~ ~ 
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8. Ogbourne St.George 

The Bartington MS2 Susceptibility rneter and F probe with a 
Psion datalogger was used. 
Method used: The F probe were pushed 4cm into the soil. 
Readings were taken at 1. 5 rn intervals, totalling 630 
readings in all. 
Remarks: High susceptibility inside and close to formation. 

[J 7-20 cgs ocl 

~ 20-30 cgs ocl 

• 30-55 cgs ~ 



Appendix 4: Rainfall Data 

APPENDIX 4. RAINFALL AT ALTON BARNES, SUMMER 1992 

Official record kept by Tim Carson 
Millimeters for period of 24 hours ending at 9 a.m. on day following: 

JUNE JULY AUGUST 
Monday 1 Nil 

Tuesday 2 Nil 
Wednesday 3 Nil 1 7.8 
Thursday 4 1.9 2 3 
Friday 5 1.9 3 15.4 
Saturday 6 1.2 4 1.4 1 0.1 
Sunday 7 0.5 5 Nil 2 Nil 
Monday 8 No record 6 Nil 3 Nil 
Tuesday 9 No record 7 Nil 4 Nil 
Wednesday 10 No record 8 Nil 5 1 
Thursday 11 No record 9 3.8 6 Nil 

Friday 12 No record 10 Trace 7 0.6 
Saturday 13 No record 11 22.2 8 6.7 
Sunday 14 Nil 12 Nil 9 0.3 
Monday 15 Nil 13 2.9 10 2 
Tuesday 16 Nil 14 Trace 11 15.9 
Wednesday 17 Nil 15 Trace 12 
Thursday 18 Nil 16 3.5 13 
Friday 19 2.1 17 Trace 14 
Saturday 20 Nil 18 0.2 15 
Sunday 21 Nil 19 Trace 16 
Monday 22 Nil 20 21 .7 17 
Tuesday 23 Nil 21 Nil 18 
Wednesday 24 Nil 22 Nil 19 
Thursday 25 Nil 23 Trace 20 
Friday 26 Nil 24 Nil 21 
Saturday 27 Nil 25 Nil 22 
Sunday 28 Nil 26 1.5 23 
Monday 29 1.2 27 Nil 24 
Tuesday 30 26.8 28 Nil 25 

29 Nil 26 
30 Nil 27 
31 Nil 28 

29 
30 
31 
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Report on the Results of Proiect Argus 

APPENDIX 5. VISUAL INDICATIONS OF RELATNE DEGREES OF NON-HOAXEDNESS 

Stanley Morcom and Ralph Noyes 

No assured means yet exist for distinguishing between man-made and non- man-made events. 
Indeed, in the absence of clear positive evidence, it is not yet clear whether there is such as thing as a 
"non-man-made" formation. 

Yet there are several general arguments against the hypothesis that human activity explains all, 
or almost all. of the 2.500 or so events which have been recorded since 1980 in up to a dozen countries (if 
not more) : for example, the unlikelihood that human agents would have persisted in their efforts for 
thirteen years in so many different parts of the world, often operating on the same nights in widely 
separated areas, never declaring an intention, and hardly ever being detected. Moreover, the sheer 
elaboration and scale of many of the events--the "Snail" which appeared in 1992 covers roughly 20,000 
square feet in area and 440 yards in linear dimension-indicate a degree of labor, skill, inventiveness, and 
dedicat_ion (during a few hours of darkness and often in adverse weather conditions) which is greater than 
any ordinary hoaxer would need to undertake for the simple fun of "outwitting the experts." 

Nevertheless. the fact remains that no instrumental test has yet been developed that establishes 
that there is such a thing as a "false" formation and a "true" one, and allows for distinction between the 
two. Those who cherish the "hoax hypothesis" are entitled to argue, for the time being, that there is no 
way of knowing what human agents may be up to, and that their persistent ingenuity and hard labor may 
be due to factors which lie within the scope of social scientists rather than crop circle researchers. 

For the moment, therefore, research groups have had to use their common sense and to rely on 
visual means for assessing whether an event is more likely, or less likely, to have been made by human 
agents. In practical terms, this means noting which features of crop circles seem particularly hard to 
replicate, and looking for their appearance in new formations. Stanley Morcom of the CCCS has listed a 
number ofuseful visual criteria in 1991 (which were incorporated in CCCS's Handbook of 1992); and he 
has since done further work (which will be incorporated in the CCCS Handbook for 1993.) In summary, 
the following are the "Morcom features." None can give a guarantee of non-hoaxedness; all may be of 
assistance in forming a judgment. 

Features which make it /ess likely that aformation is human-made 
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A. "Grapeshot" (i.e. very small circles) found in association with a main event, especially if 
access to them is di.fficult. 

B. Displacement ofthe center of a circle's swirl from its geometric center. 

C. Distortion of a circle towards the elliptical or oval. 

D. Absence of dirt or mud on the formation if seen soon after being made, especially if there has 
been heavy dew or rain. Absence of footprints in adjoining trarnlines in similar circumstances. 

E. Bending of the crop at a significant distance above ground level. Human feet, a roller, or a 
chain are likely to flatten the crop up to ground level; but many cases have been seen ofbending 
much higher up the stem. even a bending at 55 cm. 

F. Complex layering or weaving ofthe crop, i.e. the discovery that the disturbance ofthe crop in 
layers below the topmost layer lies at sharply different angles; or that the topmost layer gives a 
woven eITect, as in basket weaving. (Up to five layers, lying at sharp angles to each other, have 



-- Appendix 5: Visual Indications o[Relatiue Deqrees o[Non-Hoaxedness 

been observed. Weaving is often seen when one element of a complex formation intersects with 
another.) 

G. Sharp (e.g. right-angle turns) in a narrow element of a formation with no indication that a 
human instrument has "erred" into the surrounding crop. (An outstanding case was the "ratchet" 
element in the Barbury Castle formation of 1991.) 

H. Existence of a significant number of singly standing upright, unbent, and undamaged stalks in 
a formation which is othenvise weil flattened. 

I. A marked "discontinuity" in the swirl-pattem of a circular event, i.e. the swirl gradually 
becomes less radial in direction as one moves around the circle, then suddenly becomes radial 
again. 

J. Standing stalks along a trarnline where a circular event crosses the trarnline and has 
successfully flattened the crop before and after this "obstacle." (There may be a conventional 
explanation for this feature in terms of the compaction of earth in a tram-line and the consequent 
extra "springiness" of the crop adjoining its edges, but the feature can be taken as reinforcing 
other indications if they are also present. The diagnosis is strengthened if the standing stalks are 
followed, in the direction of the circle-swirl, by stalks which are less well flattened than those in 
the rest of the formation.) 

K. Tendency, when one element of a forrnation adjoins another, for the crop tobe "swept around" 
into the new element in a manner unlikely to be seen when human agents have merely added one 
feature to another by mechanical means. A highly rounded comer is the hallmark of this effect. 

L. The "over-under" paradox, e.g. the discovery that a shaft entering a circular element in a 
complex formation overlies the circular element at one side but underlies it at the opposite side. 

APPENDIX 6. MAKING A CROP FORMATION 

Chad Deetken 

Out of curiosity and to aid our research, Mike Chorost, Simon Lyons and I wanted to see how 
difficult it was to make a crop forrnation under field conditions while reproducing some of the features 
which bad been observed in genuine forrnations. After getting perrnission from the farmer, we busied 
ourselves practicing our methods after dark. Our tools were fairly simple; measuring tape, lengths of ropc 
and several lengths of plastic pipe. 

For several hours we stumbled and fumbled in the dark behind our cottage, surprised at how 
complicated such a seemingly simple operation could be. For one thing, it was very difficult to see what 
we were doing in the darkness. Every move had to be coordinated to avoid stepping on one another and to 
keep out of each other's way. Any mistake while making a fonnation in the field would be a dead give
away. 

At the time it occurred to me that in order to make some of huge formation found both this year 
and in past years, several teams would be required. They would have to start at different ends to avoid 
congestion and for speed, come together in the middle so that both sections join without a flaw, all in total 
darkness. This seemed to me totally inconceivable. 

We were forced to abandon our nighttime objective when bad weather approached. However, a 
fcw days later. on August 14. 1992. Simon and I proceeded with our plans, but instead of doing it at night, 
we opted for the ideal conditions ofbroad daylight. 
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We chose a fairly simple design 30 feet wide and 60 feet long. lt consisted of a ringed circle, two 
paths at opposite ends, each ending in a fork, and one grapeshot. 

When we had finished, we stood back and looked at our handiwork. lt had taken us two hours 
and a lot of eff ort. The plastic tubes we used had a length of rope through them which we held in our 
hands. By keeping the tube under one foot and lifüng up then pressing down and forwards, one was able 
to push down a swath about two feet wide. We began with Simon in the center holding a rope which was 
tied to my waist. 1 first inscribed the perimeter of the circle, then, with a bit more slack of the rope, 
pressed down the ring. Simon then joined me at the center and, working toward the outside in a quarter 
arc, we finished the circle. After that we did the paths and the grape shot. 

At a glance it didn't look too bad. However, something about it wasn't right. lt didn't have the 
symmetry so often found in genuine formations. Also, on closer inspection there were obvious signs of a 
human presence. Most easily detectable were the numerous impressions of our shoes in the soil, especially 
in the center. As weil, stalks were noticeably crushed and broken, and seeds had become dislodged and 
scattered on the ground. 

A source of great dilliculty was our attempts to create layers. Two layers were easy to achieve, but 
more complex layering resulted in quite a bit of damage to the stems. This layering had to be done by 
hand after the formation was complete. The more complex the layered effect, the more time and effort it 
took and the more damage resulted. 

Another problem was that after an hour of lifüng and pushing on the plastic tube, my ca1f muscle 
became quite sore and began to cramp up so that I had to rest several times near the end. l'm sure I could 
not have continued this stepping much longer. 

Making a grapeshot is fairly quick and easy. Many effects can be created by using one's hands to 
mould the stems into swirls and varying pattems. The real difficulty is in accessing a spot thal is distant 
from a tram line. One cannot leap very far, and aside from using a complex series of ladders, stools and 
planks, the only way is to walk through the crop along an unusually wide drill row. When making a grape 
shot only a few feet in diameter, it is necessary to be standing outside of the circle since there is no room 
inside. A wide drill line is ideal. Of course one would leave footprints if the soil was soft. 

John Martineau, unaware that this formation was man-rnade, first stated that it looked pretty 
good but after a few minutes announced it as an obvious hoax. We don't claim to be good at this, but after 
two hours of hard work in broad daylight under ideal conditions, our formation was denounced as a hoax 
within minutes. 

lt is worth adding that, when he undertook an evaluation of the formation, weil aware of its 
origin, Montague Keen noted that the most obvious, most readily detectable, and least easily avoidable 
incriminating evidence of hoaxing was the abundance of shed seeds, especially where the two parts of the 
formation joined or overlapped. The propensity of crops to drop seeds increases with their age, and is 
therefore progressively more difficult to avoid as the season goes on. lt is noteworthy thal the season's 
mosl spectacular formation, the "Necklace" created on the night of August 17/18 a few hundred yards 
from Silbury Hili (the prehistoric mound between Marlborough and Devizes in Wiltshire), and which was 
ready for the combine harvester by the following aftemoon, showed no evidence of shedding, even in 
confluence points. 
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APPENDIX 7. "LUMINOSITY" REPORTS 

Ralph Noyes 

Project Argus received a number of reports of unidentified lurninous aerial phenomena: 

1. This story was told to us by one of the barmaids at the Barge Inn, a pub at the south end of 
Alton Barnes. She related seeing an oddly moving, low-level red light to the south of the pub late one 
evening about the weekend of July 11/12. lt seemed to have been accosted by a helicopter (thought tobe 
rnilitary) and "shot ofl" at great speed. On the following day police, visibly (and unusually) carrying 
arrest gear (truncheons, handcuffs) called at the pub and were said to have "been active" in the 
neighbourhood. 

2. A "structured craft" was reported seen hovering over a field to the west of Woodborough Hill, 
not far from Honey Street. This was told to us by Stephen Greer and two women who were with him. The 
"craft" was said to have responded to flashed beams of light. The time and date told us by Greer was 0030 
on the morning of Monday, July 27th. This evenl has been reported in detail by Chris Mansell in The 
Circular, vol. 3, no. 3 (October 1992), pp. 7-9. The Argus team subsequently investigated a crop circle 
discovered in the immediate vicinity on July 30th (referred to in the lab notes as the "Woodborough Hili" 
or "Carson Farm Canal" formation.) Samples were collected for gamma spectroscopy (tobe performed at 
Harwell), DNA analysis, magnetic susceptibility tests, seed gerrnination tests, tissue studies, and . The 
DNA analysis and magnetic susceptibility tests were negative; the other tests' results have not yet come in. 

3. Stephen Greer also said that about an hour later there was another sighting of an 
(unstructured) "orange globe" to the south. When I suggested that this rnight have been an army flare (it 
was certainly seen above the skyline), the witness Sandra claimed that it "responded" to light signals 
when they flashed at it. 

4. We have a third-hand story that on the evening of July 22nd, round about dusk, people 
standing on Woodborough Hili on what seems to have been the first night of Greer's watch, saw a small, 
white object below the skyline in the direction ofMilk Hili, roughly where the "God's Telephone" event 
was reported the following day on David Read's farm. In addition, the team leader (Michael Chorost) 
spoke to two policemen from the nearby town of Pewsey, who related having seen odd flashing lights 
immediately above the field, though they were not sure of the exact date of their sighting. They feit sure 
tliat it could not have been flashlights; one suggested, tentatively, that the lights seemed to have been 
"rotati ng." 

5. By far the best account of a luminosity is that given by John and Julie Wakefield (no relation to 
Grant Wakefield.) John and Julie Wakefield were two members of the "Dreadlock" team who were 
controlling entry to the "Snail" formation in East Field on the Carson farm. On the evening ofTuesday, 
July 28, they bad driven their van toward Pewsey and parked a little way round the comer at about 
Ordnance Survey reference 130 623. They had done so in order to find a quiet moment away from the 
other Dreadlocks to make a tape-recorded letter to some friends. The time was about 10:15 p.m. Rising 
from a patch ofwoodland towards the south (probably Wilcot Withy Bed), they saw an orange globe, 
apparently self-luminous and weil below the skyline. After a short while this object ejected another, much 
smaller globe of orange light, which moved to the west and performed a gyration before returning to the 
"parent" globe. No sound was heard. The "parent" globe then winked out. Some rninutes later, the same 
globe (or, conceivably, another one) was seen rising from Tawsmead Copse, further west and nearer to the 
road where John and Julie were parked. This, too, sent out a smaller orange object. Three helicopters 
(presumed to be rnilitary) rapidly appeared from the south and converged on the object(s), which abrupUy 
disappeared. This final event happened around 10:40 p.m. 
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There are some associated events: 

A. On the following day, July 29th, the Argus tearn was told ofthe presence oftwo crop circle 
events on West Stowen Farm, about 2 rniles north ofthe previous night's sighting. lt seerns quite 
likely that they were formed during the night of July 28129th. The Argus tearn collected soil 
samples on July 30th for radiation testing and magnetic variance. The radiation tests were 
negative. The magnetic variance tests' results are not yet in. (fhe formation is referred to as the 
"Draycot Fitz Payne I" formation in the !ab notes.) Plant samples were collected by John and 
Julie Wakefield on the 29th and sent to labs for electron microscope exarnination of the tissues 
and DNA analysis. These revealed nothing out ofthe ordinary. 

B. Making enquiries in the neighborhood of West Stowell Farm during July 29th, John and Julie 
were told that there had been some disturbance arnong animals at about the time of their sighting 
the previous evening. They were also given the unusual story that, at about the time of the 
apparent intervention by the helicopters, a closed-circuit intercom system (a "granny alarrn") in 
use at Draycot Manor Cottage (which lies between the site oftheir sighting and the site ofthe 
crop circle events) was heard by Mr. Kenneth Bryant--the "granny watcher" that evening-to 
utter the words, "Caution, police" or something sirnilar. 

C. I made enquiries myself in the neighborhood by a door-to-door canvass on July 30th. I bad 
three independent {eports of a dog howling at Draycot Cottages at about II p.m. on the evening 
of July 28th (but no reports of other animal disturbance.) Mr. Kenneth Bryant's story was given 
to me again by his wife, though she had not been present at the event herself. 

6. On another occasion, the night of July 22/23, John and Julie saw an orange globe low in the 
sky towards the west. This was also seen by two other observers, Kevin and Kate, using a night sight 
(image intensifier.) The sighting lasted for about 5 rninutes while the object moved slowly from south to 
north. Kevin and Kate report that it was, on occasion, below the skyline. Through the night sight a 
pulsating center, not visible to the naked eye, could be detected within the much !arger, hazy, orange 
"envelope." High in the sky at about the sarne time Kevin and Kate also saw two small red lights moving 
in a rnanner which suggested they were not aircraft. 

7. Two members ofthe Project Argus team, Simon Lyons and Michael Chorost, saw an aerial 
object which, if an airplane, was an unusual one. The following is Chorost's description of it: 
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We saw it on the night of August 17th-18th, at around 1 a.m. on a calm, cool, cloudy 
night. The object traveled at about the same speed and appeared to be about the same size as one 
would expect of a low-flying airplane. However, it made no sound. Visually, the object looked 
like a collection of brightly and irregularly flashing lights. I can perhaps best describe it by 
saying it looked like an airplane with too rnany running lights which were flashing too fast, and 
furtherrnore jumping around the "body" of the object between sets of flashes. Each "set" of 
flashes (and there were several "sets" of flashes going on simultaneously) appeared to start with 
one or two bright flashes, and then settle down into a steady strearn of dirnrner flashes before 
stopping. The fact that several "sets" of flashes were always going on at one time rnade the 
object appear to have a "syncopated" rhythrn of flashing lights. There was no discernible pattern, 
though I would have said that there was a fast rhythrn. I would guess that there three or four sets 
of flashes going on at any given time. Tue flashes were white and yellow, which made it seem 
less likely that they were ordinary running lights. We both exarnined the object through low
power binoculars, but could not gain any extra inforrnation on the object's shape. I had the 
fleeting impression that the lights could have been dirnly illurninating some part ofthe object's 
surface at its apparent "bottom." 
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The object traveled in a straight line through the sky from west to east. Toward the east, 
it disappeared in a bank of clouds before it reached the horizon. lt was visible for about two 
minutes. 

Several members of the Argus team, including myself, had seen a similar object several 
weeks earlier, during a nightwatch from the top of Woodborough Hill. lt had taken the same 
trajectory and moved at the same speed. lt, too, made no sound. Busty Taylor, an experienced 
pilot, had been unable to identify the object. 

Both Simon and I had seen many airplanes, helicopters, and satellites during our 
surnmer at Alton Barnes. What we saw did not appear to be any of those things. 

The following diagram is my attempt to convey something of the appearance of the 
object. 

East West 

APPENDIX 8. (ELIMINATED) 
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APPENDIX 9. THE FINANCES OF PROJECT ARGUS 

BUDGET FOR PROJECT ARGUS 
All figures in dollars. 

Equiprnent for gamma spectroscopy 

70.92 
129.90 
576.00 
873.60 
480.00 

59.52 
99.84 

------
2289. 78 

Lab expenses 
Browne & Firestone ref. 
Rental of lab computer 
Lead shield (inc. VAT) 
Fabcast's charge for pickup of lead shield 
Gas for truck rental 
Truck rental 

subtotal 

Biophysics (Plant analysis) 

900.00 
------
900. 00 

Lab expenses for w.c. Levengood 

subtotal 

scanning electron microscopy (Seed analysis) 

2000.00 Lab expenses for Cassandra McDonough 
-------
2000. 00 Subtotal 

seed gerrnination tests 

150.00 
------
150. 00 

Lab expenses for Robert Arnold 

subtotal 

Electrophoresis (DNA analysis) 

15€1.00 Lab expenses--Kevin Folta 
------
150. 00 subtotal 

Expenses for English labs 

115.20 
236.16 
------
351.36 

Preservation fluid 
Payment to NIAB for teste 

subtotal 

Airfare/food/personal expense allowances 
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1100. 00 
970.00 
770.00 
770.00 

Chorost (fulltime) 
Dudley (fulltime) 
Kennedy (part-tirne) 
Arnold (part-tirne) 
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770.00 
770. 00 
289.38 

5439.38 

Pinch (part-time) 
Deetken (part-time) 
Deetken (flight to Saak.) 

subtotal 

Lodging and related expenses (July 9 to August 28) 

1344 . 00 
192.00 
192. 00 
145.92 
136.32 
115.20 
940.80 
768 . 00 

3834.24 

Automobilerental 

1656.06 
241.92 
391.00 

2288.98 

Gasoline 

854.40 

854.40 

Rental of CCCS / NAC HQ (Houses 3-5 people) 
Housekeeping 
utils. 
B+B for Dudley/ chorost in wycombe 
TP, MD at Winchester 
cancellation charge for wyc.B&B 
carson lodging for 2 
carson lodging for 1 

subtotal 

Rental of Renault 19 from Europcar (42 days) 
Rental of second car 
Rental of third car 

subtotal 

Gasoline 

subtotal 

Aerial surveillance 

2148.88 

2148.88 

sample 
transp. 

824.01 

824.01 

Fuel expenses for Taylor, Kronig 

subtotal 

Postage 

subtotal 

sampling equipment 

7. 97 sampling 
bags 

84. 48 ordnance survey maps 
21. 14 Michelin maps of UK 

611.12 Import tax-scint.probe(refundable) 

724. 71 
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Telephone expenses 

1645.86 cellular phone rental and bills, cottage phone bille, 
repair of fax 

1645.86 subtotal 

Feod expenses 

783.77 Feod for cotttage 
------
783. 77 subtotal 

Expenses of English rnembers of Argus 

288.00 
268.80 

57.60 
230.40 
96.00 

672.00 
------

1612. 80 

Miscellaneous 

116. 88 
116. 35 
143.23 

42.22 
70.00 
4.35 

209.15 
27.42 
33.45 
40.32 
33.06 
38.88 
16.90 
38.40 
64.17 
57.60 
35.00 
71.50 

111.00 
o.oo 

86.00 
60.23 

210.02 
1714.34 
-------
3340. 46 

Expenses (Keen--pres. fluid) 
Ground services (Taylor) 
Gifts of appreciation 
Expenses (Wakefield--filrn) 
Expenses (Noyes) 
Expenses (Noyes) 

Shipping to UK 
shipping from UK 
Mailings to team 
u.s. faxing charges 
Magazine subscriptions 
overdue charge on Erdtmann ref. 
Film developing 
Replacement-damaged pot 
Transparencies, copying 
Linen washing 
Faxpaper 
Electronic parts for radio interferometer 
Batts. 
2 copies of FUFOR report 
Eguipment for making Argus test hoax 
Reirnb. to carsons for lass of wheat in test hoax 
Rental of NAC P.O. Box for 1993 
Typing expenses 
CCB service charges May '92-Feb ,93 
Barclays charges (not yet known) 
CCB wire transfer charges 
Barclays wire transfer charges 
Deetken-car rent, phone, prints, postage for sask. trip 
"Lass" due to sharp drop in pound. Seenote. 

subtotal 

Printing and distribution of final Argus report (estirnated) 
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4000.00 Printing costs (500 
copies) 

250.00 Mailing costs 

4250 . 00 subtotal 

========== 
$33,588 . 63 GRAND TOTAL 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO PROJECT ARGUS 

3,383.23 
4,643.96 

20,000.00 
1,000.00 
2,000.00 
2,500.00 

50.00 
100.00 
500 . 00 

$34,177.19 TOTAL 

$588. 56 REMAINING 

Note . Project Argus transferred the money in its English bank account 
back to the u.s. in January 1993. The bank sent back E4913 . 5 at an 
exchange rate of 1.57, which was drastically lower than the rate 
of 1.92 which had held when that same money had gone to the U.K. 
in June 1992. The "loss" amounts to roughly $1,700. 
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APPENDIX 10. THE ROSTER OF PROJECT ARGUS 

ROSTER 

American administrator 
British admin. & scientillc liaison 
Logistics 

Gamma spectroscopy 

DNA analysis 
Plant tissue analysis 

Seed germination tests 
Electron microscopy 
Aerial surve11lance 

Ground photographic surveillance 
Ground surveying 

General assistance 

Electromagnetic studies 

Comparison ofEnglish/N.Amer. crop lays 
Video documentation/prod. 
Epistemology of science 
Liaison with farmers 
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Michael Chorost (Duke University) 
Montague Keen (CCCS) 
Ralph Noyes (CCCS) 
Stanley Morcom (CCCS) 
Marshall Dudley (Oxford Instruments) 
Dr. Greg Kennedy (Ecole Polytechnique/Montreal) 
Dr. Ernest Peck (Univ. of Nevada-Las Vegas) 
Kevin Folta 
Dr. W. C. Levengood (Pinelandia Biophysical Laboratory) 
Dr. Melvin Turner (Duke University) 
Dr. Robert Arnold (Colgate University) 
Cassandra McDonough (OOC Consulting) 
Jürgen Krönig (Zweitausendeins) 
Busty Taylor (CCCS) 
George Wingfield (CCCS) 
Grant Wakefield (CCCS) 
John F. Langrish (CCCS) 
Stanley Morcom (CCCS) 
Chris Talarski (CUFOS) 
John and Julie Wakefield (CCCS) 
Dennis Stacy (MUFON) 
Rodney Haie (Melford Designs) 
Simon Lyons (CCCS) 
Kobus Nieuwrneijer (Bartington Instruments) 
Dr. Roger Taylor (CCCS) 
Chad Deetken (NAICCR) 
Linda Moulton Howe (LMH Productions) 
Dr. Trevor Pinch (Comell University) 
UnaDawood 
Richard G. Andrews 

--
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APPENDIX 11. DATABASE OF CROP CmcLE DISCOVERY DATES AND LOCATIONS 

George Wingfield 

CROP CffiCLE FORMATIONS IN GREAT BRITAIN, SUMMER 1992 
Database compiled by George Wingfield 

This database should be used with caution. No claim is made that it is complete. The compiler 
was often dependent on others for inf ormation; hence, the reliability of the citations varies. 

Some of the formations are believed or known to be hoaxes, and in some cases are so identified in 
the comments. No claim is made here for the genuineness or hoaxedness of the rest of the formations. 
Some known hoaxes are so because the hoaxers have offered plausible evidence for their responsibility. lt 
should be kept in mind that identifying hoaxes by field inspection is by no means an exact science. There 
are no universally accepted criteria for identifying a hoaxed formation. 

Researchers attempting to count up the formations should exercise judgement about how to 
define an individual event. Sometimes add-ons have been grouped with the original event; at other times 
they have been given a separate citation. Due consideration should be paid to the slight possibility that a 
formation has been reported twice, with slightly different parameters each time, and thus inadvertently 
cited twice. 

The dates and grid references given may not always be identical to those offered by other 
researchers. Grid reference discrepancies are usually due to slightly different opinions about where the 
formation should be marked on the map. Date discrepancies are sometimes due to independent "first 
discoveries" of the formation, and sometimes to differing guesses as to when the formation was made. 
Sometimes sources confuse the discovery date with the probable formation date. 

lt is recommended that researchers intending to make use of the data for detailed analysis contact 
the database's compiler first. 

• • • 

KEY 

Date: Usually date discovered; sometimes, date believed made. 
Placename: Nearest village or landmark. 
Grid ref: Ordnance Survey grid reference. 
Crop code: R.Rape; B,Barley; W,Wheat; Y,Rye. 
+++ = Add-ons 

Date Placename Grid ref Crop Comrnents 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Apr 28 Sutton Scotney SU462381 R 72', Complex Lay +2 sats . 

Apr end Burford/Barrington,Oxon.? Complex ring+3spurs &rings 

May 5/10 Brendon, near SX392685 B 
nr St Dorninick, 
Callington, Cornwall. 

(1) Set of three. \(all in 
(2) Ringed circle. \ same 
(3) Small tailed cir.\field) 

May 10? Lurkeley Hi ll SU128668 R Small messy cir c le. 

May 15? Wherwell SU375413 Y Lightly imprinted pictogram 

May 16? Wantage SU415885? Ci r 'with r i ngs', E of town 
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May 12 
May 24 

May 17 

May 10 

May 17 

May 23 

(Urchfont Hill 
( " tt " 

Easterton 

SU047560 R 
R 

?SU029551 B 

Circle + Key. Manmade. +++ 
Then +3 cir./trident/2 arcs 

Messy'Gunsight'.Hoaxers seen 

AveburyTrusloe SU079699 R 30ft cir,between trarnlines. 

Stoke Orchard S0925275 R Poss. cir. Never confirmed. 

Andover (A303) SU373443 B 80 ft circle + grapeshot. 

May 23? Amesbury ?SU136438? Wrong map ref? At Larkhill? 

May 14? Clandown, Avon ST683554 R 2 rings concn. on elec pole. 

May 23 Cherhill,Wilts SU045703 W Ringed cir+spur.1989 X site 

May 25 Lockeridge(WW) SU137667 B Double ringer,poor+breakage 

May 25 Lockeridge(WW) SU137667 B Two circles,one with scrol l 
tail + 'fish' signature 

May 23 ChilboltonDown SU413375 B Ringed circle +arrow which 
(2 microlights came down in field May22) came later+grapeshot +++ 

May 27 

May 28 

May 29 

May 30 

Jun 2 

Pk St,StAlbans TL144044 B Small dumbbell. Very neat. 

Weston, Hants SU725208 W Set of 3 cirs. 8m/8m/5m. 

Alton Barnes SU117627 W Rough circle in East Field 

Uptonscudamore ST869472 B 30'cir, nr Colloway Clump 

Alton Priors SU116621 W Spiral within ring. 

Jun 2/9? Micheldever St SU****** G Rings in the grass (ask RA) 

Jun 4/11 Berry Pomeroy ?SX83*62* B Dumbbell + 2 tails off 1. 

Jun 4 

Jun 4 
Jun 6/8 
Jun 9 

Jun 5 

Overtown Farm, SU149786 B Huge equilateral triple. 
nr Wroughton Airfield. 3 circles, 2 with scroll 
(lm N of Barbury Triangle) tails, +'fish' signature. 

Lockeridge(WW) SU137660 B 

Westcott Fm. 

10 grapeshot(by'9l"whale") 
+3 more. +2. (+2H ?) +++? 
+6 more [some may be fake) 

Jun 6/7 Basingstoke 
(Buckskin) 

SX375685 W 60ft circle nr Callington . 

SU598512 B Quincunx;3-ringed 6' centre 
+ 4 rectangular satellites. 

Jun 7? Warminster ?ST905453 w Cir; crop "bent high up". 

Jun 8 

Jun 8 

Jun 8 

Jun 9 

Jun 10 

Jun 11 

94 

Waden Hill, SU105684 W 
nr Silbury Hill 

30 metre ring, 2m wide. 
Formed between 4 & 6 p.m.? 

Cheesefoot H. SU528282 W 2 smal l concn.rings(P'bowl) 

Lydd Airfield TR071245 R 2 large cirs +later 1. +++ 

Silbury Hill SU097688 W Ring+arrow>S.H. Hoax claim 

Hunstrete Ho. ST648615 W Cir +2 tails, one looping . 

Hartcliffe,Bri.ST588670 W Triangular 3 cir +arrow 

..... 
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Jun 11 Dev'sPunchbowl SU347849 W Scroll , +13 sats arranged sym 
Magnetic anomalies . +++ 

Jun 12 Molesworth/ OldW TL090760 w 48ft circle + 3ft wide ring 
Grapeshot found later? +++ 

Jun 12 
and 

Jun 11 

Jun 14 

Jun 15 

J un 11 

Jun 11 

Jun 11 

Baltic Farm 
(Bishops 

Cannings ) 

SU046666 B 
SU049670 W 
SU048672 W 

Oval in barley + circles 
Line of eight 12ft cir. 
95 by 56ft oval+ 7 cir. 

Ovington Hall NZ079633 B Two 49' & two 23' circles. 
Farm, Northumberland 

Bury Hl,Andov erSU348433 W Single circle (Cw ) . Rough 

UptonScudamore ST851476 B Pictogram:Cirs,key scroll. 

Uptonscudamore ST856476 W Pictogram:Cirs,wickets,path, 

Guzzledown, SX93*54* B 
Brixham, Devon 

boxes.Began as plain cir +++ 

Dumbbell with 2f key extn . 
(photos lock good). 

Jun 13? Perton,Wolverhampton. B Durobbell, one end=wide ring 

Jun 16 

Jun 17 

Jun 17 

Jun 17 

Avebury SU102695 W 'Doreen Williams'hoax (13'cir) 

Clanfield, Hants ? ? ? Two circles. (ask RA) 

Avenue,W Kennt.SU114687 W Circle & Oval. 

Bulbarrow Hill ST77*04* B? Dumbbell+halo+Venus symbol. 

Junl7/18 Pepperbox Hill SU207258 w Pictogram "like 1991 one". 

Jun 18 

Jun 18 

Jun 18 

Firs Fm,Beckh. SU082684 W 3 cirs in line +3 gpshot. 

Morgans Hill SU032658 B 120' cw cir+2 small gpshot. 

Avenue,W Kennt.SU117686 W "Brain/Serpent" . Manmade? 

Jun 20? Broughton 

Jun 20 ? Maidenhead 

SU299314 B 2 - ring cir. (all Cw)+gpshot. 

SU876828 W 3 c ir in line, ring/key/F ++ 

Jun 22 Firs Fm,Beckh. SU079679 W 60'+40'cir(ov'lap)by tumuli. 

Jun 9/ 12?Ridgeway,Kenn. SU118688 B Uneven line of 13 Acw cirs. 

Jun 22 Norridge Com . ST842476 W "The Eagle" ,or "bent comb". 
Crop broken;beercan under lay 
2 cir./"scroll" signature 

Jun 22? Norridge Com. SU849473 W 6'crescent. No access track. 

Jun 22 

Jun 22 

Jun 24 

Jun 24 

Countesthorpe (Leics) ? 90'Cir+5'wide ring nr Rita's 

Childrey Fld. ?SU355865 W? Tailed circle +grapeshot 

Bourton (B Fm) SU040664 W Quincunx, 60'centre+4'sats. 

Amersham,Bucks SU96*96* B Three cir(60',22' ,22')+1 +++ 

Jun 24 Barnstaple / Lynton(conf . )G 80' ringed cir +3 X 12'cirs. 

J un 25? (same l ocality) B Cir with 3 sats around it 
X "Heather circ le",same shape! 
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Jun 24? GworthClatford SU373423 W Tailed circle. 

Jun 24 Patcham,Sx I 

Jun 24 Sompting,Sx 

Jun 25 Silver Down 

TV306096 W Dumbbell,large & small cirs. 

TV157061 W 84'Cir + other ringed cir .& 
X-pathways thru its cen/arcs 

SU289573 W Ringed cir+2scroll(Tidcombe) 

Jun 26 Bkhampton Pen. SU087675 W Three big cirs,overlapping. 

Jun 27 Devils Dyke,Sx TV280082 W Three unequal touching cir. 

Jun 28? CollingbourneD SU234519 B? 3 unequal cir,making triang. 

Jun 

Jun 

Jun 

Jun 

29 

29 

29 

29 

Patcham,Sx II TV300095 W 

Alton Barnes SU120629 W 

Longbarrow X SU092410 B 
Roads(W Stoke) 

3 unequal cirs,conn. paths. 

132'Keyhole/ring.Hoax acc
ording to Rita/Rob; photo'd. 

Major pictogram: big ringed 
cir; spiral; Ys; passages+cir 

June 30 
or 

July 1 

Alton Barnes SU103622 W 

Old Sarum SU141333 W 
(Ld Chichester's land, 
N of Iron Age site) 

4 cirs/rings. and Y-shape. 

Major pictogram; big ringed 
cir joined to cir+key, cir,Y, 
cir,oval.2boxes,gpshot,scroll 

Jul l? Kimpton SU269455? Spiral cir +undulating tail 

Jul 2 nr W Meon Hut SU****** W Dumbbell,each cir with ring 

Jul 2 Alton Priors SU123618 w Large ring & large circle 

Jul 2 Alton Barnes SU102622 W Dumbbell, one cir with tail. 

Jul 3 Husbands Bosw. SP644853 W "Old Faithful"; 68'cir,Acw. 

Jul 

Jul 

3 Sutton, Ely 

3? Ibthorpe 

TL449780 B Line:5 cir(ll,21,81,21,llft) 

SU375538 W 43ft cir(Cw) +T-shape 'arm' 

Jul 4 Pepperbox Hill SU220240 W MajorPictogm,S00mSW of Pbox 

Jul 6 Ludwell,CChase SU921210 W? "The big one", 120ft across 

Jul 

Jul 

7 Guyhirn 

7 Wickenby Wd. 
Lincolnshire 

TF412040 W Dumbbell+2circles,pathways 

TF081832 W 403' triple dumbbell:cir,36' 
ring, circle. Well-made h oax. 

Jul 8 Foundry Hl,Wood Dalling? Off-centred cir+protrusions 

Jul9-12? Overton SUS**S0*? "2 semi-cir rings bk-to-bk" 

Jul 9 W. Ferrers,Essx TL792994 W "The Bee":two 60'cirs+3sats 

Jul 

Jul 

9 Alton Barnes 
(East Field) 

5 Aston Rowant 

Julll/12 W. Wycombe 
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SU116625 W "The Snail"(440ft). 120'cir 
+20'wide offset paths to less 
big cirs,+2 L- shape eyestalks 

SU725979 w Pictogram. Dumbbell+circle 

SU832951 W Thirteen human-made picto
gra'ms for The Cerealogist 's 
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Jul 12 Shaw House, 
Wansdyke 

Jul 16/17 " " 

Jul 16 Milk Hill 

circlemaking competition. 

SU128652 W Pictogram; 3 cir,one tailed, 
'fish/alpha'signature. Gpshot 
Arrow with curved shaft . +++ 

SU103632 W 4 cir pictogram,curved path, 
SU103634 W Further cir. \(+ grapeshot) 

July 16 Arkendale,Yorks ****** B Large plain circle, 104ft. 

Jul 16 

Jul 17 

Pickled Hill SU123611 W 
(German experiment) 

Avebury(W Hill)SU104694 W 

Dumbbell with small circles 
arranged in rings. 'Like toy' 

Triple dumbbell. Rough lay. 

Jul 11? St Cross 

Jul 20 Sibson 

SU****** B Dumbbell + small key 

TL093967 W 2 interlinking rings +1 cir 

Jul 20 Gatwick Airport TQ** ** W 
just NW of Runway 26 

Pictogram;3 cir,line to cen. 
Seen from airplane. 

Jul 22 Stitchcombe SU227688 W Pictogram: dumbbell + halo 

Jul 22 Little Bedwyn SU288672 W Circle + rough cross 

Jul 23 Milk Hill SU093638 W Dumbbell,tangential pathway, 
Jul 30? ="half snail". +6 loops +++ 

Jul 23 Airmyn, Goole SE725245? Triple dumbbell of 3acw cir 

July? Viverdon Down SX376678 W Immaculate mid-size circle. 

July 25 Berry Pomeroy SX83*62* W 140'pictogram. 4th at B.P.? 

July? Win Green, nr Shaftesbury Circle + gpshot (?) 

July 12? Pentridge Hill SU035155 W 19m cir, complex lay. G 

July 12? Handley Down 

J uly 12 Stansbatch 

SU012168 W Two circles, 19m & 10m. 

SO352615 B Double ring cir(3m),14m/22m 

July 15? Five Marys,Dor SY791843 B oval cir&tail,+cross& 2 dots 

July 18 Easton, Cambs TL140729 W Huge23'wide ring,305'across. 

July 19 Staunton/Arrow SO370605 W 37m cir + ring (65m across) 

July? Dawlish, Devon W Dumbbell ? 

July 22 Rockingham, Northants W Complex cir,dumbbell,heart. 

July 22? BishopsCanningsSU042646 W Circle with claw 

July 23? Pepperbox Hill SU205242 W Dumbbell +halo +offset arcs 

July 24 

July 24 

Roundway,Devz. SU011629 W 

Oliver'sCastle SU997642 W 
(Mother Anthony's Well ) 

Small triangle (track in). 

Three equal cir in triangle, 
with connecting pathways. 

July 24 Stanton St B SU085626 W Snail 2. Copy of the Snail. 

July 24 Chute Causeway SU292549 W Serpent: Cir+long,curv path. 
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July 21 Hyden Hill SU685192 W MajorPictogram(Cir/Ring/Cir 
(HMS Mercury-450 yds to E) +bo,xes,&c. )like 1990 designs 

July 26 Caistor St E. TG244039 W Messy oval cir,acw perirneter 

July 26 Dunston, Norf. TG221019 B Big ring+srnall cir touching 

July 26 Beckharnpton 

July 27 Milk Hill 

July 27 Froxfield 

July 28? Savernake 
Forest 

July 26 Tredington, 
Glos. 

Jul 18 Polebrook 

SU092690 W 30' Circle +Alpha signature 

SU087633 W Grapeshot; also SU087635 . 

SU293668 W Pictograrn in shape of human. 
"Matchstick man"-definitely hoax 

SU228685 W Serpent(3 cirs+winding path) 
"W Durnbbell(ring/cir)+20 gpsh. 

S0912296 W 200ft durnbbell+large arrow. 
Durnbbell shaft has cross path 

TL076864 W Big ringed cir+ringed cross 
and L-shaped section. 

July 20? Downgate,Cwall SX385732 B 87ft circle(Cw). No trams. 

July 20? Venterden,CwallSX345743 B "Medicine wheel" quincunx. 

July 25 Fulbrook,Glos . SP148270 W Quincunx +4 paths.Near A361. 

Jul24/25 Andoversford 

July 26 Chisbury 

Jul20/26 Chilgrove Fm 

SP026196 W Durnbbell (cirs of 26' & 47') 

SU259664 W Circle and cross. 

SU833128 W Durnbbell(l cir:quadrant lay) 

Jul24/30 ChilboltonDown SU412358 W Double-ringer,quarter arcs. 

July 25 Chicklade 

July 27 Basingstoke 

ST91*51* W Pictogram by A303 opp L.Chef 

SU598509 W Large clockwise circle(ll8') 
(nearby) W Triple durnbbell (confirrn?) 

July 27 Ogbn . Maizey SU171724 W Venus syrnbol: Cir + cross . 

July 29 Woodhouse,Not. SK526636 W Triang. triplet (59',17',7') 

July 29 Pleasley Vale,Mansfield? Linear con.triple,12',32',12' 

July 29 Mansfield,Not. SK****** W? Triple durnbbell (joined) 

July 27 
July 29 

July 29 

July 30 

Draycot FitzP SU139632 W 
" " " " 

Down Fm, SU189565 W 
Everleigh A.shes 

Woodborough SU115607 W 

30' cir(acw)after UFOl seen. 
Ringed cir, after UF02 seen. 

Third Snail.Huge 450'snail 
head left,tail right,straight 

Plain 39'circle by UFO site 

July 31? Newton St Loe ST****** W Large durnbbell(60'&12'cir). 

July 31? Collinstown(Dublin Airport)Ringed circle near runways 

Jul31/1 Etchilhampton SU042603 W Large plain circle (60ft) 

Aug 1 
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Manningford 
Bohune, Wilts 

SU143570 W Fourth Snail.Similar to the 
third,straight , no eyestalks. 
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Aug 1 Froxfield 

Aug 1/2 West Stowell 

SU287666 W 30ft cir with straight spur. 

SU133620 W Crescent · in ring+ 2 gpshot 

Aug 3 Draycot FitzP SU133630 W "Mercury Symbol" pictogram. 
Cir,path,ring,crescent+2gpsh 

Aug l? Froxfield SU271684 W Big cir+L-shape spur,gpshot 

Aug * 
Aug 1 

Pepperbox Hill SU202253 W Ringed circle (seen Aug 15) 

cranford St A SP916783 W Huge cornplex set of circles 
with 5-pointed star at centre 

Aug 3? Wanboro',Surrey SU932485 W 84' (60'?)circle(cw)+trident 

Aug 5 Ogbourne St G. SU193738 W 
(Southend) 

Triple pictogram, like that 
at Alton Barnes 2/7/1991 

Aug 5/6 Draycot FitzP SU138635 W "Hand of God": Cir +claw(3f) 

Aug 5? CollingbourneK SU26*55* W Cir+spiral & other features 

Aug 4 Whitchurch SU468469 W Pictogram 

Aug 5 Woodhenge(W of)SU139429 W 2 forrnations nr to turnulus. 

Aug 5 Cheriton Bishop SX794935 B 3 srnall rings on big ring. 

Aug 6 Cadboro'Frn,Rye TQ194198 W Large durnbbell:72'Ring& Cir. 

Aug 6 Tawsrnead Copse SU127617 W Thin crescent="Cheshire Cat" 

Aug 4 

Aug 4 

Aug 5 

Aug ? 

Aug ? 

Aug 9 

Aug 9 

Aug 9 

Aug 9 

Aug 9 

Aug 10 

Aug* 

Exton, Hants 

Exton, Hants 

Upton Lovell 

SU615225 W Durnbbell with curved path. 

SU617226 W Broad ring&bar.London Tsign 

ST953406 W Major pictograrn near power-
lines."S" signature=The Snake 
Warning of"rnilitary build-up" 

Broadlands, Rornsey. w Alleged picgrn(Mountb estate) 

Pennsylvania 

West Kennett 

ST742740 W Variation on "snail". [Avon] 

SU112685 W Ring & Y-shape & grapeshot. 

Ogbourne St G ?SU191738 W Srnall cir+spur nr AugS one 

Alton Barnes 

Alton Priors 

Froxfield 

SU122628 W Durnbbell(l ring)+claw(2f)+Y. 

SU127621 W Ringed cir+3f claw. (T Copse) 

SU273683 W 361ft Pictogram: 6 cirs,D, 
included ring,2 claws(3f),gp
shot."Found" at 5pm by Rob I. 

Winford, Dorset ****** W Large circle vis. frorn rd. 

Winterslow SU235347 W 1-ring durnbbell,by'Pheasant' 

Aug 1/6 Chilwell Dam Fm SK51*43* W Large (80ft) plain circle. 

Aug* 

Aug* 

Washford, Sorn ?ST055412 W Impressive forrnation. 

Nether Stowey ST****** W Second Quantock forrnation. 
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Aug 8 

Aug 9 

Aug 11 

Penniment Fm, Mansfield W Ringed oval.Muddy & broken. 

Shirebrook/Stony Houghton Single 35' circle. 

Tarrant Hinton, Dorset W Pictogram. 

Aug6/12? Bridgnorth 50708932 B 20ft circle, Acw. 

Aug 12? Pedwell, Som. ST****** W Plain circle, dowsable. 

Aug 12? Batcombe,Sorn. ST691380 W 55ft & 32ft new circles(Cw) 

Aug 12? Milton Abbas, Dorset W Pictogram,nr Milton Ab.Sch. 

Aug 17 

Aug8/18 

Silbury Hill SU093690 W 
"Charm Bracelet" 

Kidlington,oxon******** W 

Quadranted cir+ring with 8 
astrological, etc., devices. 
"Happy Eater Cosmic Megamenu" 

"Mandelbrot" (nr airfield) 
(for details ask Busty) 

Circles reported in Somerset at Cadbury Castle, and at Redpost 
X-roads near Somerton, have not been confirmed. (August 20th 1992) 
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APPENDIX 12. SECOND REPORT ON RADIOACTIVITY IN CROP CIRCLES 

(This report arrived too late tobe typeset and bas been bound into the report. lt bas not been indexed.) 

Ernest J. Peck, Vernon F. Hodge, and Ashok K. Singh 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 

Las Vegas, NV 89154 

BACKGROUND 

In the winter of 1991 a manuscript was circulated which reported 
unusual isotopes in soil samples frorn an English crop circle (1). 
subsequently this report was retracted, the authors pointing out 
that the data were f lawed and did not allow the preliminary 
conclusions reached in the report. Major difficulties with the 
data included the method of sampling, with limited numbers and 
nonrandom distribution, and the method of sample analysis, with the 
use of multiple detectors and variable detector limits. 

In the surnmer of 1992 a number of investigators revisited the 
question of radioisotopes in crop circles. This study by a tearn 
from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, was designed to examine 
the question of isotope composition of soil inside and outside crop 
circles with the intent of establishing or refuting the contention 
that "high levels" and/or "unusual composition" characterize the 
soils of crop circles . 

Designing an experimcnt to deterrnine whether the arnount or 
character of radioacti vi ty inside a circle differs frorn that 
outside is complex. Among the uncertainties is spatial variabili
ty, that is, nonrandom distribution of isotope either inside or 
outside of a figure. The problem can be further complicated if 
spatial variability is influenced by the shape of the crop circle. 
Because the number of shapes assumed by crop circles is very large, 
the number of samples required to examine the latter question is 
prohibitive. For purposes of this study, it was assumed that crop 
circle shape has no influence on the distribution of isotopes. 

Caveat: It is unfortunate that this assumption must be 
made because it is just as likely that the shape of crop 
circles could influence isotope distribution. 

SPECIFIC AIMS 

(1) To determine whether the amount of radioactivity inside a crop 
circle- is different from that outside a crop circle. 

(2) To determine, if possible, whether the isotope composition of 
seil inside a crop circle varies qualitatively frorn that outside a 
crop circle. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

A double blind study was employed to analyze soil samples taken 
from two crop circles in the Alton Barnes region of England in the 
summer of 1992. Members of the Center for Crop Circle Studies were 
in Alton Barnes from late J une through August collecting samples 
from figures deemed "legitimate" as part of Project Argus. Ernest 
Peck accompanied Project Argus for one week and collected soil by 
random sampling as detailed below. All samples were collected as 
soon as poss i b le after circle f ormation, in each case before 
contamination of the site by onlookers and media. 

In add i tion to the samples frorn two crop circles, a third set of 
sample s was collected from an adjacent field and randornly assigned 
"location" either inside or outside a fictitious figure. This set 
of samples was submitted for analysis to the radiochemist (Vernon 
Hodge) and statistic ian (Ashok Singh) as a legitimate figure. This 
fictitious figure s erves as an additional control for this study. 

SAMPLE COLLECTION AND CODING 

Soil sample s of about 250 cc were collected with a band spade, the 
blade of which was wrapped in clean plastic wrap prior to each 
sarnple collection. Soil was taken from the upper surface of earth, 
that is, from a depth of no more than two inches at random sites 
both ins ide and outside of two crop circles (Milk Hill #1 and Milk 
Hill #2, stanton St. Bernard/Alton Barnes, England). Samples were 
also collected from an adjacent field on Milk Hill managed by Tim 
Carson of Altan Barnes. All soil samples were sealed in two levels 
of plastic bag ("Ziploc" type), one inside the other, and identi
fied by crop figure {A, B, or C) and location (1, 2, 3, etc.). The 
locations for sampling inside and outside of the crop figure were 
randomly chosen and randornly numbered with no reference to the 
location of sarnple source except in the code book. All codes were 
held by Ernest Peck until the cornpletion of isotopic analysis, when 
the codes and isotope data were turned over to a statistician for 
final analysis. The sarnples were shipped by Air Express as soon as 
possible to Vernon Hodge, Chemistry, UNLV. Approval of the United 
States Department of Agriculture was obtained to "move soil" from 
England to the United States. 

ANALYSIS OF RADIOACTIVITY IN SOIL SAMPLES 

Three shiprnents of samples were recei ved by Vernon Hodge which 
contained a total of sixty-one soil samples. These samples were 
shipped frorn the sampling locations on 22 July 1992, 23 July 1992, 
and 24 July 1992. Three hundred gram quantities of the soil 
sarnples were formed into a standard counting geornetry (a 100mm 
diameter by 15mm deep cylinder) and counted as is, without drying 
or other pretreatme nt. Some of the soil samples contained plant 
matter, for example, roots. No attempt wa s mao e to remove these 
contaminating materials. 
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sixteen of the samples were counted on a high resolution gamma ray 
detector and the remainder were counted on a sodium iodide 
detector. Two samples were counted by both methods in order to 
insure that the entire data set produced was self consistent. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA 

For each of the three sets of data in this study (Milk Hill #1, 
Milk Hill #2, and the Control Field), the null hypothesis of no 
difference 

Ho : meanins ide = meanoutside 

was tested against the alternative hypothesis that the two means 
are different, for each of the four analytes under consideration. 

We have used the t-test f or two independent normal populations, and 
also the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test for two independent 
populations to test the above null hypothesis. The t-test is 
superior to the nonparametric tests in cases where the two 
populations are normal and the variances of the two populations are 
the same. In the case where the populations are quite far from 
being normal, the non-pararnetric procedure employed in this study 
is known tobe more powerful. 

A non-parametric Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) procedure, viz., 
Kruskal-Wallis Test, was used to test the hypothesis of equality of 
the six distribution functi ons for each of the four analytes. The 
size of the test in each case was taken tobe 0.05. 

RESULTS OF ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS 

Only four radioactive isotopes (or series) were present in the soil 
samples. Three natural radioacti vi ties (potassium-40, thorium-2 3 2, 
and radium-226) were found in all samples. Potassium-40 was 
ide ntified by its characteristic emission at 1. 46 MeV. Thorium-232 
was identified by the presence of ernission at 0.239 MeV from lead-
212, one of its decay products. Radium-226 was measured at 0.609 
MeV, the emission from bis muth-214, a daughter nuclide. One rnan
rnade isotope, cesium-137, was identified in all samples by the 
characteristic ernission of its daughter, barium-137rn gamma ray at 
0.662 MeV. 

The nuclides were measured by comparison with a standard in the 
sarne geometr y. This reference s ource was prepared from 146g of 
potassium sulfate (56,300 picocuries) which was spiked with 2,310 
picocuries of thorium-232, 121,100 picocurie s of radium-226 and 937 
picocuries of cesium-137. The resulting solid was ground in a 
mortar in an attempt to produce a homogeneous material. All data 
was calculated on ape r gram b asis. The results of these analyses, 
s howing the observed concentration s of K-40, Ra-226, Th-232, and 
Cs-137 in pCi pe r gram are presented in Tdbles A (Milk Hill #1), 
B (Control Fie ld} a nd C (Milk Hill #2) of the Appendix. 
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SUMMARY STATISTICS OF ANALYTE CONCENTRATION DATA 

To sumrnarize the data collected for the Crop Circle Experiment, we 
computed the sample mean, sample standard deviation, the minimum 
and maximum observed concentrations, and the sample median of n1 
observations taken inside of the selected crop circle, and n2 
observations taken outside of the selected crop circle. We also 
computed 95% confidence intervals for the difference in population 
means of concentrations inside and outside of a crop circle for the 
four measured analytes, K-40, Ra-226, Th-232, and Cs-137; the 
conf idence intervals are exact if underly ing populations are 
normal,and are approximate in case of non-normal populations. 

The summary statistics and the confidence intervals are shown in 
Tables 1, 2, and 3 below. 

RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL TESTS 

A total of 12 statistical tests were performed. In each case, the 
probability of Type I error was taken tobe 0.05. Neither of the 
two statistical tests used (t-test and Mann-Whitney test) detected 
any differences. This can also be seen from the fact that all of 
the 12 confidence intervals (confidence coefficient of 95% was used 
in each case) shown in Tables 1-3 contain O (zero). Thus there was 
no basis to reject the null hypothesis, that is, that all groups 
we re equivalent. 

The r esults of the Kruskal-Wallis test are summarized in Table 4. 
This test was designed to ask if all six sample groups (that is, 
Ain' A04v Bin' Bout' ein' Cout) come from the same population. 
Surpris1ngly, the analytes Th-232 and Cs-137 are from different 
populations according to this test. Specifically, the populations 
of Th-232 and Cs-137 measured in Crop Circle A (Milk Hill #1) are 
different from those rneasured in Crop Circle C (Milk Hill #2) and 
the Control Field (B). This could result from spatial variability. 
Crop Circle c, that is, Milk Hill #2, was significantly removed 
from Crop Circle A (Milk Hill #2) and the Control Field (B) and all 
three were in separate fields. The approximate locations of the 
crop circles (A and C) and the control f ield (B) are shown in 
Figure 1. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the present study we find no evidence of unusual types of 
isotopes in soil in or around the crop circles examined nor do we 
find differences in the levels of naturally occurring and man-made 
isotopes inside or outside of these circles. The levels of two 
isotopes, Th-232 and Cs-137, in and around Milk Hill #1 differ from 
those in and around Milk Hill #2 and the ·control field. However, 
this difference is likely the result of spatial variability. Thus 
we conclude from this study that the re is no basis for the claim of 
unusua l or differing l evels of r adioisotope s in or around crop 
circles . 
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TABLE 1: Summary Statistics for Crop Circle A Data 
( n1 = 10 , n2 = 10 ) 

K-40 Ra-226 Th-232 
IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT 

Sample 4.07 4.71 1.97 2.18 0.86 0.98 
mean 

Sample 0.94 0.74 0 .4 7 0.33 0.17 0.11 
standard 
deviation 

Sample 2.2 3.5 1. 40 1. 60 0.70 0.80 
minimum 

Sarnple 3.85 4.90 1. 80 2.25 0.80 1. 00 
median 

Sample 5.2 5.8 2.70 2.60 1.10 1. 10 
maximum 

95% (-1.43,.15) (-.59, .17) (-.26,.02) 
Confidence 
Interval 
for 
difference 
of means 
(IN-OUT ) 
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Cs-137 
IN OUT 

0.04 0.10 

0.02 0.02 

0.06 0.07 

0.08 0.09 

0.13 0.14 

(-.03,.01) 
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TABLE 2: Summary Statistics for Crop Circle B Data 
( n1 = 11 n2 = 10 ) 

K-40 Ra-226 Th-232 
IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT 

Sample 5 .08 5.23 2.39 2.18 1. 07 0.98 
mean 

Sample 0.96 0.78 0.24 0.33 0.21 0.11 
standard 
deviation 

Sample 3.5 4.3 2.20 1. 60 0.80 0.80 
minimurn 

Sample 5.2 5. 1 2.30 2.25 1.10 1.00 
median 

Sample 6.5 6.5 2.90 2.60 1.50 1.10 
maximum 

95% (-1.01,.62) (-.31, .19) (-.24,.12) 
Confidence 
Interval 
for 
difference 
of means 
(IN-OUT) 

Cs-137 
IN OUT 

0.12 0.12 

0.03 0 . 03 

0.06 0.07 

0 . 12 0.12 

0 . 16 0 . 18 

(-.02,.03) 
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TABLE 3: Summary Statistics for Crop Circle C Data 
( n1 = 10, n2 = 1 O ) 

K-40 Ra-226 Th-232 
IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT 

Sample 5 . 23 5.08 2 . 47 2.32 1.18 1. 24 
mean 

Sarnple 0.67 0.57 0.29 0 . 46 0 . 18 0.16 
standard 
deviation 

Sample 3.9 4.3 2.10 1. 70 0.80 1. 00 
minimum 

Sample 5.25 5.00 2.45 2.25 1. 20 1. 20 
median 

Sample 6.5 6.5 3.00 3.40 1.40 1. 50 
maximum 

95% (-0.44, .74) ( - .21, .51) (-.22,.10) 
Confidence 
Interval 
for 
difference 
of means 
(IN-OUT) 
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Cs-137 
IN OUT 

0.10 0.10 

0.02 0.02 

0 . 09 0.06 

0.10 0.10 

0.14 0.13 

(-.01, .02) 
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TABLE 4: Results of Kruskal-Wallis Test on the Six Samples 
(Critical Chi-square = 11.0705) 

K-40 Ra-226 Th-232 Cs-137 

Sum of 
Ranks of 
Group 1 159.5 190.0 135.0 167 
(Inside 
Crop 
Circle A) 

Sum of 
Ranks of 
Group 2 280.0 255.5 216.0 241 
(Outside 
Crop 
Circle A) 

Sum of 
Ranks of 
Group 3 374.5 380.5 331. 0 471 
(Inside 
Crop 
Circle B) 

Sum of 
Ranks of 
Group 4 358.5 388.0 356.0 393 
(Outside 
Crop 
Circle B) 

Sum of 
Ranks of 
Group 5 391. 0 386.5 406.5 314.5 
(Inside 
Crop 
Circle C) 

Sum of 
Ranks of 
Group 6 327.5 290.5 446.5 304.5 
(Outside 
Crop 
Circle C) 

Kruskal-
Wallis 
Test 10.72 9.87 22.09* 15.08* 
Statistic 

* : Difference is statistically significant at test size = 0.05. 
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Figure 1: Geographical Locations of Crop Circles A and C and the 
Control Field B 
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TABLE A 
Results of isotopic analysis of soil samples from Milk Hill #1 

12cifg 
SAMPLE JC-40 Ra-226 Th-232 Cs-137 

INSIDE 
A-1 4.8 2.5 1.0 0.09 
A-4 3.5 1.6 0.7 0.07 
A-11 3.6 1. 4 0.7 0.07 
A-13 3.3 1.7 0.7 0.07 
A-14 3.7 1.5 0.8 0.06 
A-15 4.8 2.2 1.0 0.08 
A-17 5.2 2.5 1.1 0.09 
A-18 3.8 1. 7 0.7 0.06 
A-20 5.2 2.7 1.1 0.13 
A-21 3.9 1.9 0 . 8 0.12 

OUTSIDE 
A-3 4.8 2.0 1. 0 0.12 
A-6 5.2 2.2 1.1 0.09 
A-8 5.8 2.6 1.1 0.10 
A-9 4.0 1. 8 0.8 0.08 
A-10 3.5 1.6 0.8 0.07 
A-12 4.9 2 .3 1.0 0.09 
A-16 5.0 2.3 1.0 0.09 
A-19 4.9 2.6 0.9 0.09 
A-24 5.3 2.0 1.0 0.09 
A-25 3.7 2.4 1.1 0.14 

TABLE B 
Results of isotopic analysis of soil samples from Control Field 

J2Ci[g 
SAMPLE K-40 Ra-226 Th-232 cs-137 

"INSIDE" 
B-2 4.8 2.2 0.9 0.12 
B-4 4.3 2.2 1.2 0.06 
B-5 4.8 2.2 0.9 0.13 
B-12 6.5 2.5 1.5 0.13 
B-13 5.2 2.4 0.9 0.12 
B-14 3.5 2.2 0.8 0.14 
B-15 6.5 2.9 1.1 0.16 
B-17 3.9 2.2 0.9 0.12 
B-18 5.6 2.5 1.1 0.12 
B-22 5.2 2.3 1.2 0.10 
B-24 5.6 2.7 1.3 0.10 

"OUTSIDE" 
B-1 4.3 2.0 0.9 0.14 
B-3 4.8 2.7 1.3 0.10 
B-6 4.3 2.2 1.0 0.09 
B-10 6.3 2.0 0.9 0.10 
B-11 5.4 2.8 1.2 0.13 
B-16 5.6 2.5 1. 2 0.18 
B-19 6.1 2.5 1.1 0.13 
B-21 6.5 2.4 1.0 0.14 
B-23 4.8 2.7 1. 3 0.10 
B-25 4.7 2.7 1.4 0.07 
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TABLE C 
2CF Results of isotopic analysis of soil samples from Milk Hill #2 

JpCi/q_ 
SAMPLE K-40 Ra-226 Th-232 cs-137 

INSIDE 
C-1 5.4 2.8 1.1 0.09 
C-2 5.6 2.7 1.3 0.14 
C-3 4.8 2.4 1.2 0.09 
C-5 5.6 2.5 1.4 0.11 
C-6 6.5 3.0 1.4 0.10 
C-9 5.3 2.5 1.2 0.09 
C-15 5.2 2.1 1.1 0.10 
C-20 5.2 2.2 1.1 0.12 
C-22 3.9 2.2 0.8 0.11 
C-26 4.8 2.3 1.2 0.09 

OUTSIDE 
C-4 4.8 2.4 1.3 0.10 .... 
C-7 5.2 2.0 1.2 0.10 
C-10 6.5 3.4 1. 5 0.09 
C-14 4.8 1.7 1.3 0.13 
C-16 4.3 2.0 1.1 0.10 
C-19 4.8 2.3 1.2 0.10 
C-23 5.2 2.2 1.5 0.13 
C-25 4.9 2.1 1. 0 0.09 
C-27 5.2 2.5 1.1 0.11 
C-28 5.1 2.6 1.2 0.06 
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Lastly, tlwuglz a muclz more faint and uncertain breeze of lwpe were to spring up from 
our new continent, yet we would consider it necessary to 11iake tlze experiment, if we 
would not slww a dastard spirit. For the risk attending want of success is not tobe 

compared witlz tlzat of neglecting tlze attempt; the former is attended with the loss of a 

little human labor, tlie latter witli tlzat of an immense beneftt. For tliese and otlier 

reasons it appears to us tlzat tlzere is abundant ground to Jwpe, and to induce not only 

tlwse wlw are smzguine to make experiment, but even tlwse wlio are cautious and sober to 

give tlieir assent. 

Francis Bacon, Novum Organum (1620) 




